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ABSTRACT

With the completion of this thesis comes a new tool for rapidly finding common regions between strings. The dictionary provides a fast and fully automated approach to locating the longest matches at every position in a set of input sequences to the sequences stored in a database. While the applications discussed in this work all stem from the realm of computational biology, we place no restrictions on the sequences at hand: all algorithms described continue to function as intended while the dictionary operates on strings drawn from an arbitrary alphabet. We have been actively using the fast genomic dictionary in our lab even as the tool was being written, tested, revamped, and optimized. In practice, the dictionary has already proved itself in several tasks worthy of note: 1) gene annotation/recognition and exon prediction — the matches provide useful information pertaining to locating common segments between exons, alternative splice sites, and frequency data of long tuples, establishing the basis for both homology determination and statistical approaches; 2) identification of related sequences — the dictionary approach dodges many shortcomings inherent in the de-facto standard alignment-based algorithms like BLAST, emerging as a valuable complementary tool; 3) repeat-masking — the technique of matching fragments of the input to databases of repeats provides a speedy though slightly coarse alternative to alignment-based repeat maskers like RepeatMasker; 4) data mining — the dictionary offers a quick means of extracting clean data from the otherwise polluted biological databases, for instance allowing us to construct highly precise frame- and orientation-tests almost too easily; 5) visualization — the dictionary lends itself to insightful ways of communicating data. Fast and light, the dictionary should be extremely useful to anyone dealing with large databases of strings and especially to researchers actively involved in the Human Genome Project.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Human Genome Project

Originally begun in 1990, the U.S. Human Genome Project is coordinated by the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Institutes of Health. Conceived as a 15-year endeavor, rapid technological advances have accelerated the project to an expected completion date of 2003. Project goals are to 1) identify all the estimated 80,000-100,000 genes in human DNA; 2) determine the sequences of the 3 billion chemical bases that make up human DNA; 3) store this information in databases; 4) develop tools for data analysis; and 5) address the ethical, legal, and social issues (ELSI) that may arise from the project [12]. Once the genes are identified and their nucleic sequences are determined, researchers will have to tackle new and more difficult problems to understand what it is that these genes do. To get a feel for just how difficult this problem is, consider the modern central biological dogma (see figure 1-1) [13]:

1. genes (DNA) are transcribed into RNA by the enzyme RNA polymerase;
2. RNA transcripts are subjected to post-transcriptional modification and control;
3. mRNA molecules are translated by ribosomes;
4. newly synthesized proteins are often modified after translation (post-translation);
5. the protein carries out its function.

Not all DNA is expressed as protein. Sections of non-expression are termed introns. Introns are excised by splicesomes during the pre-mRNA phase, and are not found in the final mRNA product. Exons are all that remain of the original DNA message upon completion of transcription. Clearly, even knowing all the nucleotides that make up a gene is not enough to predict a protein that it codes for.

As it turns out, what most people refer to as the Human Genome Project is actually just phase one of the mission. Among other things, it will result in a huge dataset of human DNA. Unfortunately, because most of that DNA forms intronic or intergenic regions, 99%
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Figure 1-1: From Genes to Proteins.
of the data may not be very useful. Essentially, looking at a random position in the dataset yields a 1% chance of considering a region that is somewhat interesting. The rest probably does not constitute junk or garbage, but at the same time does not provide particularly interesting information to biologists. There is no accepted biological theory for why we have introns; some species do not. Phase two of the mission will mean going back to the lab and using more sophisticated, more expensive, more time-consuming techniques to identify the genes and annotate their structure, zooming in on the interesting regions. It is projected to take 100 years.

1.2 Gene Recognition

In light of these complications, gene recognition emerged as a subfield of computational biology to confront the challenge. Researchers in this area attempt to design algorithms and heuristics which would eventually compile to efficient computer programs for variations of the following problem: given a large sequence of genetic material (read: a string of hundreds of thousands of nucleotides)

1. locate the promoter regions (these occur just before the genes);
2. identify the genes;
3. identify the exons and the introns within each gene;
4. concatenating the coding exons together, predict the initial amino acid sequences;
5. predict the proteins made by each gene.

1.3 Gene Annotation

Of particular interest in the gene recognition problem is the subproblem of gene annotation. Suppose that we had access to a reliable promoter detector. Recall that promoters are short regions of DNA that occur close to the beginning of the gene. They are the chemical signals which alert the biological machinery that there is a gene to be expressed and specify how much of the protein should be made. Having identified the promoters in our large chunk of DNA, we could then split that DNA into shorter segments, each beginning with one promoter region and ending just before the next. We would then be confident that the resulting segments of DNA contain exactly one gene.

The next task would be to annotate that gene: to specify which segments are introns (to be cut out) and at which point the cell begins and ends its translation of the concatenation of the remaining segments (exons). Of tremendous help in this task are several biological facts:

1. translation begins after an ATG;
2. translation ends at the first stop codon (one of \{TAA, TAG, TGA\}, see table 1.1);
3. introns start with a GT;
4. introns end with an AG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: High level view of DNA to protein translation.

Fields 1, 2, and 3 specify the first, second, and third nucleotide of the DNA triplet (codon). The dash (-) stands for very special triplets called stop codons which instead of coding for an amino acid (see table 1.2) terminate the translating process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Alanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cysteine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Aspartic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Glutamic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Glycine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Histidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Lysine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Leucine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Methionine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Asparagine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Proline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Glutamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Arginine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Serine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Threonine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Valine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: The Twenty Amino Acids.
This limits the number of possible annotations or "parses" of a gene substantially, but does not reduce the solution space to a single crisp answer. As a result, there is a need for good tools for evaluating or scoring a parse. Armed with an arsenal of such tools, a gene annotation algorithm could intelligently decide between parses and predict the "best" one. Even if the level of gene annotation were not good enough for the gene recognition problem, it would still be extremely useful. One of the main challenges facing biologists today is the accurate annotation of newly sequenced genomic data. If the annotating algorithm could latch on to more than just a handful of the most basic signals, it would save a lot of hours of human work. Available for this task are extremely large databases of proteins (e.g. OWL [19]), expressed sequence tags or snippets of coding regions of DNA (e.g. dbEST [18]), and much smaller databases of annotated genes (e.g. USC [9]).

Exons, the coding regions of DNA, tend to endure high selective pressure to not mutate much. As a result, large pieces of coding DNA seem to be conserved between various proteins and even among species. Therefore, when faced with a new sequence, if one could find segments in it that match reasonably long regions in databases of known exons and proteins, one could then safely label these portions of the new sequence as "exon," pruning the search space of parses and yielding hints as to the origin and function of the sequence. At the very least, the matches could be promoted to the statistical analyzers and artificial intelligence routines in gene recognition programs as hints that certain regions should be marked as exons in the likely parses.

Introns, the non-coding regions between exons which get spliced out, are under much less of a selective pressure to preserve themselves: most changes in introns go unnoticed. Therefore, finding a reasonably long match between an exon and an intron is highly unlikely. Still, introns tend to possess areas called repeats which are long sequences of DNA that occur much less frequently in exons. Presence of a region similar to a repeat strongly indicates that the region belongs to an intron. Similarly, when viruses wedge themselves in host DNA, they often go unnoticed if the insertion happens to land in an intron. Since introns are cut out, most likely, the change does not affect the host. Sometimes the altered DNA, faithfully reproduced by the cell’s machinery, makes it into the host’s offspring. In that case, the virus may be preserved in that species' genome. Clearly, presence of viral DNA in a non-viral genome indicates that the region in question most likely is part of an intron.

1.4 Dictionary

We have developed a fast and fully automatic tool for looking up genomic information. Qualitatively, given a brand new sequence, the dictionary answers the question "Have we even seen anything like it before?" Quantitatively, the answer to that question consists of a list of all matches (longer than a cutoff value) between the substrings of the input sequence and the substrings of all the sequences forming the dictionary’s basis.

All of the dictionary code is in the C++ programming language, written and thoroughly
tested under the Linux operating system. We designed and optimized the dictionary to utilize the resources of the host computer as efficiently as possible. The alphabet over which the dictionary interprets sequences remains entirely user-defined and unrestricted. Combined with the lack of limits on lengths, numbers, and types of sequences forming the dictionary, the uses for it are virtually endless: the sky is the limit.

To address for instance the gene annotation problem, one could build dictionaries out of exonish regions, proteins, repeats, viral strands, etc. With such equipment, when confronted by a new sequence, the biologist could rapidly blast it against the databases of sequences s/he cares about. Immediately, the researcher would have access to insights for regions that seem to match certain characteristics. For instance, having found the regions matching proteins, the biologist could tabulate statistics on the numbers of matches within windows of particular lengths, actually pull out the sequences and take a closer look at the matching regions, and most importantly take into account the sequences’ descriptive names. Proteins’ accession codes tend to specify the species of origin and mention that protein’s function. With the dictionary, researchers can efficiently reap insights which typically take graduate students in biology months, if not years, to discover. Combined with the capabilities for visualizations, the dictionary should become indispensable to the biologists in the field, dealing with newly sequenced genomic data.

Our group’s gene recognition program latches on to the matches produced by the dictionary as pillars on which to base the likely parses, rapidly slashing the search space. We have also exploited the dictionary’s capabilities to identify pseudogenes, mask repeats, and to mine the data hidden in the mostly disorganized biological databases. These applications suggest that the dictionary could significantly impact advancements in computational biology. Moreover, the dictionary delivers a completely general suite of string-matching algorithms. We hope to find them applied fruitfully not only in the realm of computational biology in light of the Human Genome Project, but also in all other disciplines dealing with very large databases of strings.
Chapter 2

Overview

2.1 Brief History

This work began when the author joined Bonnie A. Berger’s Computation & Biology Group at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science (LCS). Having just completed the junior year, the author was hired into the Theory of Computation Group in May of 1998 to work on the Gene Recognition Project under the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP). Bonnie A. Berger, the research supervisor, pointed out the following problem: the database of expressed sequence tags dbEST contains several million snippets of DNA, each about a thousand characters in length; it would be nice to be able, given a long input sequence, to quickly extract a few hundred similar sequences from dbEST. The manageable set of similar sequences would register for closer examination: regions in the input sequence similar to snippets from dbEST promised to be the exons of a gene.

Daniel J. Kleitman of the Applied Mathematics Department also mentored the project. He suggested an initial stab at the problem: consider all of the possible t-tuples of DNA, for a positive integer t. Given a sequence of DNA, it is easy to make a list of all the t-tuples it contains. If one could construct an inverse table — one that given a particular t-tuple could return the list of sequences that contain it — then it would be possible to simply pull out the sequences hit most by the tuples from the input. The length of the tuple shouldn’t be too short: at the extreme case of t = 1, pretty much every sequence will share all 1-tuples with all other sequences, yielding very little information. At the same time, t couldn’t be too long; otherwise, there may not be enough statistical frequency data for all tuples. Since dbEST contained on the order of a billion tuples, we set t = 11 for a total of $4^{11} = 2^{22} = 4M$ tuples.

The initial task of inverting a table seemed trivial yet daunting at the same time. Consider a zero/one matrix, with the truth value in position $(s, t)$ indicating the absence/presence in sequence $s$ of tuple $t$, which is just an integer between 0 and $4^{11} - 1$, inclusive. Inverting the table corresponds to taking the transpose of the matrix. It seems the matrix could be simply written horizontally and then read out vertically. The problem
is that the matrix is huge. With millions of sequences and millions of tuples to consider, the number of elements in the matrix would be a whopping trillion.

The initial gut reaction framed the problem as an engineering challenge. Taxing the system to the max, the author hacked up code that solved the problem brute-force. Tackling the issue head-on, we made the observation that once built, the dictionary would be invaluable. Therefore, it may make sense to invest quite a bit of time into the building process. Noticing that different pieces of the matrix could be transposed in parallel, we engaged four computers in the task; each one ran highly optimized code, bit-packed the matrix, and had the maximum allowed number of files — just under $2^{16}$ — open for writing. It took more than a week — about a month’s worth of sequential time — to build the dictionary. But the data we ended up with actually worked properly and made the utility of the dictionary clear as day.

Recovering from the adrenaline rush of the past week, the author approached the problem in a cooler algorithmic style. Clearly, the matrix must be very sparse. There are four million entries per sequence, while sequences average only about a thousand characters in length. We latch onto this observation to significantly improve the running time and the space required. We begin with the pairs $(s, t)$ ordered by the first element, the sequence index. We would like to list these pairs ordered by the second element, the tuple index. Put this way, the challenge reduces to a textbook sorting problem. Since both $s$ and $t$ are non-negative integers, RadixSort does the trick with time and space required both linear in the number of pairs — the number of non-zero entries in the matrix. In practice, there is the complication that there may not be enough memory to accommodate all of these pairs. We chose to sort groups of pairs large enough to barely fit into memory, writing them out to disk and later merging the resulting segments. We could now build dictionaries in just a matter of hours using a single computer.

The main part of the dictionary consisted of just two files which allowed for efficient queries. Let $(t_i, s_i)$ be the $i$th pair in the set sorted by $t$ with collisions resolved by $s$. We maintained a position file $.pos$ of $|\{(t_i, s_i)\}$ words, with

$$\.pos[i] = s_i.$$  

In addition, we maintained an index file $.idx$ of $4^{11} + 1$ words, with $.idx[0] \equiv 0$ and

$$\.idx[i] =\.idx[i - 1] + |\{(i - 1, s) | \forall s\}|.$$  

In other words, $.idx[i]$ points to the offset in $.pos$ where the list of sequences containing tuple $i$ begins. Asymptotically, getting this list requires only a $\Theta(1)$ overhead: simply position the file pointer for $.idx$ to the $i$th word, read the two values $a$ and $z$, position the file pointer for $.pos$ to the $a$th word, read the indices of sequences containing tuple $i$ until the file pointer reaches the $z$th word. In practice, files may be fragmented. For the Linux
inode-based file system, we expect the overhead to be logarithmic in the size of the file.

### 2.2 From Heuristics to Guarantees

Having the machinery in place for quickly determining which sequences contain a particular tuple brought us a bit closer to our goal, but not much. We were faced with the challenge of somehow pulling out the best few hundred. Having to create a scoring function seemed to invite a heuristic plague.

For each sequence in the database, we could tell how many distinct tuples it shared with the input. However, we had no idea whether or not these tuples were adjacent or spread out. One extreme would be to pull out the sequences that have the most tuples in common. Of course, this favors longer sequences over shorter ones. In fact, a few really long sequences — say on the order of a million characters in length — would always get pulled out, with only four million distinct tuples to go around. The other extreme would be to pull out the sequences that shared the largest percentage of own tuples with the input. Naturally, this favors shorter sequences. We didn’t like the spectrum in between either. After experimenting with far-out scoring functions — like the ratio of the intersection of the tuples in the input and in the target with the union of the tuples in the input and the target — we decided that any heuristic would miss some very similar regions. Keeping in mind that the selection process had to be computationally inexpensive, we shied away from the approach in question.

Instead, we favored an algorithmic framework with actual guarantees. It seemed a nice idea to pull out all sequences sharing at least $k$ consecutive characters with the input. The user could provide $k \geq 11$. From there, we established the notion of a match.

### 2.3 Definition of a Match

Consider two sequences $s_0$ and $s_1$ of length $l_0$ and $l_1$. Let $e(s_j)$ be the encoding of $s_j$ over an alphabet $\Sigma$, with $e(s_j)[i]$ encoding the $i$th character in $s_j$ for $-1 \leq i \leq l_j$; $0 \leq e(s_j)[i] \leq |\Sigma|$. Let $e(s_j)[-1] = e(s_j)[l_j] = 0$, with the zero reserved for the invalid symbol. Also, let the zero/one indicator function $f_=(x, y) = 1$ if and only if $x = y$ and $x, y \in \{1, \ldots, |\Sigma|\}$, since invalid characters don’t match each other.

A match of length $l$ exists between $s_j$ and $s_j$ at positions $p_j$ and $p_3$ if and only if

\[-f_=(e(s_j)[p_j - 1], e(s_j)[p_j - 1]),
\]

\[f_=(e(s_j)[p_j + k], e(s_j)[p_j + k]), 0 \leq k < l,
\]

\[-f_=(e(s_j)[p_j + l], e(s_j)[p_j + l]),
\]
with \( p_j \in \{0, \ldots, l_j - 1\} \) and \( p_j' \in \{0, \ldots, l_j' - 1\} \). In other words, we concern ourselves only with the longest matches.

Consider identical strings \( s_0' \) and \( s_1' \) of length \( l' > 0 \). Clearly, all substrings \( s_0'[i \ldots j] \) and \( s_1'[i \ldots j] \), \( 0 \leq i \leq j < l' \), are also identical. We avoid reporting a quadratic explosion of

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{l'-1} \sum_{j=i}^{l'-1} \frac{l'(l' + 1)}{2}
\]

trivial matches for every longest match of length \( l' \). Existence of a match in the dictionary’s sense implies the presence of all shorter sub-matches contained within.

### 2.4 Match Filter

We now describe the procedure used to extract the sequences containing at least one valid match. To do so, simply slide along the input sequence, considering the 11-tuple at each position. For every valid tuple, pull out the sequences from the database that also have it and add each sequence to a pool of “live” ones; keep track of the position when a sequence came to life. Remove from the pool any sequence that did not contain the present tuple. When removing the sequence, pay attention to the position when it came to live. If it has been alive for at least \( k \) iterations, mark it as interesting. In this way, we pruned out a lot of sequences that shared many tuples with the input, when it was clear that they did not have many matching consecutive characters. To improve locality, we actually sorted the tuples in the input and pre-fetched the sets of sequences containing those tuples. Having found the interesting sequences, we compared each against the input and reported all of the matches no shorter than \( k \). Of course, even those sequences marked as interesting were not guaranteed to actually contain matches.

### 2.5 Inefficiencies

We have discovered an algorithmic approach for extracting interesting sequences. The notion of a match introduced guarantees: if there is a match of length \( k \) or longer between the input and some sequence in the database, it will be reported; nothing short of this requirement will clutter the output.

Still, several issues remained. First of all, we built the dictionary over a fixed alphabet. Because there are only four characters in the case of DNA, and because four is a power of two, we could get away with a very efficient implementation. However, when we decided to build a similar dictionary out of a set of proteins, we had to redo a lot of the work, but now with an alphabet of twenty amino acids. To battle this defect and to allow the dictionary to seamlessly integrate sequences defined over arbitrary alphabets, we made the alphabet an input to the program that builds a dictionary, see section 5. This was the easiest problem
Second, the fact that tuples were indexed by sequences in which they appeared create quite a bit of inefficiency. If there were a match of length \( k \) in a sequence much longer than \( k \) characters, the entire sequence would still have to be pulled out and searched for a match. The existence of tuples in a sequence did not tell us where to look for them. It would be nice to concentrate only on those areas of a sequence where the matches were likely. In the worst case, the database could consist of a single extremely long sequence. Then all of the effort going into marking that sequence as interesting would be pure waste.

Third, the fixed tuple size seemed arbitrary. Why eleven? It is clear that the tuple should be longer than one or two or three; it seems obvious that tuples should be shorter than one hundred. But why not ten, or twenty, or thirty? The trouble with a fixed tuple size is two-fold. First of all, a dictionary built to operate over \( t \)-tuples simply could not detect all matches at a resolution of lower than \( t \). This may or may not be a serious problem. Still, a dictionary based on \( t \)-tuples ignored the huge hint provided by the user: \( k \). If \( k \) were rather large — say one hundred — and \( t \) were eleven, as before, the dictionary would still pull out all of the places where 11-tuples matched and try to piece together longer hits. What we really wanted was a variable tuple-length dictionary — one that could be built once and for all to be able to operate at any resolution and to dynamically adjust its searching method to run as quickly as if it had been built with a fixed \( k \).

## 2.6 Modern Dictionary

We have managed to gather enough algorithmic insights to build a dictionary paradigm addressing all of the problems mentioned above. The new streamlined dictionary builds dbEST in close to hour; smaller dictionaries like the protein OWL database are assembled in a matter of minutes.

The basic idea is simple. For all intents and purposes, the entire database of sequences could be treated as a single sequence formed by concatenating individual sequences, with invalid characters interspersed between them. Let position \( p \) index a subsequence that begins at the offset \( p \) in this global sequence and runs until the end. Sort these positions to produce a list of positions ordered lexicographically over some alphabet \( \Sigma \) by the subsequences they index. To use the dictionary with some input sequence, looking for matches no shorter than \( k \), first identify the \( k \)-tuples in it. Then, use binary search to find those subsequences in the database that begin with those same \( k \)-tuples. Having found them, report the true matches. Care must be taken to sort and search efficiently and to reconstruct the indices of the interesting sequences along with the positions of the matches properly. The following table lists the building times for a few useful dictionaries:

We devote the first part of this thesis to an explanation of how to use the dictionary and a description of the algorithms and the code that actually makes it work. In the second part, we pay attention to applications, citing interesting ways in which we have already put
| Dictionary      | Number of Sequences | Non-Zero Encodings | Space $|z=0| (b)$ | Time $|z=0| (s)$ |
|-----------------|---------------------|--------------------|----------------|----------------|
| Repeats [24]    | 2,170               | 1,747,928          | 8,850,139       | 6              |
| DNA             | 816.022             | 1,770,768          | 7,447,143       | 31             |
| DNA             | 6,237.576           | 3,056,412          | 13,076,941      | 58             |
| Translated Repeats$^d$ | 2,170         | 6,851,493          | 34,605,319      | 22             |
| AA              | 3,268.088           | 7,091,752          | 30,969,677      | 28             |
| OWL$^c$ [19]    | 312,942             | 100,727,386        | 515,682,508     | 463            |
| AA              | 322.105             | 100,800,059        | 451,429,220     | 593            |
| Masked OWL$^d$  | 312,942             | 100,177,377        | 513,480,320     | 463            |
| AA              | 322.105             | 100,800,059        | 449,153,263     | 598            |
| dbEST$^e$ [18]  | 3,934,985           | 1,528,178,687      | 7,799,707,036   | 6,956          |
| DNA             | 390.199             | 1,535,427,276      | 6,562,129,892   | 31,478         |

Table 2.1: Building Statistics

$^a$The Z parameter corresponds to the gzip compression level of sequences. For these runs, $A = 32$ and $L = 50000000$, see 6-1 for a detailed explanation of these parameters.

$^b$These are concatenated translations of each sequence from Repeats, in each of the possible three frames and four orientations, separated by an invalid character.

$^c$OWL release of 05-23-1999.

$^d$These are the proteins from OWL, with all matches of length eight or more to Translated Repeats replaced with invalid characters; it took roughly fifteen minutes to mask OWL by separately querying each sequence against the Translated Repeats dictionary.

$^e$dbEST release of 04-22-2000.

the dictionary to work in our lab. Finally, we outline possible future directions for the idea and interesting software developments that could lead into other theses.
Part I

Concepts & Constructs
Chapter 3

Sorting

3.1 Definition of the Problem

Consider an alphabet $\Sigma$ with $|\Sigma| = \alpha, \alpha > 0$. Let $s$ be a valid sequence of length $l = L(s)$ over $\Sigma$ if $0 < s_i \leq \alpha$ for $0 \leq i < l$ and $s_l = 0$. Define $s_k$ as the substring of $s$ which begins at the $k$th position $s_k$ and runs to the end of $s$, $0 \leq k < l$. Let $S(s)$ be the set of all such substrings $\{s_k | 0 \leq k < L(s)\}$. The task at hand is to sort all of the sequences in this set. More generally, given $n$ valid sequences $s^j$ with $L(s^j) > 0$ for $0 \leq j < n$, the problem is to sort all of the sequences in

$$\bigcup_{j=0}^{n-1} S(s^j) = \bigcup_{j=0}^{n-1} \{s_k | 0 \leq k < L(s^j)\}$$

lexicographically with respect to $\Sigma$. The challenge is to sort these sequences efficiently in terms of both time and space, paying attention not only to the theoretical aspects of the asymptotics but also to such practical systems issues as locality, page-swapping, etc.

An interesting and useful variation of this problem involves a parameter $m$ or minimum length. In it, all sequences shorter than $m$ are discarded from the set; remaining sequences are sorted only by the first $m$ characters. That is, sequences whose first $m$ characters match up are considered lexicographically equal. Our solution to the original problem lends itself to a simple and elegant modification to solve this variation of the problem.

3.2 Input and Output

We assume, for practical purposes, that $\alpha < 256$, and represent each character as a single-byte unsigned char in the C++ programming language.
static void Dictionary::SubStringSort ( unsigned char const alphasize,  
unsigned long int const minlen,  
unsigned char const contig,  
unsigned long int const contiglen,  
unsigned long int const disk,  
unsigned long int const disklen ) throw ();

The input consists of six parameters. The first is the size of the alphabet \texttt{alphasize}, which is equal to \( \alpha = |\Sigma| \). The second is \texttt{minlen}, representing the \( m \) from the variation of the problem; if each string is to be sorted completely, then \( m \) could be set to \texttt{contiglen}.

The third is \texttt{contig}, a pointer to a memory location containing the \( n \) sequences preceded by a zero: it is a concatenation

\[ 0 \cdot s^0 \cdot s^1 \cdots \cdot s^{n-1} \]

of length

\[ \lambda = 1 + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} L(s^j). \]

The fourth parameter \texttt{contiglen} represents \( \lambda \) and indicates that \texttt{contig} points to an array of \( \lambda \) bytes.

The fifth is \texttt{disk}, a pointer to a memory location — which may be mapped to disk, as the name suggests — where the solution is to be written. The sixth and final parameter \texttt{disklen} represents \( \delta \), the number of non-zero characters in \texttt{contig}, and indicates that \texttt{disk} points to an array of \( 4\delta \) bytes, assuming 32-bit \texttt{unsigned long ints}.

Since each string to be sorted can be represented by a single integer, its offset in \texttt{contig}, the output is simply a listing of all \( \delta \) valid offsets, properly ordered. The result is written in the form of an array of \texttt{disklen unsigned long ints} to \texttt{disk}.

### 3.3 Brute Force Attempts

It seems that the most straightforward approach to solving this problem is to write out all of the valid offsets onto \texttt{disk} and sort them using the \texttt{QuickSort} algorithm; its comparison function would have to be overridden to compare the strings at the offsets as opposed to the offsets themselves. On average, the running time of this approach would be \( O(x\delta \lg \delta) \), with worst-case performance of \( O(x\delta^2) \), where \( x \) is the time it takes to execute a comparison. Since comparisons in this case involve strings, \( x \) is \( O(\delta) \). On average, assuming that each character is an independent outcome from a uniform distribution,

\[ x < \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{\alpha - 1}{\alpha^i} = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1} = \Theta(1), \]
for $\alpha \geq 2$. However, a worst-case running time of $O(\delta^3)$ is not impossible.

The most basic example of an input exhibiting such behavior would be a single sequence of the form $\overbrace{c^{\delta} \ldots c^0}$. Any comparison between two of its substrings requires pairwise comparisons of as many characters as there are in the shorter substring. The combined algorithm performs rather poorly when QuickSort partitions around an extreme pivot. If the pivot always corresponds to the shortest (and therefore smallest) string, the running time is

$$T(\delta) = \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} i^2 = \frac{\delta(\delta + 1)(2\delta + 1)}{6} = \Theta(\delta^3)$$

and if the pivot always corresponds to the longest (and therefore largest) string, the running time is

$$T(\delta) = \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \sum_{j=1}^{i} j = \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \frac{i(i + 1)}{2} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} (i^2 + i) = \frac{\delta(\delta + 1)(\delta + 2)}{6} = \Theta(\delta^3).$$

Performance improves if each partitioning of the QuickSort algorithm is "lucky" enough to select the median pivot and the running time ends up being

$$T(\delta) = \sum_{i=1}^{\left\lfloor \frac{\delta}{2} \right\rfloor} i + \sum_{i=\left\lceil \frac{\delta}{2} \right\rceil}^{\delta} \frac{\delta}{2} + T\left(\frac{\delta}{2}\right) + \left(T\left(\frac{\delta}{2}\right) + \frac{\delta}{2} \Theta\left(\frac{\delta}{2} \lg \frac{\delta}{2}\right)\right) = \Theta(\delta^2 \lg \delta)$$

Surely, this is a far-fetched scenario. Besides, one could check to make sure that the input is not composed of the same character... Still, the algorithm has a rather poor worst-case running time.

Here is a less degenerate case. Suppose the input consists of $k > 1$ identical sequences of length $\frac{\delta}{k}$ each. At some point, QuickSort would zoom in on the sets of identical substrings, taking a quadratic number of comparisons to sort each subgroup. The running time then comes out to

$$T(\delta) = \sum_{i=1}^{\frac{\delta}{k}} i k^2 = k^2 \frac{\delta^2 (\delta^2 + 1)}{2} = \Theta(\delta^2).$$

This is much better than before, but still isn't great. However, QuickSort could be modified to check whether or not the input consists of identical strings before partitioning to remove the worst-case quadratic behavior. The check would be quite simple and efficient: run through the input once, looking only at the first character of each string to be sorted. If they are distinct, proceed with partitioning, etc. If not, increment the pointer to each string and repeat, effectively chopping off the first characters. One would need to be a little careful regarding string termination though.
An even better solution would be to use a BucketSort / CountingSort combination. One could consider the first \( k \) characters of each string in the CountingSort pass, resulting in \( k^{a+1} \) buckets for BucketSort; the reason for \( a + 1 \) is that the null terminator must be included as a possible character. Afterwards, each bucket could be sorted using the modified QuickSort from above, ignoring the first \( k \) characters of each string in the bucket.

All of these approaches remain brute-force, however, because they fail to address the inherent nature of the problem. The strings to be sorted are not unrelated. They are substrings of each other. It seems that one could latch onto this insight, reuse a lot of computations, and produce a very fast and efficient algorithm.

### 3.4 Saving a Factor of Two

Our first insight reduces the problem by at least a factor of two. Sorting fewer than half of the strings, we show how to reconstruct the other half in linear time using very little extra space. Specifically, assume we could obtain the ordered list of all strings \( s \) such that \( L(s) \geq 2 \) and \( s_0 < s_1 \) in addition to the list of all strings of length one. Consider a character \( y \). Let \( X \) be the set of all characters smaller than \( y \): \( X = \{ c \mid 1 \leq c < y \} \); let \( Z \) be the set of all characters greater than \( y \): \( Z = \{ c \mid y < c \leq \alpha \} \). Finally, let \( A \) be the set of all characters: \( A = \{ c \mid 1 \leq c \leq \alpha \} \). In what follows, let \( x \in X \), \( z \in Z \), and \( a \in A \). In order to produce the sorted list of all strings beginning with \( y \) we partition these strings into five groups:

| 1 | \( y^0 \) |
| 2 | \( yxa^*0 \) |
| 3 | \( yya^{+(xa^*)}[c]0 \) |
| 4 | \( yya^{+}xa^*0 \) |
| 5 | \( yxa^*0 \) |

Table 3.1: Sorting Partition

It remains to sort each of these. The first group is trivial: any listing of strings beginning with \( y \) of length one is already sorted. The second group is easy if we have already sorted the strings beginning with the characters \( x \): for each \( x \) from 1 to \( y - 1 \) read the sorted listing of offsets; for each offset \( o \) such that \( \text{contig}[o - 1] = y \), add \( o - 1 \) to this group. The third group can be generated in the same spirit as the second by reading sorted offsets from groups one, two, and what is available of three. The fourth group is slightly trickier: it can be generated in reverse by reading the offsets from group five and what is available of four in reverse. Group five is sorted by assumption. Of course, one need not be quite as explicit about the boundaries between the sorting of strings that begin with different characters. The following algorithm is slightly more efficient in accomplishing the same task.

Assume without loss of generality existence of arrays \texttt{unsigned long int const \cdot const aleph[1...\alpha]} and \texttt{unsigned long int const \cdot const doublet[0...\alpha][0...\alpha]}. These may
be left over from the sorting job, with \( \text{aleph}[i] \) indicating the number of occurrences of the character \( i \) in \text{contig} and \( \text{doublet}[i][j] \) indicating the number of occurrences of \( i \) followed immediately by \( j \). In addition, let

\[
\pi = \sum_{i=1}^{\alpha} \sum_{j=j+1}^{\alpha} \text{doublet}[i][j]
\]

be the number of pre-sorted strings, whose ordered offsets are stored in the first \( \pi \) locations in \text{disk}. Also, let \text{unsigned long int} \cdot \text{src} = \text{disk} + \pi. To make illustrations simpler, consider an alphabet of size three where characters one through three stand for symbols A, B, and C; let the dash (-) represent the gap.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{initial_memory_configuration.png}
\caption{Initial Memory Configuration}
\end{figure}

Define \texttt{const top[1...\alpha]}, \texttt{const bot[1...\alpha]}. First, set up \texttt{top[i]} and \texttt{bot[i]} to point into those locations in \text{disk} where the offsets for strings beginning with the character \( i \) start and end:

\{
\begin{align*}
\text{unsigned long int} & \cdot \text{const diskml} = \text{disk} - 1; \\
\text{unsigned long int} & \text{total} = 0;
\end{align*}
\for\ (\text{unsigned char} a = 1; a <= \alpha; a++)
\begin{align*}
\text{top}[a] & = \text{disk} + \text{total}; \\
\text{bot}[a] & = \text{diskml} + (\text{total} += \text{aleph}[a]);
\end{align*}
\}
\}
Next, move the $\pi$ sorted offsets into their proper positions. This is accomplished in-place, by reading the offsets backwards, starting from $\text{src}$. For each character $y$, from $\alpha - 1$ to 1, two goals are accomplished: group five is moved into place and group four is generated immediately:

```c
for (unsigned char a = \alpha - 1; a; a--)
{
    unsigned long int total = 0;
    for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= a; total += doublet[a][b++]);

    unsigned long int bt = bot[a], btm = bt + 1;
    unsigned long int const sent = bt - total;
    while (bt > sent) (bt--) = (--src);

    while (bt < --btm)
    {
        unsigned long int const pos = bt - btm;
        if ((contig + pos) == a) (bt--) = pos;
    }

    bot[a] = bt;
}
```

Now, locate all strings of length one and record their offsets into the appropriate positions. This constructs all groups one:

Figure 3-3: Groups Four and Five Constructed
{ unsigned char const * const csent = contig + contiglen;
for (unsigned char const * start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
{
    unsigned char const x = *start;
    if (x && !*next)
    {
        *(top[x]++) = start - contig;
        next++;
    }
}
}

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3-4: Groups One, Four and Five Constructed**

All that remains is to fill in the gaps. We do this by gliding down the offsets from the very beginning of disk; for each offset \( o \), if \( y = \text{contig}[o] \) and \( y < \text{contig}[o - 1] \), \( o - 1 \) is written into the appropriate position (pointed to by \( \text{top}[\text{contig}[o - 1]] \), which is incremented). While \( \text{top}[y] < \text{bot}[y] \), the offset is written also if \( y = \text{contig}[o - 1] \).

```c
src = disk;
for (unsigned char a = 1; a <= a; a++)
{
    unsigned long int const sentb = src + aleph[a], const senta = bot[a] + 1;
    while (src < senta)
    {
        unsigned long int const pos = *(src++) - 1;
        unsigned char const x = *(contig + pos);
        if (x > a) *(top[x]++) = pos;
    }
    while (src < sentb)
    {
        unsigned long int const pos = *(src++) - 1;
        unsigned char const x = *(contig + pos);
        if (x > a) *(top[x]++) = pos;
    }
}
```

As a result, all of the strings are now sorted. The time taken is clearly \( \Theta(\delta + \alpha^2) \) and the
amount of extra space taken is only $\Theta(\alpha^2)$. Of course, $\alpha \ll \delta$; in fact, for all practical purposes $\alpha$ can be treated as a constant which never exceeds 255 and is usually smaller by an order of magnitude. The only question that remains is how big is $\pi$, the number of strings that actually had to be sorted. The number of distinct doublets $xy$, $x < y$ is

$$\sum_{i=1}^{\alpha-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{\alpha} 1 = \sum_{i=1}^{\alpha-1} (\alpha - (i + 1) + 1) = \sum_{i=1}^{\alpha-1} (\alpha - i) = \alpha(\alpha - 1) - \frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2} = \frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2},$$

while the total number of distinct doublets is $\alpha^2$. If doublets occur with equal frequencies, then the fraction of strings that needs to be sorted is

$$\frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2\alpha^2} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2\alpha}.$$

The smallest interesting alphabet — the binary system — has $\alpha = 2$, leading us to expect to have to sort only $\frac{1}{4}$ of the number of strings. As $\alpha$ increases though, the expected number of strings to be sorted approaches $\frac{1}{2}$.

Expectations are nice, but we set out to guarantee a reduction by a factor of two. Here is the trick. For all inputs, the number of doublets $xy$ plus the number of doublets $yx$ is smaller than the total number of strings $\delta$ (there must be at least one string of length one). By symmetry then, either the number of doublets $xy$ or the number of doublets $yx$ must be smaller than $\frac{\delta}{2}$ If the number of $xys$ is the smaller, we are done. If not, consider the transformation which reverses the alphabet. That is, replace every character $c$ in contig with $\alpha - c$. Now the number of $xys$ will be the smaller. Proceed, noting that $\alpha$ is now the terminator. The offsets in disk will simply be listed backwards. Reversing elements of an array is a simple exercise, easily done in-place in linear time.

### 3.5 Modified CountingSort

We rely heavily on ideas from CountingSort in our code. However, because we do not value stability highly in our application, we modify the traditional algorithm and sacrifice stability in favor of a significant reduction in the memory requirement. We describe the modification here because the standard algorithms reference [7] does not cover it\(^1\), leading us to believe that the reader may not be aware of this result.

Briefly, here is how the standard CountingSort algorithm works. In comes an array of non-negative integers $a$ of length $n$, $0 \leq a_i \leq m$, for $0 \leq i < n$. The algorithm initializes a counter $c_j = 0$ for each $0 \leq j \leq m$ and slides through $a_i$ incrementing $c_{a_i}$ for each $i$. Now the value $c_j$ contains the number of $j$s in $a$. Next, $c_j$ is updated to produce for each $j$ the offset $c'_j$ in the sorted array where $j$ would be written if it existed, with $c'_0 \equiv 0$ and $c'_{j+1} = c'_j + c_j$, using a procedure which transforms $c$ into $c'$ in-place. The standard

\(^1\)However, the text does mention a related in-place algorithm, in which the sorted output is to be written to a data stream, such as a graphics display, in exercise 9.2-4 on page 177.
algorithm then produces a stably-sorted version of \( a \) in a new array \( b \). Sliding through \( a \), for each \( a_i \), the algorithm sets \( b_{c_{a_i}} = a_i \) and increments \( c_{a_i} \), which guarantees not only that \( b \) contains the elements of \( a \) in sorted order, but also that ties are resolved by the order of the elements' appearance in \( a \). When \( m \) is bounded by a constant, the algorithm performs rather well, with the exception of the extra \( \Theta(n) \) space required for writing \( b \) (or for backing up \( a \)).

We modify CountingSort to assuage the memory hit. Although our algorithm still requires \( \Theta(n) \) extra space, these asymptotics are misleading. In practice, the algorithm rarely requires any. We intervene in the normal proceedings of CountingSort just before it writes \( b \). In our case, \( b \) is an array of bits of length \( n \) with all elements set to zero. The truth value in \( b_i \) indicates whether or not \( a_i \) is already in its proper sorted position. In the beginning, we cannot make this claim for any \( i \). Once the algorithm completes, \( b \) should be full of ones.

The modified algorithm slides through \( a \), looking for the \( a_i \) whose \( b_i = 0 \). The counter \( c_{a_i} \) tells exactly where in \( a \), \( o = c_{a_i} \), \( a_i \) really belongs. However, unless \( o = i \), \( a_o \) contains an element of \( a \) that would be irrecoverably lost if we wrote over it. We tackle the problem as follows: let a temporary variable \( t = a_o \), write over \( a_o \) with \( a_i \), and set \( b_o \) to one. Now, attempt to place \( t \) the same way we placed \( a_i \). As we work our way through this chain of elements of \( a \), the cycle is bound to complete: at some point \( o = i \). By then, \( a_i \) will be in the proper position, together with all the elements that got bumped along the way. The algorithm resumes sliding through \( a \) searching for more such chains by looking at the bits in \( b \). The procedure takes a little toying with to command trust.

Regarding the memory requirement: in theory, \( n \) bits take up \( \Theta(n) \) extra memory. In practice, the case rarely arises that \( \exists i \) such that \( a_i > \frac{\text{ULONG MAX} - 1}{2} \), which means that the extra “done” bit could be tagged onto the elements of the array. Specifically, just before diverging from normal CountingSort, we replace \( a_i \) with \( 2a_i \). When considering elements of \( a_i \) we then always strip off the last bit via \( a_i \gg 1 \). To set \( b_o \) to one, simply increment \( a_o \) by one; to test \( b_i \)'s truth value, use \( a_i \& 1 \). Finally, just before the algorithm terminates, we must be careful to remember to strip off the extra bits (all of which are now one).

Although the author came up with the algorithm from scratch, we assume that the trick is standard practice. Therefore, we conclude that a formal proof would be inappropriate for this thesis. However, we have presented an overview for completeness because the algorithm did not make it into [7].

### 3.6 Sorting the Other Half

The problem has been reduced. We are still faced with a `contig` of \( \delta \) characters, but we have to sort fewer than \( \frac{\delta}{2} \) of them. The task is now to write out only those offsets \( o \) for which `contig[o] \(!= 0 \)` and `contig[o] < contig[o + 1]` onto disk in sorted order. A nice benefit is that more than \( \frac{\delta}{2} \) of the locations in disk are free to be used as working memory.
We could resort to one of the brute-force algorithms at this point, but there are still rewards to be drawn because the strings are still not independent. Every string $s$ to be sorted has the form $s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k \ldots$, where $s_0 < s_1$, $s_i \geq s_{i+1}$ for $1 \leq i < k$, and either $s_k = 0$ or $s_k > s_{k-1}$ for some minimum $k \geq 2$. Consider two sequences $s^a$ and $s^b$ which share the first $k + 1$ characters, with $s_k \neq 0$. Had the sequences $s_{k-1} s^a$ and $s_{k-1} s^b$ already been sorted, we would know the positions of their offsets in disk. To compare $s^a$ and $s^b$ we would need only to compare these values instead of comparing the remaining characters. This insight allows us to reuse previous computations and lays the foundation for the following algorithm. First, define several static variables (to be used by the recursive helper-function):

```c
unsigned char flipflop = 0;
unsigned char const *ptr;
unsigned long int depth, minlen,
    amemsize = (n + 2) * sizeof (unsigned int),
    * const aleph[0...a + 1],
    * const asent - aleph + (a + 1),
    ** const doublet[0...a][0...a],
    ** const offset[0...a][0...a];
```

Let $\text{offset}[i][j]$ represent the location in disk where the offsets of strings beginning with $ij$ for $1 \leq i < j \leq \alpha$ belong, now that we are sorting only $\pi$ sequences. Compute $\text{doublet}$ and $\text{offset}$:

```c
{
    unsigned long int total = 0;
    unsigned char const *const csent = contig + len;
    for (unsigned char const * start = contig; start < csent; doublet[* start][(* start)++]++)
    {
        for (unsigned char a = 1; a < \alpha; a++)
            for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= \alpha; b++)
            {
                offset[a][b] = total;
                total += doublet[a][b];
            }
    }
}
```

Next, observe that disk will contain $\pi$ offsets, while there is enough memory in disk for more than $2\pi$ offsets. Let $\text{unsigned long int} \cdot \text{const} \ \text{destination}[1 \ldots \pi]$ point to that chunk of working memory; also set $\text{unsigned long int} \cdot \text{indx} = \text{destination}$. We then place the offsets to be sorted into disk; for each offset $o$ where disk[i] = o, we also set indx[i] to be that $o$’s order of appearance in contig among strings to be sorted. Since we have already counted all doublets, we pre-sort disk and indx by the first two characters of each string:

```c
{
    unsigned long int tap = 0;
    for (unsigned char const * start = contig, * next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
        if (* start &* start < * next)
```
The first major subgoal is to sort each of the π strings in disk just up to the point where that string merges with another string to be sorted. The result will be a list of indices, each with two extra bits appended, of the form

\[ \text{disk}[i] = ((j << 2) | (b_1 << 1) | b_0), \]

meaning that the jth string to be sorted will be in ith position if \( b_0 = 0 \); or, if \( b_0 = 1 \), meaning that the jth string is still tied for the ith position with the kth string if

\[ \text{disk}[i \pm 1] = ((k << 2) | (b_1 << 1) | b_0). \]

That is, \( b_0 \) indicates whether or not the string is still tied with some other string; if \( b_0 = 1 \), then \( b_1 \) indicates which of strings adjacent to it in disk are tied together. We accomplish this subgoal via a helper function PosToOrder; let unsigned long int · doff = disk.

\begin{verbatim}
ptr = contig + (depth = 1);
for (unsigned char a = 1; a < a; a++)
   for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= a; b++)
      unsigned long int const len = doublet[a][b];
      if (len > 1)
         { PosToOrder (doff, indx, len);
            doff += len, indx += len;
         }
      else if (len)
         *(doff++) = *(indx++) << 2;

void PosToOrder ( unsigned long int · dump,
                  unsigned long int · indx,
                  unsigned long int const len
               ) throw ();
\end{verbatim}

This function takes the block of positions and the block of indices of strings that are tied in the first \( k \) characters, and the total number of strings to be sorted. The output, written out to dump, is the list of indices with the extra two bits, as described above. First, to each index in indx, two zeros are appended:

\begin{verbatim}
unsigned long int sub = 0;
{ unsigned long int const · const isent = indx + len;
   for (unsigned long int · i = indx; i < isent; · (i++) <<= 2);
}
\end{verbatim}

Then, the upcoming character of each string is considered and the total number of each
These counts are then used to compute the offset for each character, unless only a single character is represented and that character is non-zero:

```c
for (unsigned long int *aptr = aleph; aptr < asent; aptr++)
{
    unsigned long int const q = *aptr;
    if (q == len || aptr > aleph) goto again;
    *aptr = *asent;
    *asent += q;
}
```

Also, since aleph is static, remember the boundary between those strings which will need to be further sorted (because their upcoming character is not greater than the previous one) and those that will not.

```c
unsigned long int const *isent = dump + aleph[1];
unsigned long int const *const rsend = dump + aleph[* (ptr + (dump + 1) + 1)];
```

Finally, we get to do something a little more interesting. The following code implements a reordering of dump and indx by the up-coming character of each string; the sort is in-place (but is not stable). After the sort is complete the values in indx end in 01 as opposed to 00 though. The process is quite straightforward: the last bit of every value in indx starts out as zero; indx[i] & 1 == 1 signifies that dump[i] and indx[i] already contain their final sorted values. The algorithm loops through all i looking for one not yet sorted. Having found such i_0 = i, its final position p is determined by a counter associated with the appropriate upcoming character; the counter is subsequently incremented. The values in dump[p] and indx[p] are overwritten with dump[i] and indx[i] & 1, but not before they are saved in temporary storage. The process repeats, with p taking the place of i, until finally a p is encountered which equals i_0, completing the cycle. The algorithm carries on looking for more unsorted chains:

```c
for (unsigned long int i = 0; i < len; i++)
if (! (indx[i] & 1))
```

2Stability could be restored if we made the effort to sort those strings with the upcoming character of zero by their index value. Essentially, we are invoking a modified version of CountingSort — one which sacrifices stability to avoid the memory hit associated with having to back up the input; see section 3.5.
{
    unsigned long int pos = dump[i], indx = indx[i] \&\& 1, loc;

    while ((loc = aleph[*(ptr + pos)++]) != i)
    {
        unsigned long int const u = dump[loc], v = indx[loc] \&\& 1;
        dump[loc] = pos, indx[loc] = idx;
        pos = u, idx = v;
    }

    dump[i] = pos, indx[i] = idx;
}

Those strings with the upcoming character equal to zero are already sorted. It remains
to move their indx block onto dump, replacing the trailing 01 with 00. Strings with the
upcoming character no greater than the last one need to be resorted: their dump is rid of
the trailing 01s and the strings are resorted.

while (dump < isent) *(dump++) = *(indx++) - 1;
isent = indx = (rsent - isent);
for (unsigned long int *iptr = indx; iptr < isent; *(iptr++) >>= 2);

for (unsigned long int const *start = dump, *stop; start < rsent; start = stop)
{
    unsigned char const x = *(ptr + *start);
    for (stop = start + 1; *(ptr + *stop) == x \&\& stop < rsent; stop++);
    unsigned long int const chunk = stop - start;
    if (chunk > 1)
        PosToOrder (dump, indx, chunk);
    else if (chunk)
        *dump = *(indx) << 2;

    dump += chunk;
    indx += chunk;
}

What’s left is only to set up b1 appropriately for the strings whose upcoming character is
greater than the previous one. Afterwards, depth and ptr are returned to their original
values and PosToOrder returns:

for (unsigned long int const *start = rsent, *stop; start < dsent; start = stop)
{
    unsigned char const x = *(ptr + *start);
    for (stop = start + 1; *(ptr + *stop) == x \&\& stop < dsent; stop++);
    unsigned long int const chunk = stop - start;
    if (chunk > 1)
    {
        memcpy (dump, indx, chunk * sizeof (unsigned long int));
        if (flipflop)
            {
                unsigned long int const *const sent = dump + chunk;
                for (unsigned long int *ptr = dump; ptr < sent; *(ptr++) >>= 2);
            }


\( \text{flipflop} = 0; \)
\}
else
  flipflop = 1;
\}
else
  \text{dump} = \text{\textbullet indx} - 1;
\}
dump += \text{chunk};
indx += \text{chunk};
\}
else
  \text{memcpy} (\text{dump}, \text{ indx}, \text{len} \cdot \text{sizeof (unsigned long int)}); \)

\text{depth} -= \text{sub};
ptr -= \text{sub};

We now embark on the second major subgoal: listing in \text{destination}[i] the final position, in the ordered set of strings to be sorted, of the ith string. To do this, we first set \text{destination}[i] to be the value of the position for which the ith string is tied; we also overwrite \text{disk} with the indices of the sequences which are still tied:

\text{unsigned long int} \cdot \text{dump} = \text{disk}, \cdot \text{dwrite} = \text{disk};
\text{unsigned long int const} \cdot \text{dsent} = \text{disk} + \text{total};
\text{for} (\text{unsigned long int const} \cdot \text{dread} = \text{dump}, \cdot \text{dstop}, \text{dread} < \text{dsent}; )
\{
  \text{unsigned char const} \cdot \text{lastbits} = \cdot \text{dread} \& 3;
  \text{for} (\text{dstop} = \text{dread} + 1; \text{dstop} < \text{dsent} \&\& (\cdot \text{dstop} \& 3) == \text{lastbits}; \text{dstop}++);\}
\text{if} (\text{lastbits})
  \{
    \text{unsigned long int const} \text{dst} = \text{dread} - \text{dump};
    \text{while} (\text{dread} < \text{dstop}) \text{destination} [\cdot (\text{dwrite}++) = (\cdot (\text{dread}++) >> 2)] = \text{dst};
  \}
\text{else}
  \{
    \text{for} (\text{unsigned long int} \text{dst} = \text{dread} - \text{dump}; \text{dread} < \text{dstop};
    \text{destination} [\cdot (\text{dread}++) >> 2] = \text{dst}++;\}
  \}
\text{dsent} = \text{dwrite};

At this point, exactly the indices that are tied are listed in \text{disk}. Also note that each group of tied indices has more than one index in it. We proceed as follows: read the entries in disk, identifying each group. Consecutive indices \(i\) and \(j\) fall in the same group if \text{destination} \([i]\) == \text{destination} \([j]\). For each group found, when comparing \(i\) and \(j\), use the values representing the positions of the sequences they blend into, \text{destination} \([i + 1]\) and \text{destination} \([j + 1]\). We then sort the group using \text{HelperSort}, which returns zero if all of the elements are tied, in which case no sort was performed; otherwise, it returns one. If the group is small \text{QuickSort} was used; otherwise, \text{RadixSort} was invoked. In either case, the group is split into subgroups, which reduces the number of ties. Because subgroups of
size one are no longer tied, they are eliminated from disk. This relaxation method iterates until all groups disappear:

```c
unsigned long int const *const destinationp1 = destination + 1;
while (dsent != (dwrite = dump))
{
    for (unsigned long int const * dstop = dump, *dread = dump; dread < dsent; dread = dstop)
    {
        unsigned long int const dst = destination[*dstop];
        for (dstop = dread + 1; dstop < dsent && dst == destination[*dstop]; dstop++)
            unsigned long int const chunk = dstop - dread;
        if (HelperSort ((unsigned long int const)dread, destinationp1, chunk))
        {
            for (unsigned long int *start (unsigned long int *)dread, *stop; start < dstop; )
            {
                unsigned long int const v = destinationp1[*start];
                for (stop = start + 1; stop < dstop && destinationp1[*stop] == v; stop++)
                    start--;
                if (flipflop)
                    {
                        while (++start < stop) *start = (*start << 1) + 1;
                        flipflop = 0;
                    }
                else
                    {
                        while (++start < stop) *start <<= 1;
                        flipflop = 1;
                    }
            }
            for (unsigned long int *start = (unsigned long int *)dread, *stop; start < dstop; )
            {
                unsigned long int const newdst = dst + start - dread, subgroup = stop - start;
                while (start < stop)
                    {
                        start >>= 1;
                        destination[*(start++)] = newdst;
                    }
                if (subgroup > 1)
                    {memcpy (dwrite, start - subgroup, subgroup * sizeof (unsigned long int));
                        dwrite += subgroup;
                    }
                else
                    {memcpy (dwrite, dread, chunk * sizeof (unsigned long int));
                        dwrite += chunk;
                    }
            }
        }
    }
}
```
Having computed destination, filling up $\text{disk}[0 \ldots n - 1]$ with sorted positions of strings beginning with $xy, x < y$ is straight-forward:

```c

dwrite = destination;
for (unsigned char const *start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
    if (*start < *next) dump[*((dwrite++) - contig)] = start - contig;
```

How expensive was all this? Accomplishing the first subgoal is clearly linear in time; since the main sorting procedure is in-place, the amount of extra space required is proportional to the size of the call stack of the recursive helper function. This is equal to the length of the longest non-unique substring starting with $xy, x < y$, to be sorted. On average, we expect roughly $\frac{\frac{\pi}{2}}{\log_\alpha}$ characters to be enough to uniquely specify the beginning of a string; in practice, this number is negligible. In general, the size of the stack is bounded by $\frac{\delta - \pi}{2}$.

The second subgoal requires very little extra memory: just enough for RadixSort to back up the group being sorted. Since there are $\frac{\alpha(\alpha - 1)}{2}$ groups, we expect each to have the size

$$\frac{\pi}{\alpha(\alpha - 1)} = \frac{2\pi}{\alpha(\alpha - 1)} < \frac{\delta}{\alpha(\alpha - 1)} \approx \frac{1}{\alpha^2}.$$  

Of course, in the worst case, the amount of memory needed may be as large as $\pi$. On average, we expect a constant number of iterations through $\text{disk}$ to be enough to eliminate all groups (a comparison of two sequences is expected to require looking at a constant number of characters), with the entire process taking $O(\pi)$ time. Each iteration is guaranteed to partition at least one group ($\text{contig}$ is not a circular buffer). Therefore, at most $O(\pi^2)$ time is needed. The most basic example of an input exhibiting such behavior would be a single sequence of the form $\overbrace{acacac\cdots ac}^{\delta}$. Thus, the worst-case bound is tight: $\Theta(\pi^2)$.

### 3.7 Complexity Bounds

We have presented an efficient combined algorithm for the problem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Extra Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our Algorithm</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Behavior</td>
<td>$O(\pi + \delta + \alpha^2) = O(\delta + \alpha^2)$</td>
<td>$O(\max[\frac{\log \alpha}{\log_\alpha}, \frac{\delta}{2} + \alpha^2]) = O(\frac{\delta}{\alpha^2} + \alpha^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst-Case Behavior</td>
<td>$\Theta(\pi^2 + \delta + \alpha^2) = \Theta(\delta^2 + \alpha^2)$</td>
<td>$\Theta(\max[\frac{\log \alpha}{\log_\alpha}, \frac{\delta}{2} + \pi] + \alpha^2) = \Theta(\delta + \alpha^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brute-Force Algorithm</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Behavior</td>
<td>$O(\delta \log \delta)$</td>
<td>$O(\log \delta)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst-Case Behavior</td>
<td>$\Theta(\delta^3)$</td>
<td>$\Theta(\delta)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Complexity Bounds.
Here $\alpha$ is the size of the alphabet, $\delta$ is the total number of strings to be sorted, and $\pi < \frac{\delta}{2}$; $\alpha \ll \delta$. In practice, $2 \leq \alpha \ll 256$. These asymptotics represent a factor of $\delta$ improvement over the brute-force attempts in terms of time at the expense of only a modest amount of space. We must admit that the brute force algorithm is much simpler to understand, to code, and to test — it can be implemented in just a few lines of C. Still, because we expect to be dealing with input strings millions of characters in length, we conclude that the savings are worth the effort.
Chapter 4

Searching

4.1 Definition of the Problem

We are now ready to tackle the problem of finding matches, no shorter than a threshold integral value $k$ in length, between a set of input sequences and set of known sequences in a database. We sweep several issues under the rug: without loss of generality, assume that the database consists of a single sequence $B$ (for big) and that the input consists of a single sequence $S$ (for small). To handle multiple sequences, we could simply concatenate them into a longer sequence. We would need to be careful to insert a zero between the sequences to prevent spurious matches that span several sequences. In addition, we would need to post-process the matches found to compute the true indices of the sequences and the proper positions. We abstract away from these details, saving a thorough treatment of the matter until 7.3.

Let $L(B) = b$ and $L(S) = s$, with both sequences defined over the same alphabet $\Sigma$; as before, $|\Sigma| = \alpha$. Then $B_i \in \{0, \ldots, \alpha\}$ for $0 \leq i < b$ and $S_i \in \{0, \ldots, \alpha\}$ for $0 \leq i < s$; $B_b = S_s = 0$. We impose an additional sentinel value $B_{-1} = S_{-1} = 0$ and seek the matches, as defined in 2.3, between $B$ and $S$. Recall the zero/one indicator function:

$$f_{=}(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x = y \text{ and } x, y \in \{1, \ldots, \alpha\} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The set of matches is

$$\{(p_b, p_s) \mid \forall i, 0 \leq i < k, f_{=}(B_{p_b+i}, S_{p_s+i}) \text{ and } f_{=}(B_{p_b-1}, S_{p_s-1})\}.$$  

4.2 Brute Force Attempts

It seems that the most straight-forward approach to solving this problem is to consider all pairs $(p_b, p_s)$. There are no more than $bs$ such pairs; one need not test more than $k + 1$
characters for each, for an upper bound of $O(kbs)$. While the method is not particularly clever, it works well when the strings are short. This approach could also be parallelized. For instance, $bs$ processors could solve the problem in $O(k)$ time. Although computers seem to get faster and cheaper by the minute, we prefer to optimize a sequential algorithm.

### 4.3 Binary Search

In solving the problem, we assume that a dictionary has been built out of $B$. By that we mean simply that we have access to a sorted list $P^B$ of positions in $B$, ordered lexicographically by $p^B$, according to the alphabet $\Sigma$. We further assume that $s \ll b$ and construct $P^S$. However, when constructing $P^S$, we use the variant of the sort to order the subsequences based on the first $k$ characters only. We throw away positions that index sequences shorter than $k$ characters in length, a task easily accomplished in-place in linear time. Because $S$ is short, the time to compute $P^S$ is negligible. Even if $S$ were long, since only the first $k$ characters of each subsequence must be considered, complexity analysis from 3.2 is no longer tight. At worst, the sort consumes $\Theta(ks + \alpha^2)$ time, even though the amount of extra space required may still approach $\Theta(s + \alpha^2)$.

The high-level idea is quite simple: split $P^B$ down the middle $m = \lfloor \frac{n}{2} \rfloor$ and consider the position $x = P^B_m$ (this takes a constant amount of time). Then search for the smallest $y$, $0 \leq y < s$, such that the first $k$-tuple in $x_B$ is, lexicographically with respect to $\Sigma$, no larger than the first $k$-tuple in $y_S$. We expect to have to consider no more than a constant number of characters when comparing the $k$-tuples, as in 3.3. If the $k$-tuples at $x_B$ and $y_S$ match, find the set of positions $X$ in $P^B$ adjacent to $x$ which index sequences that start with the same $k$-tuples; analogously, find $Y$ for $y$. From the Cartesian product $X \times Y$, report only those pairs $(x, y)$ for which $f_{\leq}(B_{x-1}, S_{y-1})$. Recursively search the remaining top portions of $P^B$ and $P^S$ and the remaining bottom portions of $P^B$ and $P^S$. To retain the bound of an expected constant number of character comparisons between two $k$-tuples, we decrease $k$ appropriately upon recursion, see 4.5.

### 4.4 Complexity Bounds

If the sum of the lengths of matches in a query is $l$, then there are fewer than $l$ pairs $(x, y)$ with equal $k$-tuples at $x_B$ and $y_S$. It takes $\Theta(l)$ time and $\Theta(1)$ space to identify and report the matches having found pairs of equal $k$-tuples. We break up the time it takes to locate the positions of matching $t$-tuples $x$ and $y$ into two phases.

During phase one, positions of $B$ are split in half in constant time at each iteration, at which point positions in $S$ are searched for the appropriate cleavage point. The expected
amount of time needed to single out chunks of equivalent tuples in $S$ is

$$\sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} 2^i \log_2 \frac{s}{2^i} - \sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} 2^i \log_2(2^i) = \lg s \sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} 2^i - \sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} i2^i.$$

Recall that

$$\sum_{i=0}^{n} x^i = \frac{x^{n+1} - 1}{x - 1};$$

differentiating both sides with respect to $x$, fiddling a bit with summation indices, and then muddling through the algebra yields

$$\sum_{i=0}^{n} ix^i = \frac{nx^{n+2} - (n + 1)x^{n+1} + x}{(x - 1)^2}.$$

Armed with these two identities, we simplify the running time for phase one:

$$\lg s \sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} 2^i - \sum_{i=0}^{\lg s} i2^i = \lg s \left( \frac{2^{1+\lg s}}{2-1} \right) - \frac{\lg s (2^{2+\lg s}) - (1 + \lg s)2^{1+\lg s} + 2}{(2-1)^2} =$$

$$\lg s \left( 2 \cdot 2^{\lg s} - 1 \right) - \lg s \left( 2^2 \cdot 2^{\lg s} \right) + (1 + \lg s) \left( 2 \cdot 2^{\lg s} \right) - 2 =$$

$$\lg s (2s - 1) - \lg s (4s) + (1 + \lg s) (2s) - 2 =$$

$$2s \lg s - \lg s - 4s \lg s + 2s + 2s \lg s - 2 =$$

$$2s - \lg s - 2 = \Theta(s).$$

During phase two, it is no longer possible to subdivide the $\Theta(s)$ remaining chunks of $P_S$. We expect the section of $P_B$ corresponding to each chunk of $P_S$ to contain $\Theta\left(\frac{b}{s}\right)$ positions. Binary search takes $\Theta(\lg \frac{b}{s})$ time to look for a $k$-tuple in the section of $P_B$. The expected amount of time needed to complete phase two and come up with the seed $(x, y)$ for $X \times Y$ is

$$\Theta(s) \times \Theta\left(\lg \frac{b}{s}\right) = \Theta\left( s \lg \frac{b}{s} \right).$$

Assuming that $b > s$, $s \lg \frac{b}{s}$ dominates $s$. The amount of time spent in phase one is negligible; phase two hogs up the bulk of the cycles. Extra memory required grows
proportionally with the recursive call stack, yielding $\Theta(\lg s)$ as a bound for extra space. If the sum of the lengths of matches is $l$ and assuming that the positions of $B$ have been sorted in a pre-processing stage, the following bounds characterize expected performance for the algorithm. The search requires

$$\Theta \left( l + \alpha^2 + s \left( \min \left( k, \frac{\lg s}{\lg \alpha} \right) + \lg \frac{b}{s} \right) \right)$$

time and

$$\Theta \left( \frac{s}{\alpha^2} + \alpha^2 \right)$$

e extra space.

### 4.5 Implementation Details

We have outlined the general idea of how the algorithm works. In this section, we proceed to specify the implementation details that actually make it work fast in practice. Here we take a step down from the pure asymptotics and take into account system-level effects and constant factors.

First of all, observe that $b$ may be extremely large. We expect it be on the order of $2^{28}$; longer sequences run into the 2Gb problem discussed in 6.2.5. Assuming 32-bit unsigned long ints, as before, the list of ordered positions for $B$ could take up as much as 1Gb. While binary search seems efficient in theory, in practice cache misses and swapping pose a severe problem for performance. Without delving into the details of database implementation\(^1\) and the intricacies of B-trees, we opt for a very simple solution. To improve locality for binary search, we maintain not only the arrays of sorted positions $P^B$ and $P^S$, but also their sampled counterparts $S(P^B)$ and $S(P^S)$, see 6.3.5. Assuming 4Kb pages, each containing 1,024 words, we let $S(P^i)$ contain the last word of the $i$th page of $P^i$. $S(P^i)$ has the nice property that it is still lexicographically ordered, allowing binary search to proceed as normal, at a fraction of the memory requirement: the increase is just 0.1%. Given that the order of magnitude of the length of $P^B$ is capped at 1Gb, the sampled file $S(P^B)$ takes up roughly 1Mb of space. At this time, pretty much every personal computer can accommodate this requirement without swapping. For the pre-built dictionary, we store $S(P^B)$ in a separate file to avoid having to scan all of $P^B$ each time the dictionary runs. Given left and right boundaries $l$ and $r$, instead of letting the middle element looked up be $m = \lfloor \frac{l+r}{2} \rfloor$, we identify the first index in the sample $1 > l$ and the last index in the sample $r < r$. Unless $1 > r$, set $m$ to the index in the sample $m$ that’s between $l$ and $r$. The following code does the trick:

\(^1\)Unfortunately, the author has not found a course on databases at MIT.
static inline void bSearchSmp ( unsigned long int &m, unsigned long int &v, unsigned long int const l, unsigned long int const r, unsigned long int const *const P, unsigned long int const *const S ) throw ();

Here, l and r form the inclusive boundaries of the region searched in the array P; S is the sampled version of P. References m and v store the output, with l ≤ m < r and v = P(m) upon return. Implementation is straightforward:

```
{ long int const l = \((l >> \log\(\frac{\text{getpagesize()}}{\text{sizeof(unsigned long int)}}\))\), r = \((r >> \log\(\frac{\text{getpagesize()}}{\text{sizeof(unsigned long int)}}\)) - 1; 
  if (l <= r) 
  { long int const m = (l + r) >> 1; 
    v = S[m]; 
    m = ((m + 1) << \log\(\frac{\text{getpagesize()}}{\text{sizeof(unsigned long int)}}\)) - 1; 
  } 
  else 
    v = P[m = ((l + r) >> 1)];
}
```

We rely on bSearchSmp to select a pivot for binary search in an array, abstracting away the sampling details. We also abstract away the actual reporting of matches. Having found corresponding blocks in PB and PS, such that the substrings starting at these positions in B and S begin with the same k characters — none of which are zero, by the way, since PS indexes only the substrings at least k characters long — we use a helper function to extract the matches from this Cartesian product:

```
void Dictionary::ReportMatches ( unsigned long int const sleft, unsigned long int const sright, unsigned long int const bleft, unsigned long int const bright ) throw ();
```

Parameters left and right demarcate inclusive regions within PB and PS. In addition, we introduce another inline function to compare two tuples a and b, which are pointers into sequences of characters, with B serving as the sentinel and pointing just after tuple b:

```
static inline long int TupCmp ( unsigned char const *const a, unsigned char const *const b, unsigned char const *const const B ) throw ();
```

Essentially, TupCmp offers a streamlined version of the familiar memcmp routine. Our function is faster for two reasons. First of all, we provide a sentinel, as opposed to a length of memory
to be compared, eliminating an addition operation for each call. Second, we compare memory as long integers, as opposed to characters, up to a point; this divides the number of operations by the number of bytes in a long integer, a factor of four (for some reason, `memcmp` does not do this). Again, implementation is straight-forward:

```c
{
    while (b < B && ((long int *)a) == ((long int *)b))
    {
        a += sizeof (long int);
        b += sizeof (long int);
    }

    if (b < B && a == b)
    {
        a++; b++; if (b < B && a == b)
        {
            a++; b++; if (b < B && a == b)
            {
                a++; b++;}
        }
    }

    return (b < B ? (long int)(-a) - (long int)(* b) : 0);
}
```

We finally embark on describing how the main searching routine works. Our implementation is a little ugly, mostly because we tend to frugal with memory. That is, whenever possible, we attempt to replace a recursive call with a `goto` to the beginning of the function. First, the header:

```c
void Dictionary::BinarySearch ( long int togo,
                                 long int sleft,
                                 long int sright,
                                 unsigned char sa,
                                 unsigned char sz,
                                 long int bleft,
                                 long int bright,
                                 unsigned char ba,
                                 unsigned char bz,
                                 ) throw ();
```

This function has access to private members of the dictionary class, including pointers to

```c
unsigned long int const * const spos, * const ssmp,
const bpos, * const bsmp;
```

which represent $P^S$, $S(P^S)$, $P^B$, $S(P^B)$, along with

```c
unsigned char const * sseq, * bseq;
```

which represent $S$ and $B$. Input parameters include `togo`, which represents $k$; `sleft` and `sright` are the inclusive boundaries of the region to be searched in `spos`; at the same time, `sa` is the upper bound on the first character of the first sequence in that region, while `sz` is the lower bound on the first character in the last sequence in the region. Analogous
explanations render the meaning of the parameters beginning with b. Now for the local variables:

\{
    unsigned char const * seq, * tup, * tupsent;
    unsigned long int mid = 0, midpos = 0;
    unsigned long const * pos, * smp;
    long int e0, e1, c0, c1;
    int cmp, sub = 0;
\}

Each pass of BinarySearch will pick a tuple tup, with \texttt{tupsent} = \texttt{tup + togo} and attempt to find the region in \texttt{pos} listing positions of those substrings in \texttt{seq} beginning with an equivalent tuple; \texttt{smp} is the sampled version of \texttt{pos}. It isn’t clear from the outset which would be searched, \(P^B\) or \(P^S\). In phase one, we search \(P^S\). By the time we reach phase two, the region of \(P^S\) handed down to us contains only a single tuple, at which point we search what’s left of \(P^B\). We use mid and midpos to represent \(m\) and \(v\), respectively. As the search zooms in, we increment the pointers to \texttt{seq}, \texttt{sseq}, and \texttt{bseq} so as not to compare the first few characters which are by then known to be the same. We store in \texttt{sub} a counter for the number of such increments, so as to undo the effect before returning. Finally, \texttt{cmp} is sometimes used to store the value of a comparison returned by \texttt{TupCmp}.

We first check to make sure that a match is possible at all, given the bounds for the first characters:

\texttt{recurse:}

\texttt{if (sa > bz \&\& ba > sz)}
\texttt{goto done;}

We continue in the same vein, considering the case when the first characters of all substrings in the two regions are the same:

\texttt{if (sa == sz \&\& ba == bz)}
\texttt{if (sa == ba)}
\texttt{if (togo -- 1)}
\texttt{\{}
\texttt{ReportMatches (sleft, sright, bleft, bright);}  \texttt{\} goto done;}  \texttt{\}
\texttt{else}
\texttt{\{}
\texttt{sseq++; bseq++; sub++; togo--;}
\texttt{sa = * (sseq + spos[sleft]);}
\texttt{sz = * (sseq + spos[sright]);}
\texttt{bz = \alpha;}
\texttt{ba = 1;}
\texttt{\} else goto done;}

If the both regions contain substrings that start with the same character and if those
characters are different for the two regions, then no match is possible. Otherwise, we virtually strip off that first character, unless it is the last character, in which case we report the hits.

Next, we determine which region will be searched. If the first and the last substrings in the region of $P^S$ already begin with the same togo characters, we are in phase two and proceed to search the region of $P^B$. Otherwise, we are in phase one, in which case we split the region of $P^B$ down the middle and proceed to search the region of $P^S$. First, the setup:

```c
if (sa == sz || TupCmp (sseq + spos[sleft] + 1, sseq + spos[sright] + 1, sseq + spos[sright] + togo))
{
    seq = sseq;
    pos = spos;
    ssmp = ssmp;
    bSearchSmp (mid, midpos, sleft, sright, bpos, bsmp);
    tupsent = (tup = bseq + midpos) + togo;
    b0 = mid - 1;
    b1 = mid + 1;
    s0 = sleft;
    s1 = sright;
}
else
{
    seq = bseq;
    pos = bpos;
    ssmp = bsmp;
    tupsent = (tup = sseq + spos[sleft]) + togo;
    b0 = sleft - 1;
    b1 = sright + 1;
    s0 = bleft;
    s1 = bright;
}
```

With the preliminaries out of the way, we are ready to search. The post-condition is that $s0$ be the index of a position in $pos$ marking the beginning of a string starting with the same togo characters as $tup$; if no such string exists, we expect $s0$ to be the largest index possible of a position in $pos$ marking the beginning of a string whose first togo characters lexicographically precede those in $tup$. Similarly, $s1$ should be the smallest index possible of a position in $pos$ marking the beginning of a string starting whose first togo characters come lexicographically after those in $tup$.

```c
{ 
    unsigned long int l = s0, r = s1, sub = 0;
    if (TupCmp (seq + pos[l], tup, tupsent) >= 0) ;
    else if (TupCmp (seq + pos[r], tup, tupsent) <= 0)
        l = r;
    else 
    { 
        unsigned char const A = (pos == spos ? 1 : 0), Z = a;
        unsigned char a = \* (seq + pos[l]), z = \* (seq + pos[r]);
```
while (l < r)
{
    if (a == z)
    {
        a = A;
        z = Z;
        sub++;  
        seq++;  
        if (++tup == tupsent) break;
    }
    continue;
}

bSearchSmp (mid, midpos, l, r, pos, smp);
unsigned char const * const split = seq + midpos;

if (TupCmp (split, tup, tupsent) < 0)
{
    l = mid + 1;
    a = *split;
}
else
{
    r = mid;
    z = *split;
}

s0 = (s1 = l) - l;
if ((cmp - TupCmp (seq + pos[l], tup, tupsent)) < 0)
{
    s0++;
    s1++;
}

tup -= sub;
}

If we are in phase two, we must swap (s0, s1) and (b0, b1):

if (pos == bpos)
{
    unsigned long int tmp;
    tmp = s0; s0 = b0; b0 = tmp;
    tmp = s1; s1 = b1; b1 = tmp;
}

With these values swapped and cmp containing the result of the comparison of between tup and what the search actually produced, we are ready to identify the region of matches:

if (! cmp)
{
    while (s0 >= sleft && TupCmp (sseq + spos[s0], tup, tupsent)) s0--;
    while (s1 <= sright && TupCmp (sseq + spos[s1], tup, tupsent)) s1++;
}
while (b0 >= sleft && !TupCmp (bseq + bpos[b0], tup, tupsent) b0--;
while (b1 <= bright && !TupCmp (bseq + bpos[b1], tup, tupsent) b1++;
ReportMatches (s0 + 1, s1 - 1, b0 + 1, b1 - 1);
}

With the middle pieces extracted from both regions of $P^B$ and $P^S$, we recurse:

{ unsigned char const
  recurse_top = (s0 >= sleft && b0 >= bleft),
  recurse_bot = (s1 <= sright && b1 <= bright);
  if (recurse.top)
     if (recurse.bot)
       BinarySearch (togo, sleft, s0, sa, *(sseq + spos[s0]), bleft, b0, ba, *tup);
     else
     }
  if (recurse.bot)
  
And terminate:

done:

   sseq -= sub;
   bseq -= sub;
}
Chapter 5

Alphabet

5.1 Motivation

The concept of a dictionary makes little sense without some notion of an alphabet. An alphabet allows for interpretation of sequences, sets up a lexicographic ordering, and provides a basis for normalizing the sequences to be compared. While most are familiar with the idea of an alphabet, we still dedicate an entire chapter to this simple yet extremely useful construct. We abstract away the alphabet into an independent class. A dictionary then encapsulates an instantiation of the alphabet object and invokes it to operate over the sequences it contains. This setup allows for easy adoption of new user-defined alphabets at run-time, attributing high flexibility to our program.

5.2 Definition

An alphabet $\Sigma$ is defined over a set of characters

$$C = \{c_i \mid 0 \leq i < n\}$$

and symbols

$$S = \{s_j \mid 0 \leq j \leq |\Sigma| < n\}.$$

In general $n$ is unbounded, but in practice it is not; following the standard C++ convention, we set $n$ to 256 by storing each character in a single-byte unsigned char. This definition is not complete without a mapping between $C$ and $S$. Each character $c_i$ maps to exactly one symbol $s_j$, its encoding $s_j = e(c_i)$; multiple characters may map to the same symbol. Each symbol $s_j$ maps to exactly one character $c_i$, its decoding $c_i = d(s_j)$; this requires that $s_j = e(c_i)$. Thus, we allow multiple characters to stand for the same symbol, with only a single character acting as that symbol’s normal representation. A dictionary of size $|\Sigma|$ consists of $|\Sigma| + 1$ symbols. All characters whose mappings are explicitly defined cover the
symbols $s_1$ through $s_{|S|}$; all other characters implicitly map to the invalid symbol $s_0$, with $d(s_0)$ set to a special user-defined gap character.

5.3 Usage

The above-mentioned framework allows us to define alphabets rapidly. Consider the biological alphabet of DNA with $S = \{A, C, G, T\}$. We could set up a case-insensitive mapping as follows:

\[
e(A) = e(a) = s_1 = A; \quad d(A) = A,
\]
\[
e(C) = e(c) = s_2 = C; \quad d(C) = C,
\]
\[
e(G) = e(g) = s_3 = G; \quad d(G) = G,
\]
\[
e(T) = e(t) = s_4 = T; \quad d(T) = T,
\]

with all other characters mapping to $s_0 = -; d(-) = -$. Specifying an alphabet is quite simple. One has to create a text file consisting of several strings. The first character of the first string is used to represent the gap. All subsequent strings must contain at least two characters. Their first two characters $c$ and $s$ specify a mapping $e(c) = s$ and set $d(s) = e$ if $d(s)$ has not already been set. For example, one could specify the DNA alphabet from above in a file dna.alpha as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
  \text{AA} & \text{aA} \\
  \text{CC} & \text{cC} \\
  \text{GG} & \text{gG} \\
  \text{TT} & \text{tT}
\end{array}
\]

Table 5.1: DNA Alphabet Specified in a Text File dna.alpha

A slightly less trivial encoding could be used to equate complementary strands of DNA by setting

\[
e(A) = e(a) = e(T) = e(t) = s_1 = \overline{A}; \quad d(\overline{A}) = \overline{x},
\]
\[
e(C) = e(c) = e(G) = e(g) = s_2 = \overline{Y}; \quad d(\overline{Y}) = \overline{y},
\]

with the gap defined as before. Of course, more interesting variations are possible. Characters could be classified and grouped together by mass, size, polarity, or other properties.
when dealing with strings of amino acids and richer sequences.

If the dictionary were created over the English alphabet, it may be useful to mask letters into consonants and vowels, for instance. It should be clear that some interesting and powerful effects arise from the ability to invoke simple substitutions without a hassle. To achieve deeper effects, one may opt to pre-process the input and parse out token characters using more sophisticated techniques before building a dictionary. Still, the fact that the dictionary operates over arbitrary alphabets is quite convenient. For example, a linguist may be interested in defining a phonetic alphabet, compiling pronunciations of words from several languages, and using our dictionary to find like-sounding fragments.

5.4 Internal Representation

We represent the dictionary in \(3 \times 256 + 4 = 772\) bytes, assuming 32-bit unsigned long ints; a single such integer contains the size of the dictionary \(|\Sigma|\). The rest of the memory is distributed among three arrays of 256 unsigned chars each. Arrays encode[256] and decode[256] capture the mappings \(e(\cdot)\) and \(d(\cdot)\):

\[ s_j = e(c_i) \rightarrow \text{encode}[i] == j, \]

\[ c_i = d(s_j) \rightarrow \text{decode}[j] == i, \]

with \(\text{decode}[j] == 0, \forall j > |\Sigma|, \) and \(\text{decode}[0]\) set to the gap. This information would be sufficient, but for efficiency’s sake we also include a filter:

\[ \text{filter}[i] == \text{decode}[\text{encode}[j]], 0 \leq i < 256. \]

Alphabet objects are immutable. An alphabet may be instantiated given a file pointer. The default constructor assumes that the file contains strings, as described earlier:

\[
\text{Alphabet (FILE *f) throw (char const * const);} \]

A more efficient constructor simply reads 516 bytes from the file, interpreting them as the size of the alphabet, followed by \text{encode} and \text{decode} (\text{filter} is reconstructed in the obvious way):

\[
\text{Alphabet (gzFile gzf) throw (char const * const);} \]

However, this constructor is intended to be used only with files created by an alphabet object using the internal \text{Save} function:

\[
\text{void Save (gzFile gzf) const throw (char const * const);} \]
There is also a trivial destructor:

```c
"Alphabet () throw ()
```

## 5.5 Functionality

We endow the alphabet class with several useful routines. The function

```c
inline unsigned long int Size (void) const throw();
```

returns the size of the alphabet. Functions

```c
inline unsigned long int Encode (char * seq,
   unsigned long int const len
 ) const throw ()
```

and

```c
inline unsigned long int Encode (char * seq,
   unsigned char * dst,
   unsigned long int const len
 ) const throw ()
```

write the encoding of the first `len` characters in `seq` onto either `seq` itself or onto `dst` respectively and return the number of valid (non-zero) symbols encountered; the encoding of a character `c` is `encode[c]`. Functions

```c
inline void Decode (char * seq, unsigned long int const len) const throw ()
```

and

```c
inline void Filter (char * seq, unsigned long int const len) const throw ()
```

overwrite the first `len` characters in `seq`, replacing each character `c` with either `decode[c]` or `filter[c]`, respectively. More interesting routines follow.

The function

```c
inline void getTuple (char * const str,
   unsigned long int i,
   unsigned long int const t
 ) const throw ();
```

writes the `i`th lexicographically ordered `t`-tuple in `str`, assuming `i < |\Sigma|^t` of course. That is, the function represents `i` in base `|\Sigma|`, with `s_1, \ldots, s_{|\Sigma|}` serving as digits `0, \ldots, |\Sigma| - 1`, represented by their corresponding characters `decode[1], \ldots, decode[|\Sigma|]`. When the function returns,

\[
\sum_{d=0}^{t-1} (decode[str[(t - 1) - d]] - 1)|\Sigma|^d = i,
\]
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while the function

```
inline void nextTuple ( char const str,
                       unsigned long int const t
                  ) const throw ();
```

replaces the t-tuple \( i \) in \( \text{str} \) with the next lexicographically ordered t-tuple \( j = i + 1 \); if \( i + 1 = |\Sigma|^t \), \( j \) wraps around to zero. Also,

```
inline unsigned long int indexTuple ( char const * str,
                                    unsigned long int const t
                              ) const throw ();
```

returns the value \( i \) of the t-tuple represented in \( \text{str} \). Finally, the function

```
inline unsigned long int MakeTupleList ( char const * seq,
                                        unsigned long int const t,
                                        unsigned long int const len,
                                        unsigned long int * list
                               ) const throw (char const * const);
```

replaces \( \text{list}[i] \) with the value of the t-tuple ending in the \( i \)th character in \( \text{seq} \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq \text{len} \). Invalid tuples are marked with the special value \( |\Sigma|^t \), which is also the return value of the function. For \( i \in \{0, \ldots , t - 1, \text{len}\} \), \( \text{list}[i] \) is always set to this special value.

These functions abstract away the details inherent to particular alphabets. For example, they allow the user to tabulate statistics like frequency counts of tuples of various lengths in a set of sequences quickly and painlessly. All functions are limited by finite-precision arithmetic and rely on \( |\Sigma|^t \leq \text{ULONG_MAX} \); an exception is thrown if this assumption is violated, of course.
Chapter 6

Builder

6.1 Overview

The builder is an executable which actually creates a dictionary, performing the pre-
computations necessary to make future queries efficient. We explain how one should use the
builder first and provide several insights into its implementation later. Both descriptions
are straight-forward.

6.2 Usage

val> ./Builder

========================================
Dictionary Builder v9.11, May 2000
Valentin I. Spitkovsky (val@theory.lcs.mit.edu)

MIT Laboratory for Computer Science
Theory of Computation: Computational Biology
Gene Recognition Group
========================================

usage: ./Builder -lL -aA -zZ <alphabet> <dictionary> <database>

where

-l sets the subdictionary length to L
-a sets the length of the accession code (tag) to A
-z sets the gzip compression level to Z

<alphabet> is the source file for the alphabet
<dictionary> is the name of the target dictionary
<database> is the source file of tag-sequence pairs

val>

Figure 6-1:  Builder Usage
6.2.1 <database>

The main source of raw data for the dictionary is captured in this parameter, which is assumed to name a text file consisting of $2n$ strings, $n > 0$. Each pair of strings represents a sequence: the first is that sequence's name or accession code; the second is the sequence itself. We have been careful to make sure that the builder would need to make only a single pass through the database, which allows the database to be read from standard input. As a result, the user is free to connect the output of another process with the input to the builder through a pipe. This is particularly useful when databases get large. For instance, the database of expressed sequence tags dbEST contains many gigabytes of raw data. Naturally, most prefer to keep it compressed. Having the builder accept the database from standard input allows the user to build a dictionary without the hassles of freeing up large chunks of disk space and uncompressing the database there. Instead, the user may take advantage of a pipe. Assuming that the database was compressed with gzip and exists in compressed form as <database>.gz, the builder could be invoked with

```
gunzip -c <database>.gz | Builder -lL -aA -zZ <alphabet> <dictionary>,
```

as opposed to

```
Builder -lL -aA -zZ <alphabet> <dictionary> < <database>.
```

If the database were spread over multiple files, they could be concatenated and piped into the builder with cat. More creative uses of the feature could include various text preprocessors and parsers. The main benefit of pipes, in this case, is avoiding resorting to disk for temporary storage; the savings in time and space tend to become substantial when databases get large.

6.2.2 <alphabet>

This parameter specifies the text file that defines the alphabet over which the dictionary — and all of its future queries — will operate. For more on how to create alphabet descriptions, see table 5.1 along with the surrounding text.

6.2.3 <dictionary>

All of the files that make up the newly created dictionary will start with this parameter. It is also the handle for this dictionary expected by the constructor for future instantiations of dictionary objects encapsulating the information in <database> interpreted over the <alphabet>. Naturally, we recommend highly descriptive names. For example, "~/Dictionaries/dbEST.11131999" may be a good name and location for the dictionary of expressed sequence tags released on November 13, 1999.
6.2.4 -aA

Since each sequence has a name, the dictionary incorporates this information. However, names may tend to be long. In an attempt to not waste space while reserving the ability to retrieve accession codes quickly, the builder stores at most A of the first few characters of a sequence’s name, for a total of nA bytes (the builder pads shorter accession codes). We assume that for most practical purposes A will tend to be rather small.

6.2.5 -1L

As we hinted earlier, databases may get extremely large. In our experience with dbEST, we have had to push the operating system to the limit. The problem is that 2^x-bit operating systems have trouble with files longer than 2^x - 1 bytes. Today’s Linux is based on a 32-bit architecture and uses a signed integer for addressing purposes. At 2^{31} = 2147483648, the numbers wrap around to -2^{31} = -2147483648, which sets the stage for some very interesting behaviors\(^1\). We avoid dealing with this 2Gb limit by splitting dictionaries into subdictionaries, none of which require files exceeding L words.

In practice, this limit is also nice because L could be set to take advantage of the configuration of the machine executing the code. Once a process runs out of memory, swapping may severely degrade performance. We find that setting L just a tad below one fifth of the available RAM leads to very efficient building (on our 300Mb 32-bit machine, we set L to 50,000,000). If building speed is not an issue, L could be set much larger to improve amortized query time, however L certainly should not exceed the minimum of 2^{31} and the amount of available RAM. Optimum L would more than likely be below this minimum. Necessarily, no sequence in the database may be longer than L; we also require that A < L, which seems like a reasonable restriction.

6.2.6 -zZ

We expect the accession codes and sequences to compress rather well. Therefore, we provide an option to store these files in zipped form. The parameter Z corresponds directly to the gzip compression level. It is an integer between zero and nine, with zero implying no compression and nine representing the maximum memory to speed tradeoff. We outsource all compression routines to the zlib library [32].

6.3 Internal Representation

The builder scans the <database>, collecting sequences for the dth subdictionary, starting with d = 0. Let c^d be the number of sequences in this subdictionary and let l^d_i be the length of each of those sequences, for 0 ≤ i < c^d. At some point, the builder will either exhaust

\(^1\)Writing in the year 2000, this author finds the predicament amusing.
the database or reach a point where

\[ 1 + c^d + \sum_{i=0}^{c^d-1} l_i^d > L + 2, \]

in which case the next subdictionary will be started, with the last sequence read serving as its first sequence. Assuming that no sequence is longer than \( L \) characters, every sequence fits into some subdictionary; of course, if the builder encounters a longer sequence, it immediately alerts the user of the problem.

Let \( s_i^d \) for \( 0 \leq i < c^d \) represent the sequences in subdictionary \( d \). Then the layout for that dictionary — a contig in memory — is

\[ 0 \cdot s_0^d \cdot 0 \cdot s_1^d \cdot 0 \cdots s_{c^d-1}^d \cdot 0, \]

containing

\[ L^d = 1 + c^d + \sum_{i=0}^{c^d-1} l_i^d \]

characters. The builder then encodes the contig using the alphabet’s Encode function and sets \( z^d \) to be number of non-zero characters in contig afterwards. The builder spreads the information in the subdictionary over five files.

6.3.1 <dictionary>.d.acc

The builder stores the accession codes for the \( c^d \) sequences, each padded up to \( A \) bytes with zeros, in this file, for a total of \( A c^d \) bytes. The builder compresses this data before writing it to disk.

6.3.2 <dictionary>.d.seq

The builder then stores the encoded contig in this file, for a total of \( L^d \) bytes. The builder compresses this data before writing it to disk.

6.3.3 <dictionary>.d.idx

In order to be able to tell later where one sequence begins and another one ends, the builder stores the positions of the boundaries — the zeros wedged into the unencoded contig — in this file\(^2\). Its length is \( 4(c^d + 1) \) bytes, again assuming a 32-bit architecture.

\(^2\)Although the first number is always one, its presence eliminates the need for an explicit sentinel during binary search when trying to pinpoint the index of a sequence to which a position in contig belongs.
6.3.4 <dictionary>.d.pos

The bulk of the work done by the builder’s pre-processor rests in this file. It contains \( \tilde{z}^d \) integers, each representing a position in contig containing a non-zero character. Each position represents a subsequence that begins at the corresponding offset in the contig and runs until the next zero. In this file, positions are ordered lexicographically by the sequences that they represent, according to the alphabet. This is the biggest file in the subdictionary, taking up \( 4\tilde{z}^d < 4(L^d - 2) \) bytes, again assuming 32-bit unsigned long ints.

6.3.5 <dictionary>.d.smp

To avoid swapping in fragments of the .pos file whenever possible during binary search, we store in this file its sampled version. In .smp we save only the last word of each page from .pos. Assuming 4Kb pages, each containing 1,024 words, this file is quite a bit smaller than its more detailed companion. However, it still orders all of its positions lexicographically by the sequences that they represent, according to the alphabet. Modest in size, this file takes up only \( \left\lceil \frac{z^d}{256} \right\rceil \) bytes.

6.3.6 <dictionary>.inf

This file contains the information pertaining to the overall dictionary. It consists of the alphabet, the value of the maximum accession code length \( A \), and a triplet of integers for each subdictionary. Assuming \( D \) subdictionaries make up a dictionary, the .inf file contains a total of

\[
516 + (\text{sizeof(unsigned long int)})(2 + 3D) = 524 + 12D \text{ bytes,}
\]

given 32-bit unsigned long ints. The three values represent \( c^d, L^d, \) and \( \tilde{z}^d \). The builder compresses this file before writing it to disk.

6.4 Complexity Bounds

The streamlined builder scans through the database only once, writing the .inf, .acc, and .idx files to disk on the fly; the .seq file is written out as soon as it is encoded, requiring only a single pass through that data, once it’s been read. No asymptotic waste here. However, the entire encoded contig is stored in memory, taking up \( L^d \) bytes, \( \tilde{z}^d \) of which are non-zero. The builder then maps \( \tilde{z}^d \) words of disk space onto memory for .pos, along with a much smaller chunk for .smp. Having ordered the positions, the builder writes out the samples in a single pass. The amount of base memory involved is just what is needed to store the contig and the positions, assuming the user would like to avoid swapping. This requires \( L^d + 4\tilde{z}^d \) bytes on a 32-bit operating system and is under \( 5L^d \) bytes. So far, the
builder has not used more than the essential \( \Theta(L^d) \) memory and \( \Theta(L^d) \) time needed to read in the input and write out the answer.

The crux of the computationally- and memory-intensive work lies in sorting the positions file. We invoke \texttt{Dictionary::SubStringSort}, taking advantage of the sorting routines developed in chapter 3, to achieve expected bounds of

\[
O\left( \frac{\bar{z}^d}{\alpha^2} + \alpha^2 \right) \text{ and } O(\bar{z}^d + \alpha^2)
\]

in extra space and time respectively, with \( \bar{z}^d < \frac{\bar{z}}{2} \). In the worst case,

\[
\Theta(\bar{z}^d + \alpha^2)
\]

extra space will be required. However, the amount of extra time that could be taken is no longer tightly bounded by

\[
O((\bar{z}^d)^2 + \alpha^2),
\]

since multiple sequences make up the input. At worst, \( c^d \) valid segments of length \( l_i^d \) each face the builder. Let \( l_i^d \) represent the number of characters in segment \( i \) that actually need to be sorted. Recall that

\[
\bar{z}' = \sum_{i=0}^{c^d-1} l_i^d < \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{c^d-1} l_i^d = \frac{\bar{z}}{2},
\]

with \( l_i^d < l_i^d \). Also, let the zero/one indicator function \( f_\geq(x, y) = 1 \) if and only if \( x \geq y \). If the longest segment contains

\[
m = \max_{k=0}^{c^d} l_k^d
\]

characters to be sorted, then the worst-case running time is bounded by

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{m} \sum_{i=0}^{c^d-1} f_\geq(l_i^d, j) = O(m\bar{z}^d).
\]
Chapter 7

Dictionary

7.1 Overview

A dictionary object encapsulates an alphabet, a set of sequences interpreted over that alphabet, along with the sequences’ accession codes. The dictionary stores this information, together with pre-computed data derived from it, in a way that facilitates efficient execution of certain queries. As with the builder, we explain how one should use the dictionary first and provide several insights into its implementation later.

7.2 Usage

To instantiate a dictionary object in a C++ program, having actually built the dictionary, one need only know its path or handle. That is, the <dictionary> parameter passed to the builder, or its equivalent, should also be passed to the constructor:

\[
\text{Dictionary\ (char const · const stem) throw ();}
\]

The dictionary also possesses a trivial destructor

\[
\text{~Dictionary () throw ();}
\]

which simply closes the batch, if one has been started but hasn’t been closed (see below).

7.2.1 Basic Functions

Some very basic but useful functions follow:

\[
\text{inline unsigned long int accCodeLength (void) const throw ();}
\]
returns the value of the maximum accession code length A,

\[
\text{inline unsigned long int numSequences (void) const throw ()};
\]

returns the total number of sequences contained in the dictionary,

\[
\text{inline long double numValidChars (void) const throw ()};
\]

returns the total number of nonzero encodings in the sequences of the dictionary,

\[
\text{inline long double mem (void) const throw ()};
\]

returns the number of (uncompressed) bytes taken up by the files of the dictionary,

\[
\text{void getStats (long double &sx, long double &ssx) throw ()};
\]

stores in sx and ssx the basic statistics for the lengths of the sequences in the dictionary:

\[
sx = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} l_i \quad \text{and} \quad ssx = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} l_i^2,
\]

with \( n \) equal to \text{numSequences()} and \( l_i \) representing \text{lenSequence}(i). Unimaginatively,

\[
\text{unsigned long int lenSequence (unsigned long int const index) throw ()};
\]

returns the length of the \( i \)th sequence in the dictionary, \( i = \text{index} \); zero is returned if \( i \geq n \). In addition,

\[
\text{void getSequenceName (unsigned long int const index, char * const name) throw ()};
\]

replaces the first A characters in \( \text{name} \) with the accession code of the \( i \)th sequence, but only if \( 0 \leq i < n \); also,

\[
\text{void getSequence (unsigned long int const index, char * const seq) throw ()};
\]

replaces the first \( l_i \) characters in \( \text{seq} \) with the decoded \( i \)th sequence and sets \( \text{seq}[l_i + 1] \) to zero to terminate the string; for \( i \geq n \), the function acts as if \( l_i = 0 \).

7.2.2 Query Processing

The only query permitted by the dictionary reports all matches, no shorter than a threshold length, between an input sequence and the sequences in the database. To amortize the costs of running a query, we introduce the concept of a batch, which allows the user to query multiple sequences against the database at once. For each match, the dictionary reports
five values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is</td>
<td>the index of the input sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isp</td>
<td>the position of the match in the input sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ds</td>
<td>the index of the database sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsp</td>
<td>the position of the match in the database sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hl</td>
<td>the length of the match (hit length)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: A Match

Since the number of matches fluctuates from query to query, there is no best way to report them. Returning arrays of matches may work well up to a point, but could exhaust the memory. The user, on the other hand, may wish to store the matches to disk, send them over the network, or deal with them on the fly in other ways. Also, the user may not be interested in all of the data returned. For instance, the length of the match could be easily reconstructed given the other values; if the batch or the database contained only a single sequence, then maintaining lists of sequence indices would be pure waste. We keep the dictionary flexible by defining an abstract DicUser (dictionary user) class, specifying only a single function:

```cpp
virtual inline void yield ( unsigned long int const is,
                            unsigned long int const isp,
                            unsigned long int const ds,
                            unsigned long int const dsp,
                            unsigned long int const hl );
```

to be called upon by the dictionary to handle communication.

We are now ready to discuss batches. The user may start a new batch by calling

```cpp
void startBatch ( unsigned long int const cutoff,
                  unsigned long int const maxlen,
                  DicUser *const user ) throw ();
```

which first of all closes the batch, if one has been started but hasn’t been closed (see below), and starts a new one. No matches shorter than max(1, cutoff) will be reported. The dictionary will process a query when the user requests that the batch be closed or when the cumulative length of the sequences submitted exceeds a threshold value\(^1\). No sequence in the batch may exceed maxlen characters in length. The function

```cpp
user->yield(is,isp,ds,dsp,hl)
```

will be used to report matches. Sequences may be added to the batch via

---

\(^1\)The program builds a mini-dictionary out of the sequences in the batch. Here, maxlen serves as the parameter L. The same considerations pertaining to the choice of L apply to the choice of maxlen; see section 6.2.5. Having run the query, the dictionary starts an identically parameterized new batch with the sequence that broke the threshold as its only member. A separate counter keeps track of the number of sequences processed to get the sequence indices right.
void addtoBatch ( char const * const seq,
               unsigned long int const len
) throw (char const * const);

The function throws an exception if \texttt{len} exceeds \texttt{maxlen}. Finally, the user may close a batch, requesting receipt of all satisfactory matches by calling

\begin{verbatim}
void closeBatch (void) throw ();
\end{verbatim}

A word of caution: the query may begin reporting matches before this function is invoked; user must be prepared to accept these matches just before the second call to \texttt{addtoBatch}. While we guarantee to return all satisfactory matches, we do not impose any ordering restrictions; user must be prepared to deal with matches returning in any of the number of possible permutations of orders.

\textbf{7.2.3 Internal Functions}

Three internal functions end up public because the builder uses them. While we intend for them to remain internal, we take a moment to describe them here for completeness and to make life simpler for those adventurous enough to incorporate them in other code. These are:

\begin{verbatim}
void BinarySearch ( long int const togo,
                   long int const eleft,
                   long int const eright,
                   unsigned char const ea,
                   unsigned char const ez,
                   long int const cleft,
                   long int const cright,
                   unsigned char const ca,
                   unsigned char const cz
) throw ();
\end{verbatim}

which finds matches between two dictionaries and is described in detail in chapter 4;

\begin{verbatim}
static void Dictionary::SubStringSort ( unsigned char const alphasize,
                                         unsigned long int const minlen,
                                         unsigned char * const contig,
                                         unsigned long int const contiglen,
                                         unsigned long int * const disk,
                                         unsigned long int const disklen
) throw ();
\end{verbatim}

which sorts all of the substrings within a string and is explained carefully in chapter 3; and
static void Dictionary::PageSample ( unsigned long int const * const array,
    unsigned long int const len,
    FILE const * f,
    int const fd,
    char const * const msg,
    char const * const src ) throw (char const * const);

which writes in the file \( f \) (with file-descriptor \( f d \)) the sampled version of an array of length \( 1 n e n \). This routine captures in \( f \) the last word of each page from \( a r r a y \) and is used to create the \( . s m p \) files described in section 6.3.5.

### 7.3 Implementation Details

From the length of the (uncompressed) \( . i n f \) file, the dictionary quickly determines the number of subdictionaries \( D \). Having instantiated the appropriate alphabet and determined the maximum allowed accession code length \( A \), the dictionary loads \( c^d, L^d, \) and \( z^d \) for each subdictionary \( 0 \leq d < D \); these are the number of sequences, their cumulative length (plus one), and the number of nonzero encodings in subdictionary \( d \). The dictionary then constructs the running sum

\[
R(d) = R(d - 1) + c^{d-1},
\]

for \( 1 \leq d \leq D \), with \( R(0) \equiv 0 \), and also maps all of the uncompressed subdictionary files (\( . i d x, . p o s, \) and \( . s m p \)) onto memory. This lets the dictionary access all of the necessary files as if they were arrays. The operating system takes care of intelligent caching, swapping, and other chores using its virtual memory machinery. Compressed files (\( . a c c \) and \( . s e q \)) are unzipped directly into memory from disk when they are first needed. Although mmap would have allowed the dictionary to swap in only the pieces of these files that are actually used, because these files compress well we trade this convenience for the opportunity to significantly reduce the amount of disk space involved. With these in place, the most basic functions become trivial: \texttt{accCodeLength} simply returns \( A \), \texttt{numSequences} returns \( R(D) \), \texttt{numValidChars} returns \( \sum_{d=0}^{D-1} z^d \), \texttt{mem} returns the total uncompressed lengths of all dictionary files, and \texttt{getStats} simply cycles over all sequences, adding up \texttt{lenSequence} and its square.

Dealing with routines that specify a sequence index \( i \) is a bit trickier. The index must be broken down into the appropriate subdictionary \( d \) and the index within the subdictionary \( i^d \): \( d \) is the maximum integer from \( \{0, \ldots, D - 1 \} \) such that \( R(d) \leq i; i^d = i - R(d) \). We find \( d \) in \( \Theta(\log D) \) time via binary search over \( R \). Having determined these values, the three sequence-specific functions become quite manageable as well (we assume here that \( 0 \leq i < R(D) \)): \texttt{lenSequence} returns

\[
.d. i d x[i^d + 1] - .d. i d x[i^d] - 1,
\]
getSequenceName copies A characters from 

\[ .d.\text{acc} + A_i^d \]

onto name, and getSequence uses the alphabet to decode lenSequence characters from 

\[ .d.\text{seq} + .d.\text{idx}[i^d] \]

onto seq and caps it with a null-terminator.

Of course, the real work accumulates in the three functions dealing with batches. Together, they act very much like the builder. That is, startBatch initiates the building process; closeBatch behaves as the end-of-file signal. As we mentioned before, maxlen takes the place of L; the A parameter is no longer necessary as the batch does not keep track of sequence names. Only the .pos and .smp files are actually written. In addition, a vector maintains .idx and an array of characters retains .seq. We do not construct .acc. There are other crucial differences. As addtoBatch receives incoming sequences, we do some pruning. If a sequence contains segments of valid characters shorter than cutoff, those segments are masked with zeros — there is no reason to sort them since none of them could be a part of a match. If after masking no nonzeros remain in the sequence, we pretend that the sequence had been empty. We cannot act as if the sequence never arrived at all — that would mess up the indices of subsequent entries — but we don’t have to take up more than a single character in .seq for it. Finally, we resort to the variation of the substring sort problem from chapter 3. When time comes to actually perform a query, we only sort the positions based on the first cutoff characters, leaving out of .pos positions of substrings shorter than cutoff in length. We proceed to forage for matches by running BinarySearch from chapter 4 on all d subdictionaries. Each match

\[(\text{is} = 0, \text{isp}, \text{ds} = 0, \text{dsp}, \text{hl})\]

must be modified to take into account the fact that there are many sequences involved. Suppose N sequences from this batch have already been processed, with the current batch working on the next n. Let x be the largest integer below n such that

\[.\text{idx}[x] \leq \text{isp};\]

analogously, let y be the largest integer below c^d such that

\[.d.\text{idx}[y] \leq \text{dsp}.\]

Then the true match should be

\[(N + x, \text{isp} - .\text{pos}[x], R(d) + y, \text{dsp} - .d.\text{pos}[y], \text{hl}),\]
which is what \texttt{user->yield} returns. We take $\Theta(\lg n)$ time to find $x$ and $\Theta(\lg cd)$ time to find $y$ via binary search over .idx and .d.idx.

### 7.4 Complexity Bounds

As the dictionary executes a query of an additional $n$ sequences of length $l_{N+i}$, for $0 \leq i < n$, against a subdictionary $d$, it finds $m$ matches. Suppose that the sum of the lengths of these $m$ matches is $l$ and let $C$ equal the cutoff value and

$$L = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} l_{N+i}.$$  

Then it takes an expected

$$\Theta \left( l + |\Sigma|^2 + L \left( \min \left( C, \frac{\lg L}{\lg |\Sigma|} \right) + \lg \left( \frac{cd}{L} \right) \right) + m \left( \lg n + \lg cd \right) \right)$$

time and

$$\Theta \left( \frac{L}{|\Sigma|^2 + |\Sigma|^2} \right)$$

extra space to execute the query, see section 4.4. The extra addend of $m(\lg n + \lg cd)$ comes from the fact that each match must be post-processed to adjust the sequence indices and position offsets properly. In practice, this time is negligible.
Chapter 8

Best Cartesian Pairs

8.1 Definition of the Problem

Although the problem considered in this chapter does not relate to the rest of the dictionary, it poses an algorithmic challenge that arises in the dynamic programming algorithm in the gene recognition program developed in our group. At some point, the engine subdivides a region into two subregions, runs dynamic programming on each, and attempts to reassemble optimal parses of the entire region using the sub-parses from each subregion. As a result, given two arrays \( A \) and \( B \) of length \( a \) and \( b \) respectively, we consider the pairs from \( A \times B \). The challenge is to find the \( c \) best pairs \((A_i, B_j)\). By best, we mean those pairs that have the highest sums \( A_i + B_j \). We present in this section an efficient algorithm for finding \( c \) such highest-scoring pairs from \( A \times B \) given the scoring function \( f_+(x, y) = x + y \); correctness holds for arbitrary scoring functions \( f(x, y) \) monotonically increasing in both \( x \) and \( y \).

8.2 Brute Force Attempts

Clearly, one could easily solve this problem head-on by generating all pairs in \( A \times B \) and sorting them. Given \( ab \) pairs, no such algorithm could perform asymptotically better than \( \Theta(ab) \) time and space. Daniel J. Kleitman suggested a slightly more efficient approach: having sorted the arrays \( A \) and \( B \) and given a threshold sum \( s \), one could easily determine whether or not the number of pairs summing up to \( s \) or more exceeds \( c \) in \( \Theta(c) \) time. One could then run binary search on the range of values in \( f(A_i, B_j) \). Assuming that one could sort the arrays \( A \) and \( B \) in \( \Theta(a + b) \) time, the entire algorithm would take

\[
\Theta \left( a + b + c \lg \left( \frac{\max_{i=0}^{a-1} A_i + \max_{j=0}^{b-1} B_j - \min_{i=0}^{a-1} A_i + \min_{j=0}^{b-1} B_j}{\max_{i=0}^{a-1} A_i + \max_{j=0}^{b-1} B_j} \right) \right)
\]

time and \( \Theta(a + b + c) \) space. Nicholas T. Ingolia came up with a very curious solution to achieve \( \Theta(a + b + c \lg^2 c) \) time and \( \Theta(a + b + c) \) space.
8.3 An Optimal Algorithm

Assuming that the elements of $A$ and $B$ consist of integers, easily sortable in linear time via \textit{RadixSort}, we present an optimal algorithm that achieves

$$\Theta(a + b + c)$$

time and space bounds. If the elements could not be sorted in $\Theta(n)$ time, we could rely on traditional $\Theta(n \lg n)$ sorting algorithms like \textit{MergeSort} and \textit{Randomized QuickSort}, resulting in $\Theta(a \lg a + b \lg b + c)$ time requirements, which may no longer be optimal.

First, we sort $A$ and $B$, modifying the algorithm to expect arrays sorted in descending order. We then reduce the problem of finding the $c$ highest scoring pairs in arrays of lengths $a$ and $b$ to a smaller problem of finding $\frac{c}{2}$ such pairs in shorter arrays of length $\frac{a}{2}$ and $\frac{b}{2}$. Let $A'$ and $B'$ consist of only the even elements of $A$ and $B$, with $A'_i = A_{2i}$ and $B'_j = B_{2j}$. Suppose we knew the $\frac{c}{2}$ highest scoring pairs in $A' \times B'$,

$$\{(A'_i, B'_j)\}.$$ 

We claim that the $c$ highest scoring pairs in $A \times B$ all belong to

$$\{(A_{2i}, B_{2j}), (A_{2i+1}, B_{2j}), (A_{2i}, B_{2j+1}), (A_{2i+1}, B_{2j+1})\}.$$ 

To extract these $c$ pairs, we could sort the $4 \cdot \frac{c}{2} = 2c$ potential candidates in linear time; if that were not possible, we could find the $c$th largest element of that set in linear time and then proceed to partition the set using that element as the pivot. Let $T'(a, b, c)$ be the running time for the original problem, and let $T'(a, b, c)$ be the running time for the modified version, in which the input arrays have been sorted. Then the recurrences wind up being

$$T(a, b, c) = \Theta(a) + \Theta(b) + T'(a, b, c),$$

with

$$T'(a, b, c) = T'(\frac{a}{2}, \frac{b}{2}, \frac{c}{2}) + 2c = \Theta(c).$$

Here, $T'(a, b, 1) = \Theta(1)$ because the answer to that problem is just $(A_0, B_0)$; also, since $ab$ shrinks faster than $c$, if the case arises where $c \geq ab$, then the algorithm simply returns all pairs $ab$, taking $T'(a, b, c) = \Theta(ab) = O(c)$ time. Of course, there is no need to recurse from $c$ all the way down. Instead, the procedure could be implemented in reverse.
We present our argument pictorially. Let \( o \) represent the \( \frac{c}{2} \) pairs that solve the subproblem. If there is an \( o \) in a row other than the first, then there is an \( o \) directly above it, since that pair would have to score higher as the arrays \( A \) and \( B \) are now sorted. No pair \((A_{2i}, B_{2j})\) not part of that solution could score higher than the pairs that were returned. Consequently, no pair to the right, just below, and diagonally from a rejected pair could score higher either.

We prove that the \( \frac{c}{2} \) pairs forming the solution and their three immediate neighbors must contain the \( c \) highest scoring pairs by showing that among the neighbors of the pairs in the solution there must be at least \( \frac{c}{2} \) pairs scoring higher than the rejected pairs; consequently, these extra \( \frac{c}{2} \) pairs must score higher than the rejected pairs' neighbors as well. As a result, the \( 2c \) elements consisting of the pairs in the solution of the subproblem and their neighbors contain the \( c \) pairs that form the solution for the overall problem.

Clearly, any pair between two \( o \)s could not score lower than either of them and therefore could not score lower than any of the rejected pairs. We label such pairs to the right of all but the right-most \( o \) in the top row and above all \( o \)s in all other rows with \( x \)s. Observe that there are \( \frac{c}{2} - 1 \) such \( x \)s, all guaranteed not to score lower than any of the rejected pairs. We now show that for all rejected pairs \( z \) there exists another pair \( z' \), distinct from the \( x \)s, which could not score lower than \( z \). That \( z' \) is the closest pair adjacent to an \( o \) located either directly above \( z \) or to the left of \( z \). We point out such pairs \( z'_1 \) and \( z'_2 \) for \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \). Necessarily, a \( z' \) exists even for the highest-scoring rejected pair \( \bar{z} \). Therefore, the \( c \) highest scoring pairs must reside in the \( 2c \) locations consisting of the \( \frac{c}{2} \) pairs forming the solution to the subproblem and their immediate neighbors to the right, just below, and diagonally.
The Human Genome Project Logo provided courtesy of the Human Genome Management Information System.
Part II

Applications
Chapter 9

Homology

9.1 De-Facto Standard: BLAST

One of the major applications for the dictionary we have found lies in identifying related genetic material. Since the dictionary approach presents neither the first nor the major way for accomplishing the task, we first describe the main-stream tool. The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST [1]) is the accepted standard of finding similar regions between sequences. It stems from the alignment algorithm by Smith and Waterman [27], which some consider to be the first major contribution of computer science to biology.

We briefly outline the main idea behind alignments. Consider two sequences $s_0$ and $s_1$, with lengths $L(s_i)$. The concept of an alignment captures the notion that one could insert gaps into sequences $s_i$ to produce $s'_i$, subject to the constraint that $L(s'_0) = L(s'_1)$. One could then associate a score $S$ with each alignment:

$$ S = \sum_{k=0}^{L(s'_0)-1} f(s'_0[k], s'_1[k]), $$

using a scoring function $f$. Typically, one scores a 1 for a character lined up with a matching character, a -1 for a character lined up with a mismatching character, and a small number like .1 for a character lined up with a gap. A gap lined up with a gap scores a zero, since both gaps need not be in the alignment. Given two sequences and a scoring function $f$, Smith and Waterman find in [27] the alignment that maximizes $S$ in $\Theta(n \lg n)$ time and $\Theta(n)$ space. Here, $n = L(s_0) + L(s_1)$.

9.2 Alignment Concerns

We have several major concerns with the de-facto standard. First of all, while the values of the scoring-function $f$ make intuitive sense, they are not founded in any theory and seem to have been pulled out of thin air. It should be clear that slight perturbations to $f$ could
often change the resulting “best” alignment significantly. In practice, alignments tend to hide information. Consider two long sequences, mostly unrelated, with a relatively short exact match in the middle. The $S$-maximizing alignment may thin out the real match to score more points elsewhere, rather than align that region precisely and miss many potential points outside.

Having hinted at some fuzzy cases above, we now observe the harsh reality that alignments miss entire classes of homologous regions. Let $s_0 = A^n B^n$ and $s_1 = B^n A^n$. No alignment could recognize that there are two regions that match here: the string of $A$s and the string of $B$s. At best, an alignment would find only one. While many mutations like insertions and deletions play right into the concept of alignments, other common biological operations like translocation and cross-over simply do not lend themselves to the approach.

Finally, alignments tend to be time-consuming. The $\Theta(n \log n)$ bound captures the time necessary to align only a pair of sequences. While BLAST distributes some of the costs and allows for more efficient queries of an input sequences against a database, when the databases get large, alignment algorithms in their present form turn into a luxury few can afford.

### 9.3 Complementarity

Unlike alignments which suffer from a heuristic scoring function $f$, the dictionary provides a guarantee. All matches no shorter than $k$ will be reported: nothing more, nothing less. We have also produced an efficient implementation of the dictionary which allows multiple sequences to be blasted against multiple sequences in the database in an amortized way.

Naturally, the dictionary approach has its faults. The fact that it’s so precise could be a drawback. Biological sequences contain many insertions, deletions, etc. Even with these absent, there would still be data-entry errors: mechanical sequencing machines make mistakes. However, we let the user control for these with the threshold parameter $k$. As long as the mean space between errors falls above $k$, the dictionary will find plenty of matches; a higher entity could then piece those matches together, taking noise into account. However, the value of $k$ could be lowered only to a point where a match of length $k$ still remains a statistically significant event.

We see alignments and the dictionary approach as the two extremes in the spectrum of locating homologous regions. These tools could be used together to complement each other. Lior Pachter and Serafim Batzoglou created a combined engine for finding homologous regions [4]; they used the dictionary to rapidly locate reasonably long chunks of similar regions of DNA and then used alignment techniques to compare the short fringes, probing how far the similarity extended. Their algorithms are based on a detailed alignment of two orthologous genomic regions. In order to obtain good global alignments, they designed a new alignment system, which repeatedly aligns long matching segments within the genomic loci, and then refines the alignments in the intervening regions using shorter segments,
giving rise to the first systematic design of a gene recognition program based on cross species comparison [4].

9.4 Exon Prediction

Many computational methods have been developed for the purposes of gene annotation [3]. Indeed, of the many applications of computer science in biology, perhaps the most successful has been the implementation of algorithms for finding similarities between sequences [29]. The most widely used program developed for this purpose is BLAST [1, 2], which is an alignment tool. BLAST is often manually applied for the purposes of gene annotation, including exon prediction and repeat finding. Other similarity search approaches include the FLASH [25] program which is an example of a clever use of a hash table to keep track of matches and positions of pairs of nucleotides in a database. The resulting information can be used to extract close matches to a given sequence. Nevertheless, neither of these search approaches have been designed for gene annotation.

Programs designed specifically to address the problem of exon prediction can be broadly categorized as either statistical or homology based. Statistically based programs include GENSCAN [6], GENIE [14], GENEMARK [16], VEIL [10] (all based on hidden Markov models), FGENEH [26] (an integration of various statistical approaches for finding splice sites, exons, etc.), and GRAIL [30] (based on neural networks). Homology based approaches exploit the fact that protein sequences similar to the expressed sequence of a gene are often in databases. Using such a target, one can successfully identify the coding regions of a gene. The alignment based PROCRUSTES [8, 28, 17] program represents a very successful implementation of this idea. When a related mammalian protein is available, this program gives 99% accurate predictions and guarantees 100% accurate predictions 37% of the time; however, the user supplies the target protein sequence. This difficulty is addressed in another recent approach [11]. Specifically, the AAT tool addresses this by automatically using BLAST-like information from protein or dbEST databases for exon prediction. The INFO program [15] is based on the idea of finding similarity to long stretches of a sequence in a protein database, and then finding splice sites around these regions. Such programs are becoming more important as the size of protein and dbEST databases increase.

The power of combining dictionary hits with a gene recognition program is emphasized by the following statistic (computed with the removal of exact matches of test sequences from the database): Out of the 10% of intron positions covered by matches of 8-tuples to the OWL database, only 0.5% were predicted to be in exons. Only .05% of the total intron base pairs were incorrectly classified as coding [22].

The results of tests using the entire OWL protein database for the Burset-Guigó and Haussler-Kulp-Reese data sets compare favorably with other statistical methods. Estimates for sensitivity and specificity per nucleotide position range within 60–90%. Predictions of exact exons also vary between the programs, with estimates between 30–70% specificity.
and sensitivity. The homology based AAT approach predicts nucleotides with a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 97%, and exons exactly with a sensitivity of 74% and specificity of 78%.

The quality of our results is, of course, directly related to the presence or absence of related matches to our test genes in the database. The larger the minimum tuple length threshold $k$, the more the results become dependent on the general redundancy of the database. For genes with few matches, one can resort to a smaller tuple size and take the number of hits into account. Thus, our approach can be tuned to work either as a statistical method or as a homology based method, as well as the hybrids in between. Furthermore, as the size of the databases grow, the results can be expected to improve.

The dictionary approach has a number of advantages over standard similarity search techniques. Despite the unprecedented success of alignment algorithms in biology, the algorithms are all handicapped by the problem that short matching segments can be difficult to find in certain cases [5, 31]. An alignment between them may be overlooked if mismatches are penalized less than gaps. Even though this problem can be addressed by suitably modifying the alignment parameters, the number of such extreme examples, combined with the myriad of parameters necessary to address biological phenomena involved in sequence evolution (e.g., BLAST [1]), creates a fundamental difficulty. Every given problem has a set of parameters associated with it that provides a “good” alignment, but there is no universal set of parameters that works for every problem. An advantage of our dictionary method is that when performing a database search, all the exact matches of segments in a sequence are rapidly detected. The FLASH program is also designed to find similarities of segments to sequences in databases. Unlike our dictionary method, the FLASH program relies upon storing the positions of shorter tuples in a hash table. The use of larger tuple sizes in a dictionary renders this unnecessary because longer tuples appear in fewer sequences. The advantages of our dictionary method becomes apparent when the databases involved become very large, which is the case with the current dbEST database. Furthermore, this method enables rapid calculation of frequency counts of arbitrary length tuples, which can be applied to statistics based programs that rely on such information.

This approach also has advantages over other exon prediction methods. The entire process of database search and exon prediction is automated, and the prediction is based on many good target sequences (and their fragments) simultaneously. Furthermore, in contrast to the INFO program, exons that have partial or no matches in a database can sometimes be accurately predicted by using the fact that exons are constrained independently in many ways: they require splice sites, must be frame consistent and cannot contain high complexity repeats [21]. Also in contrast to INFO, the method takes full advantage of the presence of long and short hits. The INFO program uses 26 tuples of amino acids, whereas the dictionary based approach can use all the tuple information. The AAT [11] tool is designed specifically to automate the process of finding a good target sequence. However, the reliance on one good target limits the ability of the program to predict exons from fragments.
The effectiveness of the dictionary method we propose is not at all obvious a priori. Indeed, the method can be inferior to alignment in the case where one wants to compare two similar DNA sequences, perhaps from different species. For instance, a few gaps and mismatches every 5-6 nucleotides will tend to exclude 11-tuple DNA hits. On the other hand, the method has proved to be very effective for exon prediction, especially when used in conjunction with a protein database (where mutations in the third position of codons do not necessarily alter the resultant protein), or a dbEST database (where exact matching fragments of a gene provide excellent candidates for the dictionary to find).

9.5 Related Applications

9.5.1 Repeat Masking

We have built dictionaries from repeat databases and used these for rapidly finding repeat segments in genes. Repeats are long sequences of DNA that occur very frequently in introns and very rarely in exons. This technique provides an alternative to alignment based repeat maskers such as RepeatMasker (A.F.A. Smit and P. Green [24]). The method is especially useful for exon prediction, where it is advantageous not only to mask complete repeats, but to mask segments (perhaps from repeats) that do not occur in exons. The dictionary approach possessed a tremendous speed advantage without noticeable defects in sensitivity [23].

9.5.2 Pseudogenes

Reverse transcribed genes which lack introns are often pitfalls for gene recognition programs. The identification of neighboring exons in inconsistent frames with no room for an intron immediately suggests the presence of a pseudogene. This can be easily checked and automated, in the same vein as the alternative splicing detection. Indeed, we discovered two such examples in a newly sequenced genomic segment (GENBANK Accession: AC001226) using the dictionary [23].

9.5.3 Frame Prediction

While tightly intertwined with gene recognition and exon prediction, we base frame prediction on statistics instead of homology. See the section on frame test, 10.3.
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Chapter 10

Data Mining

10.1 Overview

The curse of computational biology today is the huge amount of poorly labeled (and often error-prone) data. As we hinted earlier, biological databases tend to be very polluted. First of all, more often than not, they were established by biologists and not computer scientists. Lacking a good foundation in databases, these researchers set up the knowledge storage as gargantuan text files with archaic rules. Since many people contribute information, we often find the format violated. To us, this means that simple programs invariably derail during attempts to extract sequences and related details from these files; we have had to resort to lex to achieve moderate levels of stability.

Poorly organized databases cause the least of our troubles. Sequences tend to be mislabeled as well. For instance, the National Center for Biotechnology Information maintains a wonderful database of expressed sequence tags dbEST. Expressed sequence tags are segments of cDNAs (a cDNA is a concatenated sequence of coding exons surrounded by other nucleotides: the surrounding DNA is non-coding). Unfortunately the ESTs are taken out of the cDNA without regard for frame, see 10.3. In addition, they are often entered into the database reversed (backwards), complemented (all As replaced with Ts and all Cs replaced withGs and vice versa), and even reverse-complemented. This is an artifact of the sequencing techniques used today. Essentially, the cDNA are cut up into pieces, each piece is spun in one of four orientations, and the resulting snippets are dumped into huge, often mislabeled, databases. Nostradamus would have been proud. Interestingly enough, this lack of consistency (and annotation) is not a big problem for biologists: in a test-tube, the biological machinery itself reconstructs the complementary strand of the DNA and determines the direction in which the DNA should be read. However, this phenomenon poses a threat to scientists trying to do statistical analysis of the sequences. One could extract quite a bit of useful information if one could reliably determine the frame and the orientation of an EST. With four possible orientations and three potential frames, each sequence could be interpreted in twelve ways! If each orientation were equally likely, $\frac{11}{12}$ of the sequences used
for statistical analyses would be erroneous; in practice, forward and reversed-complement orientations dominate, pushing this ratio closer to $\frac{5}{6}$.

To top it off, even the data in the databases are not clean. The sequencing machinery itself slips up every now and then; there are also data-entry errors. As a result, regions of the same EST may be in different frames. Moreover, researchers tend to discover and enter new sequences into the databases independently. Invariably, some patterns in the database become over-represented, biasing the frequency counts along with the derived statistics away from what's natural.

We have found the dictionary invaluable in mining the polluted biological databases for clean data. We devote the remainder of this chapter to a description of an attempt to orient the dbEST which produced enough clean data to create a high-precision frame-test. These applications are just the initial stabs to parade the power of the dictionary; other data-mining applications should be forthcoming.

### 10.2 Orientation

The dictionary could be used to orient a large fraction of the EST database, unveiling a wealth of statistical data. We have subscribed to the following approach: translate each of the ESTs in all three frames, in all four orientations, and use the dictionary to find matches to known proteins in OWL. We assume that a long match between an EST in a particular orientation and a known protein in OWL indicates that the orientation in question is that ESTs true orientation. This step would orient a large chunk of the ESTs. More could be oriented by finding matches between the remaining ESTs and those for which the orientation has already been nailed down. Presumably, the procedure would be repeated until no new information could be extracted.

In practice, we had to be a little more careful. For some reason, OWL contains not only proteins but also translated repeats. We first used the dictionary to mask the OWL dictionary. To do this, we constructed a dictionary out of the repeats that came with RepeatMasker. We then translated each of the repeats in all three frames and all four orientations to produce a database of possible repeat translations. Next, we masked all segments in OWL which matched 8 or more amino acids in a possible translation of a repeat. Sporting the masked version of OWL, we proceeded to look for matches of 10 or more amino acids between possible translations of the ESTs and the masked OWL dictionary. This produced a seed set of oriented ESTs. Unfortunately, we did not get a chance to extend the set via iterated runs.

### 10.3 Frame and Orientation Prediction

As we mentioned earlier, knowing the sequence of nucleotides from a coding region of a gene is not enough to predict the amino acids produced by those nucleotides, even if the
introns and exons are known. The reason lies in the rudimentary fact that it takes three nucleotides to encode for a single amino acid (see figure 1.1). Thus, translations begun at nucleotide 0, 1, and 2 would yield three fundamentally different sequences of amino acids. Translations begun at nucleotide \( n \) would yield a tail of the sequence of amino acids whose translation began at nucleotide \( n \mod 3 \).

An interesting theoretical and practical question is whether or not, by looking at a sequence of nucleotides, one could make a confident prediction of whether or not that sequence of nucleotides is "in-frame." By "in-frame," we mean that it would be translated into amino acids by the cell starting at nucleotide 0 and not nucleotide 1 or 2. If so, it would be useful to know the accuracy of some such tests as a function of the length of the sequence of nucleotides.

These are loaded questions: several assumptions should be made apparent. First of all, we assume that the DNA sequences presented as the input came from a coding region (a concatenation of exons) and not from introns or other places in the gene. Second, we should note that there is a phenomenon called "alternate splicing"; sometimes the cell itself parses the gene differently at different times, so every now and then one finds a gene which encodes for valid proteins in more than one frame. This phenomenon is extremely rare and we will assume that a sequence of coding DNA has precisely one true frame.

10.3.1 Motivation

Much more often than not, coding genetic material has a definite frame. Translated in one frame, it has a deep meaning: an encoding for a protein which will go on to perform a function in the organism. Translated in the other two frames, the meaning is not as pronounced. As a result, one expects to find much less structure in the out-of-frame translations. This effect is enhanced by the fact that the third nucleotide in the DNA triplet often does not affect the amino acid encoded (see figure 1.1). DNA to amino acid conversion has apparent built-in redundancies: the number of possible encodings \( 4^3 = 64 \) is larger than the number of possible amino acids (20). It follows then that out-of-frame translations should be more random than the frame-consistent translation of a sequence of DNA nucleotides. Therefore, there is hope that the information about the frame is contained within the DNA sequence itself.

The notion of a frame-test first appeared in [20]. A good frame-prediction tool could prove to be highly useful in an algorithm for gene annotation. It could be used as an overall sanity check to make sure that the predicted concatenation of exons looks like it is in-frame. More importantly, the tool could be used to help locate the boundaries of exons. One could shrink / expand predicted exons to make sure that neighboring exons combine to produce something that looks like it is frame-consistent.

Choosing the right orientation (forward, forward-complement, reverse, or reversed-complement) constitutes a problem very similar to that of frame-detection (except now
three of the choices do not have a pronounced meaning, and still only one does). Techniques developed for frame-detection could be used for orientation-detection. Armed with both a reliable orientation-test and a reliable frame-test, one may be able to recover a lot more information from dbEST, possibly bringing order to the entire database.

10.3.2 Linear Techniques

Together with Mark Knobel, the author tackled the challenge of creating a good frame-test as a final project for Gert Cauwenberghs's Computational Laboratory in Cognitive Science (9.39) class in Spring 1999; in addition, the author worked on the same problem as a final project for Whitney Newey's Econometrics (14.31) class also in Spring 1999. The remainder of this subsection consists of excerpts from the final project reports.

Data

As often is the case in computational biology, gathering clean data is not a trivial task. We need examples of coding genetic material in-frame. Out-of-frame examples can be easily obtained by chopping off the first one and the first two nucleotides in the in-frame examples.

In a prior work, we attempted to orient the dbEST using the following procedure. Each EST was translated in each of the four possible directions and each of the three possible frames, yielding \((4 \times 3 =) 12\) amino acid sequences per EST. This was a rather large project, seeing as how dbEST consists of a little over 2,000,000 ESTs, and growing. We then compared all of the resulting amino acid sequences with the OWL protein database. The OWL protein sequence database is a composite, non-redundant database assembled from a number of primary sources and contains a little over 250,000 protein sequences all of which are “sufficiently” different from each other [19]. When we found “long” matches between a protein in OWL and a translation of an EST from dbEST, we labeled that EST with the direction and the frame of the corresponding translation.

In this work, to obtain an unbiased set of in-frame coding DNA sequences, we found for each protein in OWL the longest match in dbEST. Naturally, some proteins in OWL did not match anything in dbEST and some had very short longest hits. Still, assuming that OWL is non-redundant, as it claims to be, we had on our hands a well-represented group of in-frame coding DNA. We then eliminated all the short sequences of DNA because short matches between dbEST and OWL could be accidental. It seems that 40 amino acids (120 nucleotides) was close to the cutoff point where the number of OWL to dbEST hits switches from exponential to linear (see figure 10-1). Of the roughly 150,000 matches, about 50,000 survive the cutoff. We split this dataset into a training set and a testing set randomly: each of the 50,000 sequences was assigned either to the training set or to the testing set via a fair coin toss. We characterize below the resulting data sets (see figures 10.1 and 10-2). We took every effort to make sure that the training set and the testing set would be fairly selected. It should be clear that they have the same basic characteristics.
Figure 10-1: Extracting Clean In-Frame Coding DNA Data.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units of Length: Nucleotides</th>
<th>Number of Sequences</th>
<th>Minimum Length</th>
<th>Maximum Length</th>
<th>Total Length</th>
<th>Average Length</th>
<th>Standard Deviation of the Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Set</td>
<td>26,461</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2463</td>
<td>7,509,474</td>
<td>283.8</td>
<td>122.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Set</td>
<td>26,777</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>7,572,066</td>
<td>282.8</td>
<td>120.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 10.1: Data Sets’ Characteristics.

Figure 10-2: Data Sets’ Histograms.

**Results**

Just to clarify what it is we are talking about here: a frame-predictor takes as an input a string of nucleotides $s \in \{A,C,G,T\}^+$ and outputs a result $r \in \{\pm 1\}$. If $r = 1$, then $s$ is
predicted to be in-frame. If \( r = -1 \), then \( s \) is predicted to be out-of-frame.

We assume that \( s \) came from a complete coding sequence of DNA \( c \), where

\[
c = \text{ATG}\{A,C,G,T\}^{3k}\{\text{TAA,TAG,TGA}\}, k \in \mathcal{N},
\]

subject to the constraint that all the internal codons are coding. Then \( c \) can be rewritten as a concatenation of three strings \( c = usv \). The string \( s \) is in-frame if \( |u| = 3k \) for some \( k \in \mathcal{N} \).

**Evaluation Scheme**

Given a predictor \( \mathcal{P}(\cdot) \), we test it on each sequence in our data sets. Initially, we extract three tests from every sequence \( s \). Let \( s' \) be \( s \) without the first nucleotide and \( s'' \) be \( s \) without the first two nucleotides. The three tests are \( \mathcal{P}(s) = +1 \), \( \mathcal{P}(s') = -1 \), and \( \mathcal{P}(s'') = -1 \).

All of the sequences in our data sets are longer than 120 nucleotides. Therefore, \( \mathcal{P}(\cdot) \)'s performance on entire sequences is the limit of its performance as \( |s| \) becomes very large. In order to understand how good of a predictor we have, it is important to understand the dynamics of its performance as \( |s| \) varies in its low ranges. Therefore, in addition to the three full-sequence tests, we also test \( \mathcal{P}(\cdot) \) on every subsequence \( z \) of each sequence, where \( 1 \leq |z| \leq 120 \).

**Some Basic Attempts**

First of all, since the problem is discrete, we begin by examining the obvious predictors \( \mathcal{P}^Y(\cdot) \) (\( Y \) for “yes”) which always returns \( +1 \), \( \mathcal{P}^N(\cdot) \) (\( N \) for “no”) which always returns \( -1 \), and \( \mathcal{P}^R(\cdot) \) (\( R \) for “random”) which returns \( +1 \) or \( -1 \), each with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). None of these predictors actually look at their input sequence. Since there are three frames, \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the test subsequences are in-frame and the other \( \frac{2}{3} \) are out-of-frame. Therefore, we expect \( \mathcal{P}^Y(s) \) to be correct \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the time, \( \mathcal{P}^N(s) \) to be correct \( \frac{2}{3} \) of the time, and \( \mathcal{P}^R(s) \) to be correct \( \frac{1}{2} \) of the time, regardless of \( |s| \). To familiarize the reader with the output format of our evaluator, we present the obvious graphs for these trivial predictors. Percentages of frames correctly predicted as a function of input length are in green; percentages of frames incorrectly predicted are in red. At the very right, percentage of frames predicted correctly among the full-length sequences is marked with a green asterisk; percentage of frames predicted incorrectly is marked with a red asterisk.
We can take advantage of a very simple fact to improve the performance of our trivial
predictors. Coding sequences of DNA never contain a stop codon. Therefore, a sequence
cannot be in-frame if it contains a stop-codon in frame zero; a sequence cannot be out-of-
frame if it contains a stop-codon in frame one and in frame two. This basic enhancement
to our trivial predictors results in better performance.
These performance graphs would not be complete without a specification of the number of test-cases at each segment length. Clearly, there are many more single-nucleotide subsequences than full-length sequences. The table on the next page tabulates these statistics for both data sets. The number of test-cases for segments of length 120 and under is always well in the millions, so we deem the performance charts to be rather reliable.
Table 10.2: Number of Test-Cases per Segment Length

The best of the trivial predictors, $P^N$ with stops, achieves the following levels of correctness:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correctness Level</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>96.6%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3: Performance for the Trivial Predictors

A good frame predictor would have to do much better than this one, since it extracts only a minimal amount of information from the input sequence $s$.  
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Translated in- and out-of-frame, coding DNA yields drastically different-looking sequences of amino acids. By gathering all of the sequences $s$, we can obtain examples of amino acids resulting from in-frame (frame zero), frame one, and frame two: translations of $s$, $s'$, and $s''$. We can reduce each such translated sequence to only a handful of parameters: $f_i$ in the following way.

Consider a sequence $z$. Let $f_0^z = 1$, a constant and let $n$ be the number of amino acids arising from translating $z$ in-frame (disregard the stop codons). Now let $f_i^z$ be the number of amino acids $i$ arising from that translation divided by $n$. So $f_i^z$, $1 \leq i \leq 20$, is the frequency of occurrence of the $i$th amino acid. Any sequence of nucleotides $z$ can be parameterized in this way. Given this parameterization, we can create three tests $t^0$, $t^1$, and $t^2$, with test $t^i$ recognizing a sequence of amino acids arising from translation of nucleotides in frame $i$. We hope to get a positive estimate

$$\hat{\beta}^i = \sum_{j=0}^{20} \hat{\beta}_j f_j^z$$

if sequence $z$ is indeed in frame $i$ and a negative estimate otherwise. For $t^0$, all sequences $s$ are positive examples $+1$ and all sequences $s'$ and $s''$ are negative examples $-1$. For $t^1$, all sequences $s'$ are positive examples $+1$ and all sequences $s$ and $s''$ are negative examples $-1$. For $t^2$, all sequences $s''$ are positive examples $+1$ and all sequences $s$ and $s'$ are negative examples $-1$. We regressed $t^0$, $t^1$, and $t^2$ on $f_i$, $0 \leq i \leq 20$ using the ordinary least squares (OLS) approach:

$$\sum_{i=0}^{20} \beta_i = (F^T F)^{-1} T^i.$$ 

Below is a table of the coefficient estimates $\beta^i_j$, $0 \leq i < 3$, $0 \leq j < 20$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\beta^0_j$</th>
<th>$\beta^1_j$</th>
<th>$\beta^2_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>1.129087</td>
<td>-3.095185</td>
<td>0.824240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>1.576952</td>
<td>1.450975</td>
<td>-2.885071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>-5.545160</td>
<td>1.461566</td>
<td>4.226492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>7.205222</td>
<td>-3.534780</td>
<td>-3.527884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>1.887252</td>
<td>-1.392461</td>
<td>-0.351032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>0.213270</td>
<td>0.697439</td>
<td>-0.707797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_6$</td>
<td>-1.109229</td>
<td>-0.732859</td>
<td>1.984296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_7$</td>
<td>-6.737540</td>
<td>0.357873</td>
<td>6.525525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_8$</td>
<td>-0.354870</td>
<td>1.864820</td>
<td>-1.363174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_9$</td>
<td>0.079612</td>
<td>3.853212</td>
<td>-3.789864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{10}$</td>
<td>-2.792999</td>
<td>6.086546</td>
<td>-3.120680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{11}$</td>
<td>3.571861</td>
<td>13.458493</td>
<td>-9.743774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{12}$</td>
<td>0.458385</td>
<td>1.127424</td>
<td>-1.449251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{13}$</td>
<td>-1.854856</td>
<td>3.929718</td>
<td>-1.931467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{14}$</td>
<td>-3.787151</td>
<td>1.822753</td>
<td>2.107286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{15}$</td>
<td>-5.037498</td>
<td>3.679061</td>
<td>1.591082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{16}$</td>
<td>-2.897283</td>
<td>4.407954</td>
<td>-1.420655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{17}$</td>
<td>-0.866147</td>
<td>6.558592</td>
<td>-5.549590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{18}$</td>
<td>1.299381</td>
<td>2.799041</td>
<td>-3.955538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{19}$</td>
<td>-6.376928</td>
<td>5.960461</td>
<td>0.559323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{20}$</td>
<td>2.756601</td>
<td>-4.530375</td>
<td>1.917531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4: Ordinary Least Squares Coefficient Estimates
We do not list the standard errors for our estimates for several reasons. First of all, as will be discussed later, OLS in the case of a discrete dependent variable inherently suffers from heteroskedasticity. Parameter estimates are still consistent, but the standard errors are wrong. We do not list the corrected standard errors either however. The purpose of standard errors is to indicate the validity of a regression. We will test that validity directly by examining our predictors' performance on both the training set and the testing set.

There is a straight-forward way to use the coefficients $\beta^i$ in a frame-predictor. Given a sequence $z$, compute its parameters $f^i_z$. Use the parameter vector $\overline{f^z}$ to estimate the frame-tests $\hat{t}^i: \hat{t}^i = \beta^i \cdot \overline{f^z}$. Predict $z$ to be in-frame if and only if $\hat{t}^0 > \max\{\hat{t}^1, \hat{t}^2\}$. Below are the performance charts for this predictor.

**Enhancements**

Naturally, we can enhance this test with the stop-codon information too. One simple way to do this is to override $\hat{t}^{(2-i\mod 3)} \leftarrow -\infty$ if $z$ contains a stop-codon in frame $i$. Not surprisingly, the enhanced predictor performs even better:
The fun does not stop here. There is another way to enhance our predictor. We can obtain three estimates of $\hat{i}$ for each $i$ by scoring $z$, $z'$, and $z''$. The three estimates of $\hat{i}^0$ are $\hat{i}^0_z$, $\hat{i}^0_{z'}$, and $\hat{i}^0_{z''}$. The three estimates of $\hat{i}^1$ are $\hat{i}^1_z$, $\hat{i}^1_{z'}$, and $\hat{i}^1_{z''}$. The three estimates of $\hat{i}^2$ are $\hat{i}^2_z$, $\hat{i}^0_{z'}$, and $\hat{i}^1_{z''}$. We make three predictions about the frame of $z$ based on the $\hat{i}^0$'s for $z$, $z'$, and $z''$. We declare $z$ to be in-frame if and only if the majority of the predictions are in-frame. Of course, this new enhancement can be used together with the stop-codon information. Below are the performance charts for the rest of the combinations.

![Performance Charts](image)

The best of these predictors $P^{OLS}(s)$ considers the stop-codon information in $s$ and the amino-acid translations of $s$, $s'$, and $s''$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correctness Level</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>98.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Length</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.5: Performance for the OLS Predictors
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Longer Tuples

To further improve our predictor, we could consider not just the frequencies of single amino acids (1-tuples) but longer segments of amino acids (t-tuples). When $t = 2$, we would have to estimate $\beta_0^i$, the constant term, and $\beta_j^j$ for all the pairs of amino acids $jk$, a total of $1 + 20^2 = 401$ parameters for each of the three tests. Extracting $3 \times 401 = 1203$ parameters from the testing set of our size is reasonable. There are too many such parameters to present here conveniently. Instead, we show the correlation matrix $F^T F$ pictorially. High correlations are depicted in red (dark-grey); low correlations are depicted in blue (light-grey).

Figure 10-3: Correlation Matrix

Having run the appropriate regressions, we measure the performance of our predictors using the new parameterization.
Again, the best of these predictors $P_{O{\text{LS}}}^s(s)$ considers the stop-codon information in $s$ and the amino-acid translations of $s$, $s'$, and $s''$:
Practical Problems with OLS

Theoretically, we should be able to parameterize a sequence \( z \) efficiently using even longer tuples. Since there are twenty amino acids, there are \( 20^t \) possible \( t \)-tuples. For our three tests, we would need to extract

\[
3 \times (1 + 20^t)
\]

parameters from the training set. The training set contains on the order of seven million nucleotides and therefore about that many \( t \)-tuples (for \( t \ll 120 < |s| \)). Our parameters will certainly not be efficient when their number becomes on the order of millions. We tabulate the number of parameters we would be required to estimate for the first few values of \( t \) below.

| \( t \) | \( |f| \) |
|---|---|
| 1 | 63 |
| 2 | 1203 |
| 3 | 24,003 |
| 4 | 480,003 |
| 5 | 9,600,003 |

Theoretically, we should be able to parameterize a sequence \( z \) by its 4-tuples without a problem. Practically, this is very difficult. The size of the correlation matrix \( (F^T F) \) becomes rather large. For 3-tuples, it is \( 8,001 \times 8,001 = 64,016,001 \). For 4-tuples, it is \( 160,001 \times 160,001 = 25,600,320,001 \). Inverting (or even storing) matrices of this size is still computationally expensive. Although the 3-tuple matrix actually fits in the 300Mb memory of our computer, MATLAB runs out of memory when trying to invert it. When correlation matrices get this large, even the fact they are symmetric (which halves the memory requirement) no longer helps.

Theoretical Problems with OLS

The other major problem with OLS is that when the dependent variable is discrete, heteroskedasticity is inherent in the problem. That is, the error terms from the regression are not exogenous.

To illustrate, consider the simple case \( y_i \in \{0, 1\} \). By the linear model,

\[
E(y_i|x_i) = \beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i.
\]
For the zero-one random variable,

\[ E(y_i|x_i) = 0 \times P(y_i = 0|x_i) + 1 \times P(y_i = 1|x_i) = P(y_i = 1|x_i). \]

Thus,

\[ P(y_i = 1|x_i) = \beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i. \]

First of all, clearly we have built-in heteroskedasticity. And second, there is no guarantee that \( \beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i \in [0, 1] \), as a probability should. In a future work, it may be interesting to use a model like \( P(y_i|x_i) = \Phi(\beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i) \), where

\[ \Phi(u) = \int_{-\infty}^{u} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{t^2}{2}} dt, \]

the standard normal distribution; it would also be interesting to try the logistics curve \( P(y_i|x_i) = L(\beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i) \), where

\[ L(u) = \frac{e^u}{1 + e^u}. \]

If we use a model \( P(y_i|x_i) = G(\beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i) \), according to maximum likelihood estimation, we would need to find the \( \beta_j \)'s that minimize

\[ \sum_i y_i \ln(G(\beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i) + (1 - y_i) \ln(1 - G(\beta_1 + \beta_2 x_i))). \]

Unfortunately this minimization problem does not have a closed form solution. It is, however, easy to solve using numerical methods. This may be an interesting approach for a future work.

**Direct Frequency Analysis**

To avoid the theoretical complications (and the hardware requirements) of generalizing OLS, we attempt to find good coefficients \( \overline{\beta} \) for our parameters using brute force. We consider two extremely simple heuristics for this task.

First of all, we ignore the correlations between the frequencies of tuples of amino acids. This allows us to avoid having to deal with large correlation matrices. Second, we ignore sequence boundaries and treat all of our sequences as one large concatenated sequence. This masks the problem of biased representation of tuples. Even at the 2-tuple level, we have 400 tuples. Most sequences in our training set do not contain even half that many tuples.

We translate all of our sequences \( s \) in all three frames. We then compute the frequencies of each tuple among the in-frame translations, among translations in frame two, and among translations in frame three. In addition, we compute the overall frequency of each tuple.
among all of the frames. Thus, for each tuple $t$, we know its frequency in-frame $r_t^0$, in frame one $r_t^1$, in frame two $r_t^2$ and its overall frequency $r_t$. We then consider two schemes for estimating $\beta_t^i$.

**Extremum**

The “Extremum” scheme works as follows: observe that $r_t^0, r_t^1$, and $r_t^2$ cannot all be above or below $r_t$ at the same time. One $r_t^i$ has to be on one side of $r_t$ and the other two must be on the other side, with the exception of the trivial case (which does not really matter) of $r_t^0 = r_t^1 = r_t^2 = r_t$. For each tuple $t$, we find the lone $r_t^i$ (one which is on the opposite side of $r_t$ from $r_t^j, j \neq i$). We set $\hat{\beta}_t$’s as follows: $\hat{\beta}_t^i \equiv 0$. If $r_t^i > r_t$, $\hat{\beta}_t^i \equiv +1$. If $r_t^i < r_t$, $\hat{\beta}_t^i \equiv -1$. All three constant term estimators $\hat{\beta}_0 \equiv 0$.

**Side-to-Side**

The “Side-to-Side” scheme works in a way that is very similar to the “Extremum” scheme. All three constant term estimators $\hat{\beta}_0 \equiv 0$, as before. However, instead of finding the lone $r_t^i$, we assign a unit weight to all parameter coefficient estimators as above. If $r_t^i > r_t$, $\hat{\beta}_t^i \equiv +1, \forall i$. If $r_t^i < r_t$, $\hat{\beta}_t^i \equiv -1, \forall i$.

**Performance**

Again, the best of these predictors $P^{EXT}(s)$ and $P^{STS}(s)$ considers the stop-codon information in $s$ and the amino-acid translations of $s$, $s'$, and $s''$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction Scheme And Tuple Resolution</th>
<th>Input Length Achieving 80% Correctness</th>
<th>Input Length Achieving 90% Correctness</th>
<th>Input Length Achieving 95% Correctness</th>
<th>Correctness Achieved for Complete Sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P^{EXT}$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{STS}$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{EXT}$</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{STS}$</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{EXT}$</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{STS}$</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{EXT}$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{EXT}$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.7: Performance for the Direct Frequency Predictors

These schemes for estimating the parameter coefficient seem to be very robust. They perform about equally well both compared to each other and compared to the best OLS predictors, at the appropriate tuple resolutions. Unlike the OLS coefficients, which require matrix inversions and $O(|\overline{f}|^2)$ memory space, our heuristic schemes are fast and easy to compute, and require only $O(|\overline{f}|)$ space in the process. We do not present the performance charts to conserve space. They are available in the original reports to the appropriate classes.
Conclusions

We started out with the traditional linear regression model for determining whether or not a sequence of coding nucleotides is "in-frame," using tuple frequencies as parameters. We achieved very good performance using the ordinary least squares approach to linear regressions. We were able to push the tuple resolution to its limit of four amino acids (for our training set) by estimating regression coefficients using two very simple heuristics. These schemes achieve excellent performance levels. We have characterized that performance as a function of the length of the input string. Our methods are flexible. They work given a sequence in terms of its nucleotides or in terms of a subset of its amino-acid translation. In some applications, the DNA itself may not be available. Perhaps one has access only to its frame two translation. Our predictors still do quite well. Their performance has been characterized for all combinations of the enhancements' uses. Some future research possibilities include using modified OLS for the regressions, testing alternative heuristics, and attempting the heuristics found to solve other problems (such as orientation prediction).

10.3.3 Dot Product

With the classes out of the way, the author implemented the numerical algorithms to make Probit and Logit regression models work. In practice, solving the minimization problem took rather large amounts of time. In addition, the coefficients obtained did not perform noticeably better than the plain vanilla OLS.

Disappointed by regression metrics and inspired by the performance, simplicity, and ease of implementation of the direct frequency methods, the author went on to explore the space. We have found a simple and elegant approach which is actually founded in theory, as it is related to the notion of a matched filter from signal processing.

If the number of possible tuples is \( n \), let vectors \( \bar{v}^i \) contain the frequencies of each of these tuples in frame \( i \). The tuples may be defined over amino acids or nucleotides. Let the vectors \( \bar{f}^i \) contain the frequencies of each of the same tuples in frame \( i \) in the input sequence. Then define a score vector \( \bar{s} \) of length three containing the scores for each of the potential frames. We find each of the scores \( s_i \) by taking the dot product of the frequencies of the input sequence with the expected frequencies consistent with frame \( i \). We expect the most "ringing" from the true frame since it came from a similar distribution of tuples:

\[
s_0 = \bar{f}^0 \bar{v}^0 + \bar{f}^1 \bar{v}^1 + \bar{f}^2 \bar{v}^2, \quad s_1 = \bar{f}^0 \bar{v}^1 + \bar{f}^1 \bar{v}^2 + \bar{f}^2 \bar{v}^0, \quad s_2 = \bar{f}^0 \bar{v}^2 + \bar{f}^1 \bar{v}^0 + \bar{f}^2 \bar{v}^1.
\]

In the mean time, we also discovered (using the dictionary) that the OWL database was not all that non-redundant. Indeed, the training and testing sets had significant overlaps. While this did not have a major impact on the results from the previous section, we took some action, managing to avoid having to throw out sequences.
Using the representative benchmark gene data set [9] we obtained a collection of exons. These are supposed to be representative, non-redundant, and good for cross-study benchmark comparisons, etc. Merging the old training and testing set back into one, we removed from it all sequences producing an exact match of 10 or more amino acids against the dictionary of proteins produced by the benchmark exons. The resulting training set contained sequences of DNA — obtained from prior orientation attempts and assumed to be regions of concatenated exons, none shorter than 120 nucleotides — none of which code for a protein which shares even ten consecutive amino acids with the proteins from the benchmark set.

First of all, this is a bit of an overkill since in our experience, stray matches of even twenty amino acids are not so rare. However, we wanted to make sure that the testing set is indeed disjoint from the training set, as much as is practically possible. Second, the resulting training set is not non-redundant, or no less non-redundant than OWL. It is however clean, in that we are rather confident that the nucleotides listed produced a protein segment.

We have applied this method to compute “OLS” coefficients for a frame-test and an orientation-test. We drew the statistical information from our training set; results of testing them on the disjoint benchmark set are below. We considered every subsequence of every sequence in the testing set to characterize the dynamics of the performance characteristics. In the case of orientation tests, we also considered every subsequence in each of the four orientations. The stops option in the graphs that follow simply weeds out some more or less obvious options: a frame is ruled out if it contains a stop codon; an orientation is ruled out if it contains stop codons in all three frames.

10.4 Conclusion

The dictionary’s raw power and speed already proved it as an excellent tools for extracting clean data out of the otherwise polluted and poorly annotated biological databases. We mined the nucleotide sequences corresponding to actual protein fragments. These made it possible to easily create very simple yet effective orientation- and frame-tests. It would be interesting to apply the dictionary to other data-mining tasks in the future.
Figure 10-4: Frame-Test Resolution: 1 Amino Acid (63 parameters).
Figure 10.5: Frame-Test Resolution: 2 Amino Acids (1203 parameters).
Figure 10-7: Orientation-Test Resolution: 2 Nucleotides (17 parameters).
Figure 10.8: Orientation Test. Resolution: 3 Nucleotides (65 parameters).
Figure 10.9: Orientation-Test Resolution: 4 Nucleotides (257 parameters).
Figure 10-10: Orientation-Test Resolution: 5 Nucleotides (1025 parameters).
Figure 10.11: Orientation-Test Resolution: 6 Nucleotides (4097 parameters).
Chapter 11

Visualization

11.1 Overview

Together with Omprakash D. Gnawali, the author tackled the challenge of creating a visualization tool for the dictionary as a final project for Seth Teller’s Computer Graphics (6.837) class in Fall 1999. The remainder of this chapter consists of excerpts from our final project report along with features the author later introduced on his own.

Five intensive weeks of brainstorming and coding culminated in a stand-alone Java applet: the Genomic Dictionary Visualizer (GDV). The GDV tool should prove to be useful to researchers involved in computational biology. It facilitates quick and simple visualization
of interesting regions of arbitrary genetic material. While a lot of features are missing, GDV's fundamental contribution is its completeness: all of the basic functionality is there and the framework for adding features exists. To our knowledge, GDV is the first and only tool for visualizing genetic sequences.

11.2 Motivation

The dictionary generates a lot of information, which can be passed on to heuristics that implement the artificial intelligence and statistical analysis which, using the raw dictionary hit data, solve high-level gene recognition subproblems. The data shuttled between these abstraction layers is very rich in information. Some of this information may be lost or masked by the high-level programs — it would be very useful if the researchers could have access to this knowledge base. While it is possible to leave a trace of the hits found by the dictionary in the form of a text file, such communication of information is inefficient, from the human point of view: the amount of data is huge and it is virtually impossible to extract any insights for more than a few isolated regions.

A visualization tool which could depict the similarities between sequences, point out known biological signals, allow context switching between sequences on-the-fly, and just simply display rudimentary statistics is greatly needed. This demand is fueled by researchers specializing in gene recognition: if they could visualize the information their algorithms are getting, they could improve their own understanding of how those algorithms behave. That would be useful for drawing insights and for debugging. More importantly, this visualization tool would come in handy to many biologists. Having gotten a sequence hot off the press, s/he may want to know what it is s/he is looking at. Combining the GDV with some known dictionaries, the biologist could very quickly pull up the sequence on the screen and highlight the areas of activity. This would yield some clues as to what the researcher is dealing with. Parts of the genetic sequence may match some known proteins, and looking at the names of the matching sequences may even hint at the function of genes within the data.

As far as we know, such visualization tools either do not exist or aren't widely available. Yet from a computational point of view, the functionality sought is far from overwhelming. While the project may not have much to do with graphics per se, it is a perfect example of scientific visualization. The tool in question has everything to do with the problem of effective communication of a wealth of knowledge.

11.3 Goals

Our intent was to rectify the problem of a missing means of communication of biological sequence data to the scientific community. We set out to solve the problem through visualization by utilizing a very high-bandwidth communication channel we humans have:
our eye-sight. The challenge we faced was finding a fast and elegant way to deliver the important information in an understandable way, while keeping the visualization intuitive and easy to use. We have been able to split our task into several logical components or goals:

- **Abstract representation of a single sequence:**
  
  Global view of the sequence, local views of the sequence — ability to zoom in on actual characters, annotation of interesting user-defined patterns — for instance the ATG and the stop codons (in the case of DNA), annotation of interesting user-defined regions — perhaps the user already knows that some portions of the sequence are exons or introns (again, in the case of DNA), etc.

- **Abstract representation of a query result:**
  
  Initially, this data is a huge stream of text. We planned to set up filters, to process the information only at the desired resolution. The user may be interested in viewing only a very small subset of the result, and the abstract visualization could run very fast, as there won’t be much real geometry to render. The abstract representation had to provide insights into the hidden properties of the hits.

  We intended to explore varieties of abstract representations to find a subset suitable for our task. Some basic thoughts: graphing the number of hits through locations of the input sequence, somehow incorporating the lengths of the hits into the chart, highlighting the sources of the hits if multiple dictionaries are queried using color.

- **Abstract representation of just two sequences:**
  
  The plan was to enable the user to identify a particular match, take a look at the sequence from which the match came, and compare that sequence to the input sequence at a very high level of detail. An interesting representation could include a two-dimensional image with the sequences’ positions on each of the axes and the color (or surface value) at each location evaluating to some informative function. A simple function could be a binary zero-one value based on whether or not the characters at the two positions match; then the easily identifiable diagonal streaks would represent subsequence matches. A more complicated function could be something like the number of matches of some length that go through both of these locations.

- **Interaction:**
  
  While the visualization tool would be incredibly useful even in its static form, the users could benefit tremendously if empowered to interact with it dynamically. Letting the user play with the parameters — perhaps turning a knob hooked up to the hit cutoff level — and immediately see the effects of the actions could bring about further
insights. Being able to see clusters of hits spring up at various areas as the hit
cutoff altered could alert the user and direct her/his attention towards the interesting
regions. Something like this could even be animated.

Our most important goal, however, was to end up with a finished product. In our view,
it was more important to produce an intuitive, usable, stable, stand-alone tool, however
simple, rather than a highly complex contraption with broken features.

Because there was a potential for visualizing a lot of data, we stressed that the tool must
be fast; at the same time, the usefulness of the tool depends on its accessibility. With these
concerns in mind, we chose to implement the visualization tool as a Java applet commun-
icating with the dictionaries over TCP connections; all of the computationally intensive
crunching was to be done on the host computer running the optimized C++ binaries. The
applet itself was to be kept as light as possible, to maintain adequate speed. The graphics
need not be glamorous: they need to be informative, efficient, and fast.

11.4 Achievements

Despite the challenge to produce a project in a matter of some four or five weeks, we
managed to meet our most crucial goal: to produce a product capable of stand-alone usage.
The Java applet we ended up with is as bare as could be, yet it is complete. It contains
most of the basic functionality we set out to give it.

Figure 11-2: Dictionary Selector

![Dictionary Selector]

Figure 11-3: Pattern Selector

![Pattern Selector]
There is an easy way to quickly gather statistics about a known dictionary:

![Figure 11-4: Dictionary Statistics](image)

The applet maintains a dynamic base of known dictionaries and patterns to highlight:

![Figure 11-5: Pattern Menu](image)

![Figure 11-6: Dictionary Menu](image)

Each dictionary and pattern is associated with a color which is later used to highlight the appropriate regions in loaded sequences. The user can open multiple sequences at once,
pulling them out of either known dictionaries or files / URLs:

![Sequence Selector](image)

Figure 11-7: Sequence Selector

![Sequence Menu](image)

Figure 11-8: Sequence Menu

In addition to known patterns and dictionary queries, a sequence can be annotated via known segments if some of the structure has been solved:

![Dictionary Highlight Selector](image)

Figure 11-9: Dictionary Highlight Selector
The user is free to add highlights to a particular sequences to light up interesting areas of
activity:

The sequence depicted above is a known gene (HSAT3), see appendix B. Using the known segments interface, we’ve marked the exons, introns, and repeats in this sequence. We also highlighted the standard patterns: ATG, \{TAA, TAG, TGA\}, GT, and AG. In addition, we screened this sequence against four known dictionaries of masked proteins, translated repeats, genes, and expressed sequence tags. The user is free to load a list of actual matches — the program pulls up a table of hits — which the user can sort by all the values in any of the columns. To a biologist, the names of the sequences with long matches actually suggest the function performed by the proteins encoded by the exons of this particular sequence:

![Figure 11-12: Highlighted Areas of Activity](image1)

![Figure 11-13: Hit Table](image2)
Finally, the user can easily pull out a matching sequence and run sequence-to-sequence comparison on the two strands.

Our final product works; it is a simple implementation of functionality that is demanded. Yet it is disappointing how few features we actually managed to implement in the short time we had. Some blatant omissions come to mind: animations of the amount of activity in a region as a function of the cutoff length, various representations of the amount of activity — not just a gradient of colors — graphs, nonlinear scaling of the graphs / colors, etc. A million ideas come to mind just thinking of the table of hits: we did implement the sorting routine, but there are other features just begging to be introduced. For example, clicking on a hit could move the local viewing region of the sequence to the position where the hit occurs, information could be gathered not just based on hits but incorporating their sources: which sequence produced the most or the longest hits? Which sequence had the most total or consecutive area covered? Two-sequence representation could get away from flatland and attempt to draw surface maps with peaks where the sequences are similar. The list goes on and on. We didn’t get a chance to allow for user-defined highlights, which would let the user plug in his or her own class files for annotating sequences. However, we developed a framework for a HitSet class that would make such a future extension very simple. This would be useful for annotating structures that have variation (for example, pyrimidine tracks — regions that are rich in Gs and Cs — that occur frequently near the ends of introns) as well as the presentation of various statistical analyzers (for instance frame-tests which compute conditional probabilities — if this segment were in an exon, what is the probability that it would be in frame zero, one, or two).

A basic aim that we met was to put the applet on the web. To do this, we needed to learn about .jar files. However, we failed to learn how to sign applets and to create certificates to allow users to set up their browsers to trust our product. Despite these holes, we are not too upset. The number of ideas on our wish-list is growing and we are psyched enough to follow through to produce a more robust and a more useful applet, getting away from version 0.01.

First of all, the distributed networking model must be improved. As of now, we’ve got a very simple blocking server in C++ which serves as a wrapper for the dictionary code RPC. We also have a Java client model for interacting with the server. The server is rather fault-tolerant and reliable; the client is also mostly fine, as we have come up with a good interface for passing data (we use compression on top of that to utilize the bandwidth fully). Still, expanding the server model to efficiently interact with multiple clients simultaneously poses an interesting theoretical and practical challenge.

Second, the user interface needs to be designed with the biologist in mind. Although we meant to, we didn’t get a chance to ask our friends in course seven what they would want in a visualization tool — the sort of representations of genetic material they found most expressive in their bio books, etc. We had enough trouble just trying to get the GUI to work, seeing as how neither of us programmed GUIs before.
Finally, we suspect that our usage of the Java model is highly suboptimal. Our interfaces probably generate objects right and left, sucking off memory and valuable resources from the actual visualization methods. Now that we have some idea of how Swing works, redesigning the code could produce a faster and more light-weight program.

The major source of both help and trouble was Java. The great things about it are the tremendous wealth of specifications, example code, and tutorials available on the web for this language. It was nice not to have to worry about platform-dependent issues and just know that our code will run anywhere. It was also great to avoid dealing with motif and Unix network programming, for the most part. Finally, it was very useful to be able to go home for Thanksgiving and to continue to work on the project from there, now running the applet in Windows instead of Linux. But the troubles with Java almost outweighed the benefits. It's buggy... it's slow. Compiling the code takes forever, even with well-designed makefiles. Running it takes even longer. Various bugs creep up, driving you nuts trying to pin them down, only to find out that everything works fine on a different platform, meaning that it's a Java bug. Some features of our programs fail on the Suns — sometimes the networking blocks, sometimes the menus don't get drawn correctly. On the SGIs, the networking almost always fails and the rightmost menu-bar is always drawn wrong. In Linux, the program just hangs every now and then. Surprisingly enough, Windows has been the most stable platform... We can only hope that Java 1.3, to be released soon, will fix most of these bugs. When will Java compile to faster code is another question.

11.5 Acknowledgements

The most useful resources have been our TA Kari-Anne Kjølaas who guided us via weekly checkpoint meetings, a great search engine Google which let us find relevant info without fail, an extensive Java API Reference and a set of Java Tutorials. Finally, we ended up using a modified version of the image from The National Human Genome Research Institute as a front-page for our program.

11.6 Conclusion

A new visualization tool is now available for highlighting common regions between sequences. The standard applications for the dictionary tool are augmented with a graphical user interface: a high-bandwidth channel for absorbing the results. The implementation is relatively fast, light, elegant, and informative. It should be extremely useful to biologists in general and to researchers in computational biology, especially in the fields of gene recognition and gene annotation.
Chapter 12

Summary

We have presented the fast genomic dictionary, a new tool for rapidly finding common regions between strings. The fully automated approach that the dictionary provides has already proved itself in a number of applications in computational biology, most prominently in the area of gene recognition. Our tool presents a full-fledged suite of general string matching algorithms which should be incredibly useful to anyone dealing with large databases of strings and especially to researchers actively involved in the Human Genome Project.

More importantly, we hope to have sparked the reader's interest in computational biology. It is a beautiful and hot new field, full of surprises and exciting work to be done. This author found it very rewarding to find ways to apply mathematics and computer science to a seemingly unrelated realm of biology. Knowing that tight asymptotics mean not only efficient code but also speedier discoveries in molecular biology is very fulfilling; indirectly, this work may expedite cures for various genetic disorders and diseases.
Appendix A

Source Code

A.1 Common Files

A.1.1 Alphabet Class with Examples

Alphabet.h

```c
#ifndef __ALPHABET_H
#define __ALPHABET_H

#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <limits.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#include "iTools.h"

class Alphabet
{

public:

   //
   // overview: a simple object for maintaining an alphabet,
   //          given a straight-forward translation from ASCII to
   //          a new set of characters; all unspecified characters
   //          map to the unknown character (a gap)
   //
   // alphabet objects are immutable
   //
   Alphabet (FILE *f) throw (char const *const);

   //
   // effects: creates a new alphabet from the strings in the file
```
the first string should contain a single character which will be used for the unknown (gap) symbol

all subsequent strings should contain two characters, the first being the source (ASCII) character and the second being the target symbol in the alphabet

requires: file must be a valid file containing a string of length one, followed by strings of length two

the strings must specify a valid alphabet, i.e. no ASCII character may map to several symbols in the new alphabet, etc.

modifies: file and this

Alphabet (gzFile gzf) throw (char const *const):

// effects: loads the alphabet from gzipped file gzf
// throws an exception if something goes wrong

// requires: file (or at least the part of it to be read) be created by Save (below)
// modifies: gzf and this

void Save (gzFile gzf) const throw (char const *const):

// effects: saves the gzipped alphabet into gzf
// throws an exception if something goes wrong

// modifies: gzf

"Alphabet () throw ();

inline unsigned long int Size (void) const throw ()

// effects: returns the number of characters in the alphabet

{
    return (sz);
}

inline unsigned long int Encode (char *seq,
unsigned long int const len) const

throw ()

//
// effects: substitutes for each character in seq[0..(len-1)] that
// character's order in the alphabet; invalid characters
// map to a gap (zero)
//
// requires: seq must be a valid string of length at least len
//
// modifies: seq

{
  unsigned long int nonzeros = 0;
  char const *const sentinel = seq + len;
  for (; seq < sentinel; seq++) nonzeros += (*seq encode[*seq]) != 0);
  return (nonzeros);
}

inline unsigned long int Encode (char const *seq, unsigned char *dst, unsigned long int const len) const throw ()

//
// effects: substitutes for each character in seq[0..(len-1)] that
// character's order in the alphabet onto dst;
// invalid characters map to a gap (zero)
// returns the total number of nonzeros
//
// requires: seq must be a valid string of length at least len
//
// modifies: seq

{
  unsigned long int nonzeros = 0;
  char const *const sentinel = seq + len;
  while (seq < sentinel) nonzeros += ((*(dst++) = encode[*seq]) != 0);
  return (nonzeros);
}

inline void Decode (char *seq, unsigned long int const len) const throw ()

//
// effects: substitutes for each index i in seq[0..(len-1)] the
// character corresponding to the i'th symbol in the
// alphabet; the zero in the alphabet is a gap
// returns the total number of nonzeros
//
// requires: seq must be a valid string of length at least len
// the values of all characters must be between 0 and
inline void Filter (char *seq, unsigned long int const len) const throw ()
{
      char const *const sentinel = seq + len;
for (; seq < sentinel; seq++) *seq = decode[*seq];
}

inline void getTuple (char *const str, unsigned long int i, unsigned long int const t) const throw ()
{
      char *pos = str + t - 1;

while (pos >= str)
{
      unsigned long int const tmp = i % sz;
      *(pos--) = decode[tmp + 1];
      i = (i - tmp) / sz;
  }
}

inline void nextTuple (char *str, unsigned long int const t) const throw ()
{
  // effects: replaces str with the next tuple according to the
alphabet ... think of the tuples as numbers base sz
if str is already the biggest tuple of length t,
then str wraps around to the smallest tuple of
length t: tuple 0

// requires: all characters in str be valid symbols for this alphabet
// and str must have enough memory for t-1 characters
// modifies: str
//
{ char *pos = str + t - 1;

    while (pos >= str)
    {
        unsigned long int const index = encode[*pos];

        if (index == sz)
            *(pos--) = decode[1];
        else
            { *pos = decode[index + 1];
                break;
            }
    }
}

inline unsigned long int indexTuple (char const *str, unsigned long int const t) const
    throw ()
    //
    // effects: determines the index of the tuple in str and returns it
    //
    // requires: all characters in str be valid symbols for this alphabet
    // and str must have enough memory for t-1 characters
    //
    // also requires that the length t be small enough that
    // sz*t fit in an unsigned long int
    //
    { char const *const sentinel = str + t;
        unsigned long int index = 0;

        while (str < sentinel)
            index = index * sz + encode[*str] + 1;

        return (index);
    }

inline unsigned long int MakeTupleList (
char const *seq,
unsigned long int const t,
unsigned long int const len,
unsigned long int *list) const

throw (char const *const)

//@ effects: replaces list[i] with the value of the t-tuple ending at
//@ seq+i; all invalid tuples are marked with a special value
//@ which is returned by the function; list[len] is an invalid
//@ tuple by definition ... so are list[i] for i < t
//@
//@ throws an exception if t is so large that the numbers
//@ 0 ... ULONG_MAX-1 are not enough to enumerate all the
//@ possible tuples
//@
//@ requires: t > 0, seq must be a valid string of length at least len
//@ list must be a valid array of unsigned long ints of
//@ length at least len+1 (the extra space is so that
//@ all tuple-lists would terminate with an invalid tuple
//@ (a cap) ... as if the null-terminator of the string
//@ were just a character and also part of it
//@
//@ modifies: list
//@
{
    if ((double) pow ((double)sz, (double)t) >= (double)(ULONGMAX))
        BAIL ("tuple length is too large to enumerate all the tuples with unsigned longs\n", "Alphabet::MakeTupleList");

unsigned long int const
invalid = (unsigned long int)(pow (sz, t)), modulus = invalid / sz,
*const sentinel = list + len, *upramp = iMIN (sentinel, list + t - 1);

if (!t || len < t)
    while (list < sentinel) *(list++) = invalid;
else
{
    unsigned long int to_last_invalid = 0, building_tuple = 0;
    while (list < upramp)
    {
        unsigned char const c = encode[*seq++] + 1;
        building_tuple = building_tuple * sz + c;
        to_last_invalid = (c == sz ? 0 : to_last_invalid + 1);
        *(list++) = invalid;
    }

    while (list < sentinel)
    {

unsigned char const c = encode[*(seq++)] + 1;
building_tuple = (building_tuple % modulus) * sz + c;
*(list++) =
((to_last_invalid = (c == sz ? 0 : to_last_invalid + 1)) < t ?
 invalid : building_tuple);

*list = invalid;
return (invalid);
}

inline unsigned long int mem (void) const throw()
{
    return (__INT_SIZE+512);
}

private:

unsigned long int sz;
char filter[256], decode[256];
unsigned char encode[256];
};

#endif
Alphabet.cc

#include "Alphabet.h"

Alphabet::Alphabet (FILE *f) throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int value;
    unsigned char symbol[256];
    char str[256]="", gap = 0, src = 0, dst = 0;
    memset (filter, sz = 0, 256);

    if (!f)
        BAIL ("f is NULL", "Alphabet::Alphabet");

    fscanf (f, "%s", str);
    if (!(gap = *str))
        BAIL ("couldn't get anything out of the alphabet file", "Alphabet::Alphabet");

    memset (symbol, 0, 256);
    memset (filter, gap, 256);
    memset (decode, gap, 256);
    memset (encode, 0, 256);

    while (!(*str=0) && fscanf (f, "%s", str) != EOF && (src=(*str)) && (dst=*(str+l))
    {  
        if ( !(value = symbol[dst]) )
            decode[symbol[dst]] = value = ++sz = src;
        unsigned char const backup = filter[src];
        filter[src] = decode[encode[src]] = value;
        if (backup != gap && backup != filter[src])
            BAIL ("a character maps to different symbols", "Alphabet::Alphabet");
    }
}

Alphabet::Alphabet (gzFile gzf) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (gzread (gzf, &sz, __INT_SIZE) != __INT_SIZE ||
        gzread (gzf, encode, 256) != 256 ||
        gzread (gzf, decode, 256) != 256)
        BAIL ("error reading from gzf", "Alphabet::Alphabet");

    for (unsigned int i = 0; i < 256; i++) filter[i] = decode[encode[i]];
}

void Alphabet::Save (gzFile gzf) const throw (char const *const)
{
    if (gzwrite (gzf, (void *) &sz, __INT_SIZE) != __INT_SIZE ||
        gzwrite (gzf, (void *) encode, 256) != 256 ||
        gzwrite (gzf, (void *) decode, 256) != 256)
BAIL ("error writing to gzf\n", "Alphabet::Save");
}

Alphabet::Alphabet () throw ()
{
}

dna.alpha

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>aA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>cC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>gG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>tT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rna.alpha

- AA aA
  CC cC
  GG gG
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AA aA
CC cC
DD dD
EE eE
FF fF
GG gG
HH hH
II iI
KK kK
LL lL
MM mM
NN nN
PP pP
QQ qQ
RR rR
SS sS
TT tT
VV vV
WW wW
YY yY
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A.1.2 Biology Class

Biology.h

```c
#ifndef __BIOLOGY_H
#define __BIOLOGY_H

#include "SymMatrix.t"

class Biology
{
public:
    // overview: this object contains random useful biological functions
    // such as amino acid to protein translation, etc.

    static inline void makeProtein (char const *dna, unsigned long int const aalen, char *aa)
    throw ()
    {
        char const *const aasentinel = aa + aalen;
        for (; aa < aasentinel; aa++, dna += 3)
            *aa = dna_num_aa_char[dna_char_num[*dna]][dna_char_num[(dna+1)]][dna_char_num[(dna+2)]];
        *aa = 0;
    }

    static inline void reversedComplement (char *dna, unsigned long int const len)
    throw ()
    {
        // effects: produces the reversed complement of a sequences of dna
        // requires: memory in dna is enough to contain len symbols
        //
```
if (len)
{
    char *and = dna + len - 1;

    for (; dna < and; dna++, and--)
    {
        char const c = *dna, g = *and;
        *dna = dna_complement[g];
        *and = dna_complement[c];
    }

    if (dna == and) *dna = dna_complement[*dna];
}

static inline void frameStops (char const *const dna,
                            unsigned long int const len,
                            unsigned char stops[3])
    throw ()
    
    //
    // effects:  scans through the sequence of DNA and identifies
    //            the stop codons, indicating this in stops
    //
    // modifies: stops... stops[i] = 1 iff there is a stop
    //            codon in frame i in DNA (i in {0,1,2})
    //
    // requires:  dna be a valid string of length at least len
    //
    {
        char const *const dnasentinel = dna + len;
        memset (stops, 0, 3);

        for (char const *dnaptr = dna + 2; dnaptr < dnasentinel; dnaptr++)
            if (dna_num_aa_char
                [dna_char_num[*(dnaptr-2)]]
                [dna_char_num[*(dnaptr-1)]]
                [dna_char_num[*(dnaptr)]] == '.')
                stops[(dnaptr - dna - 2)%3] = 1;
    }

static inline void frameStops (char const *const dna,
                            unsigned long int const len,
                            SymMatrix<unsigned char> &stops)
    throw ()
    
    //
    // effects:  scans through the sequence of DNA and identifies
    //            the stops codons, indicating this in stops
    //
// modifies: stops... stops[i][j] represents the subsequence
// of dna between characters i and j inclusive
// stops[i][j] & 1 == 1 if there is a stop in frame 0
// stops[i][j] & 2 == 2 if there is a stop in frame 1
// stops[i][j] & 4 == 4 if there is a stop in frame 2
//
// requires: dna be a valid string of length at least len
//
{ char const *const sentinel = dna + len;
  stops.setAll (0);

  for (char const *ptr = dna + 2; ptr < sentinel; ptr++)
    if (dna_num_aa_char
       [dna_char_num[*((ptr-2))]]
       [dna_char_num[*((ptr-1))]]
       [dna_char_num[*((ptr))]] == 'X')
      {
        // there is a stop codon ending in position i

        unsigned long int const i = ptr - dna;
        unsigned char const nexto[3] = { 1, 2, 0 }, p2[3] = { 1, 2, 4 }; o = 0;

        for (long int start = i - 2; start >= 0; start--, o = nexto[o])
          for (unsigned long int finish = i; finish < len; finish++)
            stops (start,finish,0) |= p2[o];
      }
  }

private:

  static char const
  dna_num_aa_char[5][5][5],
  dna_char_num[256],
  dna_filter[256],
  dna_complement[256],
  aa_filter[256];

};

#endif
#include "Biology.h"

char const Biology::aa_filter[256] = {

char const Biology::dna_filter[256] = {

char const Biology::dna_complement[256] = {
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#define _A 0
#define _C 1
#define _G 2
#define _T 3
#define _D_ 4

char const Biology::dna_char_num[256] = {

char const Biology::dna_num_aa_char[D_+1][D_+1][D_+1] = {
    /* A */
    {'K', 'N', 'K', 'N', ',', '-'}, /* AA */
    {'T', 'T', 'T', 'T', 'T'}, /* AC */
    {'R', 'S', 'R', 'R', ',', '-'}, /* AG */
    {'I', 'I', 'I', 'I', '-', 'I'}, /* AT */
    {'-', '-', ',', '-', ',', '-'}, /* A- */
},
    /* C */
    {'Q', 'H', 'Q', 'H', ',', '-'}, /* CA */
    {'P', 'P', 'P', 'P', 'P'}, /* CC */
    {'R', 'R', 'R', 'R', ',', '-'}, /* CG */
    {'L', 'L', 'L', 'L', ',', 'L'}, /* CT */
    {'-', '-', ',', '-', ',', '-'}, /* C- */
};

/* D */

/* E */

/* F */

/* G */

/* H */

/* I */

/* J */

/* K */
{ /* G */
  { 'E', 'D', 'E', 'D', 't' }, /* GA */
  { 'A', 'A', 'A', 'A', 'A' }, /* GC */
  { 'G', 'G', 'G', 'G', 'G' }, /* GG */
  { 'V', 'V', 'V', 'V', 'V' }, /* GT */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* G */
},
{ /* T */
  { '.', '.', 'Y', '.', 'Y', 't' }, /* TA */
  { 'S', 'S', 'S', 'S', 'S' }, /* TC */
  { '.', '.', 'W', '.', 'C', 't' }, /* TG */
  { 'L', 'F', 'L', 'F', 't' }, /* TT */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* T */
},
{ /* . */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* . */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* . */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* . */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* . */
  { 't', 't', 't', 't', 't' }, /* . */
} }
A.1.3 iTools Class

iTools.h

```c
#ifndef __iTOOLS_H
#define __iTOOLS_H

#define INTSIZE 4

#define iMAX(a,b) (a>b?a:b)
#define iMIN(a,b) (a<b?a:b)

// Bailout with perror...
#define BAIL(str,src) \
{ cerr << endl << src << "": " << str; if (errno) perror (""); throw ("BAIL\a"); }

#include <new>
#include <string>
#include <time.h>
#include <zlib.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
```

class iTools
{

public:
  //
  // overview: a collection of useful tools
  //
  static unsigned long int const start_time, pagesize, pagewords, pageshift, pid;

  static unsigned long int ElapsedSeconds (void) throw ()
  {
    return (time (0) - start_time);
  }

  //
  // effects: returns the number of seconds elapsed since
  //  the instantiation of the iTools class
  //  (effectively, how long the program which
  //  uses iTools has been running).
  //

  static void OutOfMemory (void) throw (char const *const)
  //
```
// effects: throws an exception

{
    throw ("Out of Memory!");
}

static inline int stdcmp (void const *const el, void const *const e2) throw ()

//
// effects: compares the values at two pointers
//          ... used for qsort
//
{
    int const i1 = *((int *)el), i2 = *((int *)e2);
    return (i1 < i2 ? -1 : i1 > i2);
}

static inline int fileread (FILE *const f) throw ()

//
// effects: returns the first int read from a file f
// requires: f be a valid pointer to a file open for reading
//
{
    int x;
    fread (&x, __INT_SIZE, 1, f);
    return (x);
}

static void reverseString (char *str, unsigned long int const len) throw ()

//
// effects: reverses the first len characters of the string str
// requires: str be a valid string of length at least len
//
{
    for (char *rst = str + len - 1; str < rst; str++, rst--)
    {
        char const save = *str;
        *str = *rst; *rst = save;
    }
}

private:

    static char *const newhandler;

};

#endif
#include "iTools.h"

static inline unsigned long int const getPageShift () throw ()
{
    unsigned long int shift = 1;
    while (!(unsigned long int)(1 << shift) != iTools::pagewords) shift++;
    return (shift);
}

unsigned long int const
iTools::start_time = time (0),
iTools::pagesize = getpagesize ()

iTools::pagewords = iTools::pagesize / __INT_SIZE,
iTools::pageshift = getPageShift ()

iTools::pid = getpid ();

char *const newhandler = (char *) set_new_handler (iTools::OutOfMemory);
A.1.4 Other Sources

Header.h

```cpp
#ifndef __HEADER_H
#define __HEADER_H

#include <string>
#include <iostream>

#define __HBUF_LEN 128
#define __HBUF_CHAR '='

class Header
{

public:

    // overview: creates an object capable of printing
    // a header banner for the program using
    // parameters like program name, version, etc.
    //

    Header (char const *const title,
            char const *const version,
            char const *const month,
            char const *const year) throw ()
    {
    }

    void Show (void) const throw ();

private:

    static const char
```
author[32] = "Valentin I. Spitkovsky",
email[32] = "val@theory.lcs.mit.edu",
university[64] = "MIT",
lab[32] = "Laboratory for Computer Science",
group[64] = "Theory of Computation: Computational Biology",
subgroup[32] = "Gene Recognition Group";

static char buffer[...H_BUF_LEN];
string *ptitle, *pver, *pmon, *pyear;

static unsigned long int const botlen;
unsigned long int const toplen;

});
#include "Header.h"

unsigned long int const Header::botlen = strlen (subgroup);
char Header::buffer[_H_BUF_LEN] = "";

Header::Header (char const *const title,
               char const *const version,
               char const *const month,
               char const *const year) throw ()
    : toplen (strlen (title) +
             strlen (version) +
             strlen (month) +
             strlen (year) + 5)
{
    ptitle = new string (title);
    pver = new string (version);
    pmon = new string (month);
    pyear = new string (year);
}

Header::~Header () throw ()
{
    delete (ptitle);
    delete (pver);
    delete (pmon);
    delete (pyear);
}

void Header::Show (void) const throw ()
{
    if (!buffer[0]) memset (buffer, _H_BUF_CHAR, _H_BUF_LEN);
    buffer[toplen] = 0;

    cout
        << endl
        << buffer << endl
        << *ptitle << " v" << *pver << ", " << *pmon << " " << *pyear << endl
        << author << " (" << email << ")" << endl << endl;

    buffer[toplen] = _H_BUF_CHAR;
    buffer[botlen] = 0;

    cout
        << university << " " << lab << endl
        << group << endl
        << subgroup << endl
        << buffer << endl << endl;

buffer[botlen] = __H_BUF.CHAR;
}
SymMatrix.t

#include "iTools.h"

template <class T>
class SymMatrix
{

public:

// overview: symmetric matrices are square matrices such
// that M(i,j) = M(j,i) for all i,j < n, where
// n is the size of the matrix

#define MATRIX_INIT \
   elements (n * (n + 1)), \
   matrix (new T [elements])

#define MATRIX_CHECK \
   if (!n) \n      BAIL ("side cannot be zero\n", "SymMatrix::SymMatrix");

SymMatrix (unsigned long int const side) throw (char const *const) : 
   n (side), MATRIX_INIT
{
   MATRIX_CHECK;
}

SymMatrix (FILE *const f) throw (char const *const) : 
   n (iTools::fileword (f)), MATRIX_INIT
{
   MATRIX_CHECK;
   if (fread (matrix, sizeof (T), elements, f) != elements)
      BAIL ("unable to read the file\n", "SymMatrix::SymMatrix");
}

void Save (FILE *const f) throw (char const *const)
{
   if (!fwrite (&n, __INT_SIZE, 1, f) || fwrite (matrix, sizeof (T), elements, f) != elements)
      BAIL ("unable to write to file\n", "SymMatrix::SymMatrix");
}

~SymMatrix () { delete [] matrix; }
inline unsigned long int Size (void) throw () { return (n); }

inline void setAll (T const value) throw ()
//
// effects: sets all elements of the matrix to value
//
{
    T const *const sentinel = matrix + elements;
    for (T *ptr = matrix; ptr < sentinel; *(ptr++) = value);
}

inline void addAll (T const addend) throw ()
//
// effects: adds addend to all elements of the matrix
//
{
    T const *const sentinel = matrix + elements;
    for (T *ptr = matrix; ptr < sentinel; *(ptr++) += addend);
}

inline T& operator() (unsigned long int const i, unsigned long int const j)
  throw ()
{ return (matrix[loc(i,j)]); }

inline T operator() (unsigned long int const i, unsigned long int const j) const
  throw ()
{ return (matrix[loc(i,j)]); }

private:

unsigned long int const elements, n;
T *const matrix;

static inline unsigned long int loc (unsigned long int const i, unsigned long int const j)
  throw ()
//
// effects: returns the offset in *matrix of the element M(i,j)
//
// requires: i,j < n, where n is the size of the matrix
//

{ return (j < i ? LOC(j,i) : LOC(i,j)): }

#endif
public class charPile
{
    static final int bsz = 256;

    public char[] buf = new char[bsz];
    public int sz = bsz, pos = 0;

    public void add (final char c)
    {
        if (pos == sz)
        {
            char[] newbuf = new char[sz <<= 1];
            for (int i = 0; i < pos; i++) newbuf[i] = buf[i];
            buf = newbuf;
        }
        buf[pos++] = c;
    }
};
public class intPile
{
    static final int bsz = 256;

    public int[] buf = new int[bsz];
    public int sz = bsz, pos = 0;

    public void add (final int n)
    {
        if (pos == sz)
        {
            int[] newbuf = new int[sz <= 1];
            for (int i = 0; i < pos; i++) newbuf[i] = buf[i];
            buf = newbuf;
        }

        buf[pos++] = n;
    }
}:;
longPile.java

```java
public class longPile {
    static final int bsz = 256;

    public long[] buf = new long[bsz];
    public int sz = bsz, pos = 0;

    public void add (final long l) {
        if (pos == sz) {
            long[] newbuf = new long[sz <<= 1];
            for (int i = 0; i < pos; i++) newbuf[i] = buf[i];
            buf = newbuf;
        }
        buf[pos++] = l;
    }
}
```
A.2 Communication Files

A.2.1 Uncompressed Low-Level I/O

CommTCP.h

```c
#ifndef __COMMTCP_H
#define __COMMTCP_H

#include <errno.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <netdb.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <arpa/inet.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

#include "iTools.h"

class CommTCP
{

public:

    static int tcpConnect (char const *const host, int const port) throw (char const *const);
    static int tcpServ (int const port) throw (char const *const);
    static void tcpFlush (int const fd,
                          unsigned char const *const buffer,
                          unsigned long int const buflen)
                          throw (char const *const);

    CommTCP (int const fd) throw (char const *const);
    virtual ~CommTCP () throw (char const *const);
    virtual void readBytes (unsigned char const *const bytes, unsigned long int const n)
                          throw (char const *const);
    virtual void writeBytes (unsigned char const *const bytes, unsigned long int const n)
                          throw (char const *const);
    virtual void flush (void) throw (char const *const);
    virtual void close (void) throw (char const *const);

};
```
static inline void sa_setup (int const port) throw ();

static struct sockaddr_in sa;
static socklen_t const sz;

protected:

static unsigned long int const buf;
int const fd;

unsigned char *const buffer;
unsigned long int buflen, live;

};

#endif
CommTCP.cc

#include "CommTCP.h"

struct sockaddr_in CommTCP::sa;
socklen_t const CommTCP::sz = sizeof (sa);
unsigned long int const CommTCP::buf = (1<<15);

void CommTCP::sa_setup (int const port) throw ()
{
    memset (&sa, 0, sz);
    sa.sin_family = AF_INET;
    sa.sin_port = htons (port);
    sa.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl (INADDR_ANY);
}

int CommTCP::tcpConnect (char const *const host, int const port) throw (char const *const)
{
    struct hostent const *const h = gethostbyname (host);
    if (!h || h->h_length != sizeof (struct in_addr))
        BAIL (host, "CommTCP::tcpConnect");

    int const s = socket (AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
    sa_setup (0);

    if (bind (s, (struct sockaddr *)&sa, sz) < 0)
        BAIL ("bind\n", "CommTCP::tcpConnect");

    sa.sin_port = htons (port);
    sa.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl (INADDR_ANY);

    if (connect (s, (struct sockaddr *)&sa, sz) < 0)
        BAIL (host, "CommTCP::tcpConnect");

    return (s);
}

int CommTCP::tcpServ (int const port) throw (char const *const)
{
    sa_setup (port);

    int const s = socket (AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0);
    if (s < 0)
        BAIL ("socket\n", "CommTCP::tcpServ");

    int n = 1;
    if (setsockopt (s, SOL_SOCKET, SO_REUSEADDR, (char *)&n, sizeof (n)) < 0)
        ::close (s);
throw ("\n");
}

fcntl (s, F_SETFD, 1);
if (bind (s, (struct sockaddr *)&sa, sz) < 0)
{
  ::close (s);
  BAIL ("tcp port\n", "CommTCP::tcpServ");
}

if (listen (s, 5) < 0)
{
  ::close (s);
  BAIL ("listen\n", "CommTCP::tcpServ");
}

return (s);
}

void CommTCP::tcpFlush (int const fd,
 unsigned char const *const buffer,
 unsigned long int const buflen) throw (char const *const)
{
  unsigned long int sofar = 0;

  while (sofar < buflen)
  {
    int const got = write (fd, buffer + sofar, buflen - sofar);
    if (got <= 0) BAIL ("write failed\n", "CommTCP::tcpFlush");
    sofar += got;
  }
}

CommTCP::CommTCP (int const fd) throw (char const *const) :
  fd (fd),
  buffer (new unsigned char [buf])
{
  live = 1;
  buflen = 0;
}

CommTCP::~CommTCP () throw (char const *const)
{
  if (live)
  {
    flush ();
    close ();
  }
void CommTCP::readBytes (unsigned char *const bytes, unsigned long int const n) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!live) return;

    unsigned long int sofar = 0;

    while (sofar < n)
    {
        int const got = read (fd, bytes + sofar, n - sofar);
        if (got <= 0) BAIL ("read failed\n", "CommTCP::readBytes");
        sofar += got;
    }
}

void CommTCP::writeBytes (unsigned char const *const bytes, unsigned long int const n) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!live) return;

    unsigned long int const left = buf - buflen;

    if (n <= left)
    {
        memcpy (buffer + buflen, bytes, n);
        buflen += n;
    }
    else
    {
        memcpy (buffer + buflen, bytes, left);
        flush ();
        writeBytes (bytes + left, n - left);
    }
}

void CommTCP::flush (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (live && buflen)
    {
        tcpFlush (fd, buffer, buflen);
        buflen = 0;
    }
}
void CommTCP::close (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (live && ::close (fd) && (live = 0) == 0)
        BAIL ("close failed\n", "CommTCP::close");
}
import java.io.Reader;
import java.io.InputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.EOFException;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Point;
import java.awt.Dimension;
import java.util.Vector;

public class CommReader extends Reader {
    protected InputStream is;
    private int intSize;
    CommReader (final InputStream in)
    {
        is = in;
        setIntSize (4);
    }
    public int read () throws IOException
    {
        return (is.read ());
    }
    public int read (char[] cbuf, int off, int len) throws IOException
    {
        final int sentinel = len + off;
        int i = off;
        try
        {
            while (i < sentinel)
            {
                cbuf[i] = (char) read ();
                i++;
            }
        }
        catch (EOFException eof)
        {
        }
        return (i - off);
    }
}
public void close () throws IOException
{
    is.close ();  
}

public void setSize (final int isz)
{
    intSize = isz;
}

public int getSize ()
{
    return (intSize);
}

public boolean readBoolean () throws IOException
{
    final int b = read ();
    return (b == 0 ? false : true);
}

public long readLong () throws IOException
{
    long l = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < intSize; i++)
        l = 256 * l + read ();
    return (l);
}

public Point readPoint () throws IOException
{
    return (new Point ((int) readLong (), (int) readLong ()));  
}

public Dimension readDimension () throws IOException
{
    return (new Dimension ((int) readLong (), (int) readLong ()));  
}

public Color readColor () throws IOException
{
    return (new Color (read (), read (), read ()));  
}

public String readString () throws IOException
{  
}
final charPile pile = new charPile();
char c;

while ((c = (char) read()) != '\n')
    pile.add(c);

return (new String(pile.buf, 0, pile.pos));

public int[] readIntArray() throws IOException
{
    final int sz = (int) readLong();

    if (sz > 0)
    {
        int[] a = new int[sz];

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            a[i] = (int) readLong();

        return (a);
    }

    return (null);
}

public long[] readLongArray() throws IOException
{
    final int sz = (int) readLong();

    if (sz > 0)
    {
        long[] a = new long[sz];

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            a[i] = readLong();

        return (a);
    }

    return (null);
}

public Color[] readColorArray() throws IOException
{
    final int sz = (int) readLong();

    if (sz > 0)
    {
        
    }

Color[] c = new Color[sz];

for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
    c[i] = readColor();

    return (c);
}

return (null);
}

public String[] readStringArray () throws IOException
{
    final int sz = (int) readLong();

    if (sz > 0)
    {
        String[] s = new String[sz];

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            s[i] = readString();

        return (s);
    }

    return (null);
}
}
CommWriter.java

```java
import java.io.Writer;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.OutputStream;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Point;
import java.awt.Dimension;

public class CommWriter extends Writer
{
    protected OutputStream os;
    private int intSize;
    private long full;

    CommWriter (final OutputStream out)
    {
        os = out;
        setIntSize (4);
    }

    public void close () throws IOException
    {
        os.close ();
    }

    public void flush () throws IOException
    {
        os.flush ();
    }

    public void write (boolean b) throws IOException
    {
        os.write ((int)(b ? 1 : 0));
    }

    public void write (int c) throws IOException
    {
        os.write (c);
    }

    public void write (char[] cbuf, int off, int len) throws IOException
    {
        final int sentinel = len + off;

        for (int i = off; i < sentinel; i++)
            write ((int)(cbuf[i]));
    }
}
```
public void setIntSize (final int isz)
{
    intSize = isz;

    full = 1;
    for (int i = 1; i < intSize; i++)
        full *= 256;
}

public int getIntSize ()
{
    return (intSize);
}

public void write (long l) throws IOException
{
    long divisor = full;

    for (int i = 0; i < intSize; i++)
    {
        final int r = (int)(l / divisor);
        l -= r * divisor;
        divisor /= 256;
        write (r);
    }
}

public void write (final Point p) throws IOException
{
    write ((long)(p.x));
    write ((long)(p.y));
}

public void write (final Dimension d) throws IOException
{
    write ((long)(d.width));
    write ((long)(d.height));
}

public void write (final Color c) throws IOException
{
    write (c.getRed ());
    write (c.getGreen ());
    write (c.getBlue ());
}

public void write (final String s) throws IOException
public void write (final int[] a) throws IOException
{
    if (a == null)
        write ((long)(0));
    else
    {
        final int sz = a.length;
        write ((long)(sz));

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            write ((long)(a[i]));
    }
}

public void write (final long[] a) throws IOException
{
    if (a == null)
        write ((long)(0));
    else
    {
        final int sz = a.length;
        write ((long)(sz));

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            write (a[i]);
    }
}

public void write (final Color[] c) throws IOException
{
    if (c == null)
        write ((long)(0));
    else
    {
        final int sz = c.length;
        write ((long)(sz));

        for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
            write (c[i]);
    }
}

public void write (final String[] s) throws IOException
{

if (s == null)
  write ((long)(0));
else
{
  final int sz = s.length;
  write ((long)(sz));

  for (int i = 0; i < sz; i++)
    write (s[i]);
}
}
A.2.2 Compressed Low-Level I/O

CommZTCP.h

```c
#ifndef __COMM.ZTCP_H
#define __COMM.ZTCP_H

#include <zlib.h>
#include "CommTCP.h"

class CommZTCP : public CommTCP
{

public:

  void openDeflater (void) throw (char const *const);
  void closeDeflater (void) throw (char const *const);

  void openInflater (void) throw (char const *const);
  void closeInflater (void) throw (char const *const);

  CommZTCP (int const fd) throw (char const *const);
  ~CommZTCP () throw (char const *const);

  void readBytes (unsigned char *const bytes, unsigned long int const n)
    throw (char const *const);

  void flush (void) throw (char const *const);

private:

  z_stream in, out;
  unsigned char *cbuffer;

  static unsigned long int const cbuf;

};
#endif
```
CommZTCP.cc

#include "CommZTCP.h"

unsigned long int const CommZTCP::cbuf = buf + (buf >> 10) + 12;

void CommZTCP::openDeflater (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    out.zalloc = (alloc.func)0;
    out.zfree = (free.func)0;
    out.opaque = (voidpf)0;

    if (deflateInit (&out, Z.BEST_COMPRESSION) != Z_OK)
        BAIL ("deflateInit failed\n", "CommZTCP::openDeflater");
}

void CommZTCP::closeDeflater (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int const before = out.total - out;

    out.next_out = cbuffer;
    out.avail_out = cbuf;

    if (deflate (&out, Z_FINISH) != Z_STREAM_END)
        BAIL ("deflate failed\n", "CommZTCP::closeDeflater");

    tcpFlush (fd, cbuffer, out.total - before);

    if (deflateEnd (&out) != Z_OK)
        BAIL ("deflateEnd failed\n", "CommZTCP::closeDeflater");
}

void CommZTCP::openInflater (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    in.zalloc = (alloc.func)0;
    in.zfree = (free.func)0;
    in.opaque = (voidpf)0;

    if (inflateInit (&in))
        BAIL ("inflateInit failed\n", "CommZTCP::openInflater");
}

void CommZTCP::closeInflater (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (inflateEnd (&in) != Z_OK)
        BAIL ("inflateEnd failed\n", "CommZTCP::closeDeflater");
}

CommZTCP::CommZTCP (int const fd) throw (char const *const) ;
CommTCP (fd)
{
    openInflater ();
    openDeflater ();
    cbuffer = new unsigned char [cbuf];
}

CommZTCP::~CommZTCP () throw (char const *const)
{
    closeInflater ();
    closeDeflater ();
    delete [] cbuffer;
}

void CommZTCP::readBytes (unsigned char *const bytes, unsigned long int const n)
    throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!live) return;

    in.avail.in = 0;
    in.avail.out = n;
    in.next.out = bytes;

    while (in.avail.out)
    {
        int const ret = inflate (&in, Z_NO_FLUSH);

        if (ret == Z_BUF_ERROR)
        {
            unsigned char r;
            CommTCP::readBytes (&r, 1);
            in.avail.in = 1;
            in.next.in = &r;
        }
        else if (ret == Z_STREAM_END)
        {
            unsigned long int const avail.out = in.avail.out;
            unsigned char *const next.out = in.next.out;

            closeInflater ();
            openInflater ();

            in.next.out = next.out;
            in.avail.out = avail.out;
        }
        else if (ret != Z_OK)
            BAIL ("inflated failed\n", "CommTCP::readBytes");
    }
}
void CommZTCP::flush (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (live && buflen)
    {
        unsigned long int const before = out.total_out;

        out.next_in = buffer;
        out.avail_in = buflen;

        out.next_out = cbuffer;
        out.avail_out = cbuf;

        if (deflate (&out, Z_FULL_FLUSH) != Z_OK)
            BAIL ("deflate failed\n", "CommZTCP::flush");

        tcpFlush (fd, cbuffer, out.total_out - before);

        buflen = 0;
    }
}
import java.io.InputStream;
import java.util.zip.InflaterInputStream;

public class CommZReader extends CommReader
{
    CommZReader (final InputStream in)
    {
        super (new InflaterInputStream (in));
    }
}
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.OutputStream;
import java.util.zip.Deflater;
import java.util.zip.DeflaterOutputStream;

public class CommZWriter extends CommWriter {
    static private final Deflater flater = new Deflater(Deflater.BEST_COMPRESSION);
    private DeflaterOutputStream def;
    private OutputStream init;

    static private Deflater resetFlater()
    {
        flater.reset();
        return (flater);
    }

    CommZWriter(final OutputStream out)
    {
        super(new DeflaterOutputStream(out, resetFlater()));
        def = (DeflaterOutputStream)os;
        init = out;
    }

    public void flush() throws IOException
    {
        def.finish();
        os = def = new DeflaterOutputStream(init, resetFlater());
    }
}
A.2.3 High-Level I/O

Comm.h

#ifndef __COMM_H
#define __COMM_H

#include "CommTCP.h"

class Comm{

public:

Comm (CommTCP const *tcp) throw ();
Comm () throw ();

unsigned char readChar (void) const throw (char const *const);
void writeChar (unsigned char const c) throw (char const *const);

unsigned long int readLong (void) const throw (char const *const);
void writeLong (unsigned long int const l) throw (char const *const);

char *readString (void) const throw (char const *const);
void writeString (char const *const str) throw (char const *const);

void flush (void) throw (char const *const);
void close (void) throw (char const *const);

private:

CommTCP const *const lowlevel;

};

#endif
#include "Comm.h"

Comm::Comm (CommTCP *const tcp) throw () :
    lowlevel (tcp)
{
}

Comm::Comm () throw ()
{
}

unsigned char Comm::readChar (void) const throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned char c;
    lowlevel->readBytes (&c, 1);
    return (c);
}

void Comm::writeChar (unsigned char const c) throw (char const *const)
{
    lowlevel->writeBytes (&c, 1);
}

unsigned long int Comm::readLong (void) const throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int l = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < __INT_SIZE; i++)
        l = (l << 8) | readChar ();
    return (l);
}

void Comm::writeLong (unsigned long int const l) throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int shift = __INT_SIZE << 8;
    for (int i = 0; i < __INT_SIZE; i++)
        writeChar ((l >> (shift -= 8)) & 255);
}

char *Comm::readString (void) const throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int sofar = 0, max = 256;
    char *str = new char [max];
    while (1)
if ((str[sofar++] = readChar ()) == '\n')
    break;

if (sofar == max)
{
    char *newstr = new char [max <<= 1];
    memcpy (newstr, str,sofar);
    delete [] str;
    str = newstr;
}

str[sofar - 1] = 0;
return (str);

void Comm::writeString (char const *const str) throw (char const *const)
{
    lowlevel->writeBytes ((unsigned char const *const)str, strlen (str));
    unsigned char const c = '\n';
    lowlevel->writeBytes (&c, 1);
}

void Comm::flush (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    lowlevel->flush ();
}

void Comm::close (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    lowlevel->close ();
}
A.3 Dictionary Files

A.3.1 Builder

Builder.h

```c
#ifndef __BUILDER_H
#define __BUILDER_H

#include "Dictionary.h"

inline void usage (char const *const progname) throw ()
{
    cout
        "usage: " << progname << " -lL -aA -zZ <alphabet> <dictionary> < <database>" << endl
        " where" << endl << endl
        " -l sets the subdictionary length to L" << endl
        " -a sets the length of the accession code (tag) to A" << endl
        " -z sets the gzip compression level to Z" << endl
        " <alphabet> is the source file for the alphabet" << endl
        " <dictionary> is the name of the target dictionary" << endl
        " <database> is the source file of tag-sequence pairs" << endl
    << endl;
}
#endif
```

176
```cpp
#include "Builder.h"

#define PHASE(CALL,NAME) CALL;
  cout << setw(10) << iTools::ElapsedSeconds () << " sec o " << NAME << " completed.
"

inline char nothing (void) throw () { return (1); }

Alphabet *alpha;
unsigned long int maxlen, acclen, zlevel, subdictionaries = 0;
char *stem, format[64], report[1024];

void cleanup (void) throw ()
{
  delete alpha;
}

void args_ok (int const argc, char const **const argv) throw (char const *const)
{
  if (argc != 6 ||
      strlen (argv[1]) < 2 || strlen (argv[2]) < 2 ||
      argv[1][0] != '1' || argv[2][0] != '2' ||
      argv[3][0] != '1' ||
      argv[1][1] != '1' || argv[2][1] != '1' ||
      argv[3][1] != '1')
  {
    usage (argv[0]);
    throw ("");
  }
  sscanf (argv[1] + 2, "X.lu", &maxlen);
  sscanf (argv[2] + 2, "Y.lu", &acclen);
  sscanf (argv[3] + 2, "%lu", &zlevel);
  if (acclen > maxlen) acclen = maxlen;

#define PADDING 64
  maxlen = (maxlen >= INT_MAX - PADDING - 2 ? INT_MAX - PADDING - 1 : maxlen + 2);
  sprintf (format, "Y.cXlus", '.', maxlen);
  if (acclen > maxlen) acclen = maxlen;
  zlevel = iMIN (zlevel, 9);
  zlevel = iMAX (zlevel, 0);

  FILE *srcfile = fopen (argv[4], "r");
  if (!srcfile)
    BAIL ("could not open the alphabet source file: \n", "Builder");

  alpha = new Alphabet (srcfile);

  if (fclose (srcfile))
    BAIL ("could not close the alphabet source file: \n", "Builder");
```

Builder.cc
stem = (char *)argv[5];

char getpair (unsigned char *acc, unsigned char *seq, unsigned long int &seqlen) throw ()
{
    memset (acc, *seq = 0, acclen);
    scanf (format, seq);
    memcpy (acc, seq, iMIN (acclen, strlen ((char *)seq)));

    if (seq[maxlen - 1])
    {
        seq[maxlen - 1] = 0;
        while (!isspace (getc (stdin)));
    }

    *seq = 0;
    scanf (format, seq);
    seqlen = strlen ((char *)seq) + 1;

    return (!seq[maxlen - 1]);
}

void sequencing (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int const membytes = acclen + (maxlen << 1);
    unsigned char *const acode = new unsigned char [membytes], *const contig = acode + acclen;
    unsigned char *contigptr = contig + 1;
    unsigned long int seqlen, savepos = 0;
    DirFiles df (stem, 'w');

    if (gzsetparams (df.inf, zlevel, Z_DEFAULT_STRATEGY) != Z_OK)
        BAIL ("could not set the zip parameters:\n", "Builder");

    if (!getpair (acode, contigptr, seqlen))
        BAIL ("one of the input strings is way too long.\n", "Builder");

    if (!*contigptr)
        BAIL ("unable to read a single pair from the database.\n", "Builder");

    alpha->Save (df.inf);
    if (gzwrite (df.inf, (void *) &acclen, __INT_SIZE) != __INT_SIZE)
        BAIL ("error writing the dictionary inf file:\n", "Builder");

    do
    {
        unsigned long int count = 0, contiglen = 1;
        contigptr = contig + 1;
    }
*contig = 0;

(df.cursd = new SubDictionary (subdictionaries, &df, 0))->open ();

if (gzsetparams (df.cursd->facc, zlevel, Z_DEFAULT_STRATEGY) != Z_OK ||
    gzsetparams (df.cursd->fseq, zlevel, Z_DEFAULT_STRATEGY) != Z_OK)
    BAIL ("could not set the zip parameters:

    if (!fwrite (&contiglen, __INT_SIZE, 1, df.cursd->fidx))
        BAIL ("error writing a subdictionary idx file:

    if (savepos)
    {
        memcpy (contigptr, contig + savepos, seqlen);
        savepos = 0;
    }

    do
    {
        contiglen = (contigptr += seqlen) - contig;
        count++;

        if (!fwrite (&contiglen, __INT_SIZE, 1, df.cursd->fidx))
            BAIL ("error writing a subdictionary idx file:

        if (gzwrite (df.cursd->facc, acode, acclen) < (int) acclen)
            BAIL ("error writing a subdictionary acc file:

        if (!getpair (acode, contigptr, seqlen))
            BAIL ("one of the input strings is way too long.

    while (contiglen + seqlen <= maxlen && *contigptr);
    if (*contigptr) savepos = contigptr - contig;

    unsigned long const nonzeros = alpha->Encode ((char *)contig, contiglen);
    if (gzwrite (df.cursd->fseq, contig, contiglen) < (int) contiglen)
        BAIL ("error writing a subdictionary seq file:

    unsigned long const disklen = __INT_SIZE * nonzeros;
    fseek (df.cursd->fpos, disklen - 1, SEEK_SET);
    fwrite (contig, 1, 1, df.cursd->fpos);
    rewind (df.cursd->fpos);

    unsigned long const disk = (unsigned long *)
        mmap (0, disklen, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, df.cursd->fdpos, 0);

    if (disk == MAP_FAILED) BAIL ("mmap failed", "Builder");
    Dictionary::SubStringSort (alpha->Size (), contiglen, contig, contiglen, disk, nonzeros);
   Dictionary::PageSample (disk, nonzeros, df.cursd->fsmp, df.cursd->fdsmp);
"error writing a dictionary smp file:
", "Builder")
if (munmap (disk, disklen)) BAIL ("munmap failed:
", "Builder")
delete df.cursd;

if (!(gzwrite (df.inf, (void *) &count, __INT_SIZE) == __INT_SIZE &&
    gzwrite (df.inf, (void *) &contiglen, __INT_SIZE) == __INT_SIZE &&
    gzwrite (df.inf, (void *) &nonzeros, __INT_SIZE) == __INT_SIZE))
BAIL ("error writing the dictionary inf file:
", "Builder")

sprintf (report, "Subdictionary %lu [Xlu/Xd]
", subdictionaries++, count, contigptr - contig);
PHASE (nothing (), report);
}
while (savepos);
delete [] acode;

int main (int const argc, char const **const argv)
{
    Header h ("Dictionary Builder", "9.11", "May", "2000");
h.Show ()

try
{
    PHASE (args_ok (argc, argv), "Argument confirmation");
    PHASE (sequencing (), "Sequencing");
    PHASE (cleanup (), "Cleanup");
}
catch (...
{
    cleanup ();
    exit (1);
}

cout << setw (10) << iTools::ElapsedSeconds () << " sec o Success! :)
\n\n";

return (0);
}
A.3.2 DicFiles Class

DicFiles.h

#ifndef __DICTIONARY_FILES
#define __DICTIONARY_FILES

#include <fcntl.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include "Alphabet.h"

#define __DICFILESMODE (S_IRUSR | S_IWUSR | S_IRGRP | S_IROTH)

class DicFiles;
class SubDictionary {

private:

DicFiles *const df;

unsigned char completed, isopen;
unsigned long int index, accmem, seqmem, idxmem, posmem, smpmem;

public:

gzFile facc, fseq;
FILE *fidx, *fpos, *fsmp;
int fdacc, fdidx, fseq, fdpos, fdsmp;

unsigned char *mmacc, *mmseq;
unsigned long int *offset, *mmidx, *mmpos, *mmsmp, off, clen, nonz, smpl;

SubDictionary (unsigned long int const index,
    DicFiles *const dfptr,
    unsigned char completed) throw (char const *const);

~SubDictionary (void) throw (char const *const);

void open (void) throw (char const *const);
void close (void) throw (char const *const);

void updatemmacc (void) throw (char const *const);
void updatemmseq (void) throw (char const *const);

};
class DicFiles
{

public:

    Alphabet *alpha;
    SubDictionary **sd, *cursd;

gzFile inf;
int fdinf;

unsigned long int acclen, subdictionaries, *seqoffset, *numseq, cursdindex;
long double mem, numvalid;
char *ptr;

DicFiles (char const *const path, char const flag) throw (char const *const);
~DicFiles (void) throw (char const *const);

void fileSetup (unsigned long int const sd) throw (char const *const);
int openFileDescriptor (char const *const fname) throw () ;

void openFile (FILE* &fptr, int &fdes, char const *const fname) throw (char const *const);
void openFile (gzFile &gzf, int &fdes, char const *const fname) throw (char const *const); ;

static inline unsigned long int getSampleLength (unsigned long int const len) throw ()
{
    unsigned long int const q = len / iTools::pagewords;
    return (q + (q * iTools::pagewords != len));
}

private:

    char const *const stem, *const suffix;
    int const oflag;
    char rw[2]:

    inline void cantOpen (char const *const fname) const throw ();

};

#endif
DicFiles.cc

#include "DicFiles.h"

#define __DIC_FILES_BUFFER_SIZE (2048)

#define __DIC_FILES_INF ".inf"
#define __DIC_FILES_ACC "acc"
#define __DIC_FILES_IDX "idx"
#define __DIC_FILES_SEQ "seq"
#define __DIC_FILES_POS "pos"
#define __DIC_FILES_SMP "smp"

static inline void cantClose (void) throw ()
{
    fprintf (stderr, "Error closing a dictionary file:\n"); perror (0);
}

static inline void closeFile (FILE * &fptr)
{
    if (fptr)
        if (fclose (fptr)) 20
            BAIL ("could not close a file:\n", "DicFiles::closeFile");

    fptr = 0;
}

static inline void closeFile (gzFile &gzf)
{
    if (gzf)
        if (gzclose (gzf))
            BAIL ("could not close a file:\n", "DicFiles::closeFile");

    gzf = 0;
}

void DicFiles::fileSetup (unsigned long int const sd) throw (char const *const)
{
    ptr = (char *)suffix;
    sprintf (ptr++, "%.\n", sd);
    while (* ptr++ != ".")
        if (__DIC_FILES_BUFFER_SIZE - 32 < ptr - suffix)
            BAIL ("ran out of buffer space:\n", "DicFiles::fileSetup");
}

int DicFiles::openFileDescriptor (char const *const fname) throw ()
{
    sprintf (ptr, "%s", fname);
    return (open (stem, oflag, __DIC_FILES_MODE));
void DicFiles::openFile (FILE* &fptr, int &fdes, char const *const fname)  
    throw (char const *const)  
{
    if ((fdes = openFileDescriptor (fname)) == -1 || !(fptr = fdopen (fdes, rw)))
        { cantOpen (stem); BAIL ("could not open a file:\n", "DicFiles::openFile"); }  
}

void DicFiles::openFile (gzFile &gzf, int &fdes, char const *const fname)  
    throw (char const *const)  
{
    if ((fdes = openFileDescriptor (fname)) == -1 || !(gzf = gzdopen (fdes, rw)))
        { cantOpen (stem); BAIL ("could not open a zipped file:\n", "DicFiles::openFile"); }  
}

void DicFiles::cantOpen (char const *const fname) const throw ()  
{
    fprintf (stderr, "Error opening dictionary file %s for \n", fname);
    if (*rw == 'r') printf("reading:\n"); else printf("writing:\n"); perror (0);
}

DicFiles::DicFiles (char const *const path, char const flag) throw (char const *const) :  
    stem (new char [strlen (path) + _DICFILES_BUFFERSIZE + 1]),
    suffix (stem + strlen (path) + 1),
    oflag (flag == 'r' ? O_RDONLY : O_RDWR | O_CREAT | O_TRUNC)
{
    if (!stem)
        BAIL ("out of memory:\n", "DicFiles::DicFiles");

    memcpy ((char*)stem, path, strlen (path));
    ptr = (char*)(suffix - 1);
    *rw = (flag == 'r' ? 'r' : 'w');  
    openFile (inf, fdinf, __DICFILES_INF);

    if (flag == 'r')
        {
            alpha = new Alphabet (inf);
            gzread (inf, &acclen, __INTSIZE);

            unsigned long int slate[3];
            subdictionaries = 0;

            mem = alpha->mem () + 2 * __INTSIZE;
            while (gzread (inf, slate, __INTSIZE * 3)) subdictionaries++;
            gzseek (inf, -3 * __INTSIZE * subdictionaries, SEEK_CUR);

            seqoffset = new unsigned long int [subdictionaries + 1];
            numseq = seqoffset + subdictionaries;

        }
numvalid = *seqoffset = 0;

sd = new SubDictionary * [subdictionaries];
for (unsigned long int i = 0; i < subdictionaries; i++)
    sd[i] = new SubDictionary (i, this, 1);

if (gzclose (inf))
    { cantClose (); BAIL ("couldn’t close a zipped file:\n", "DicFiles::DicFiles"); }

*(rw+l) = 0; cursd = 0;
cursdindex = (unsigned long int)(-1);

DicFiles::DicFiles (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    delete stem;

    if (*rw == 'r')
    {
        SubDictionary **const sent = sd + subdictionaries;
        for (SubDictionary **slider = sd; slider < sent; slider++) delete (*slider);
        delete [] sd;

        delete [] seqoffset;
        delete alpha;
    }
    else
    {
        if (gzclose (inf))
        { cantClose (); BAIL ("couldn’t close a zipped file:\n", "DicFiles::DicFiles"); }
    }

SubDictionary::SubDictionary (unsigned long int const index,
    DicFiles *const dfptr,
    unsigned char completed) throw (char const *const) :

    df (dfptr),
    completed (completed),
    index (index),
    offset (df->seqoffset + index)
{
    isopen = 0;

    if (completed)
    {
        unsigned long int slate[3];
        gzread (df->inf, slate, __INT_SIZE * 3);

        *(offset+1) = *offset + *slate;
        clen = slate[1]; nonz = slate[2];
    }
smpl = DicFiles::getSampleLength (nonz);
df->numvalid += nonz;

accmem = df->acclen * slate;
seqmem = clen;
idxmem = __INT_SIZE * (1 + slate);
postmem = __INT_SIZE * nonz;
smpmem = __INT_SIZE * smpl;

df->mem += 3 * __INT_SIZE + accmem + seqmem + idxmem + postmem + smpmem;
}

SubDictionary::~SubDictionary (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    close ();
}

void SubDictionary::open (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!isopen)
        {  
            df->fileSetup (index);

            df->openFile (facc, fdacc, __DIC-FILES-ACC);
df->openFile (fdidx, fdidx, __DIC-FILES-IDX);
df->openFile (fseq, fdseq, __DIC-FILES-SEQ);
df->openFile (fpos, fdpos, __DIC-FILES-POS);
df->openFile (fsmp, fdsmp, __DIC-FILES-SMP);

            if (completed &

            ((mmidx = (unsigned long int *))
                mmap (0, idxmem, PROT_READ, MAP_PRIVATE, fdidx, 0)) == MAP_FAILED) ||
            ((mmpos = (unsigned long int *))
                mmap (0, postmem, PROT_READ, MAP_PRIVATE, fdpos, 0)) == MAP_FAILED) ||
            ((mmsmp = (unsigned long int *))
                mmap (0, smpmem, PROT_READ, MAP_PRIVATE, fdsmp, 0)) == MAP_FAILED) ||
            (mmacc = 0) || (mmseq = 0))
BAIL ("mmap failed:\n", "SubDictionary::open");

            isopen = 1;
        }
}

void SubDictionary::close (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (isopen)
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{
    if (completed &&
        (munmap (mmidx, idxmem) ||
         munmap (mmpos, posmem) ||
         munmap (mmsmp, smpmem)))
    BAIL ("munmap failed:\n", "SubDictionary::close");

    if (mmacc) { delete [] mmacc; mmacc = 0; }
    if (mmseq) { delete [] mmseq; mmseq = 0; }

    closeFile (facc);
    closeFile (fidx);
    closeFile (fseq);
    closeFile (fpos);
    closeFile (fsm);

    isopen = 0;
}

void SubDictionary::updatemmacc (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!mmacc && gzread (facc, mmacc = new unsigned char [accmem], seqmem) < (int) accmem)
        BAIL ("could not read an accession code file: \n", "SubDictionary::updatemmacc");
}

void SubDictionary::updatemmseq (void) throw (char const *const)
{
    if (!mmseq && gzread (fseq, mmseq = new unsigned char [seqmem], seqmem) < (int) seqmem)
        BAIL ("could not read a sequence file: \n", "SubDictionary::updatemmseq");
}
```
A.3.3 Dictionary Class

Dictionary.h

#ifndef __DICTIONARY_H
#define __DICTIONARY_H

#include <vector>
#include <iomanip>
#include <iostream>
#include "iTools.h"
#include "Header.h"
#include "DicFiles.h"

class DicUser
{

public:

    virtual inline void yield (unsigned long int const is,
                               unsigned long int const isp,
                               unsigned long int const ds,
                               unsigned long int const dsp,
                               unsigned long int const hl) throw (char const *const);

};

class Dictionary
{

public:

    // overview: an object for accessing a dictionaries
    // dictionary objects are immutable

    Dictionary (char const *const stem) throw (char const *const);
    ~Dictionary () throw (char const *const);

    inline Alphabet *const getAlphabet (void) const throw () { return (df.alpha); }
    inline unsigned long int accCodeLength (void) const throw () { return (df.acclen); }
    inline unsigned long int numSequences (void) const throw () { return (*df.numseq); }
    inline long double numValidChars (void) const throw () { return (df.numvalid); }
    inline long double mem (void) const throw () { return (df.mem); }
    void getStats (long double &sx, long double &ssx) throw (char const *const);

};
unsigned long int lenSequence (unsigned long int const index) throw (char const *const);

void getSequenceName (unsigned long int const index, char *const name) throw (char const *const);

void getSequence (unsigned long int const index, char *const seq) throw (char const *const);

void startBatch (unsigned long int const cutoff,
                 unsigned long int const maxlen,
                 DicUser *const user)
                 throw ();

void addToBatch (char const *const seq,
                 unsigned long int const len)
                 throw (char const *const);

void closeBatch (void) throw (char const *const);

void ReportMatches (unsigned long int togo,
                    unsigned long int enleft,
                    unsigned long int enright,
                    unsigned long int ecleft,
                    unsigned long int ecright)
                    throw ();

void BinarySearch (long int togo,
                    long int eleft,
                    long int eright,
                    unsigned char ea,
                    unsigned char ez,
                    long int cleft,
                    long int cright,
                    unsigned char ca,
                    unsigned char cz)
                    throw ();

static void SubStringSort (unsigned char const alphasize,
                            unsigned long int const minlen,
                            unsigned char *const contig,
                            unsigned long int const contiglen,
                            unsigned long int *const disk,
                            unsigned long int const disklen)
                            throw ();
static void PageSample (  
    unsigned long int const *const array,  
    unsigned long int const len,  
    FILE *const f,  
    int const fd,  
    char const *const msg,  
    char const *const src)  
  throw (char const *const);

private:

    DicFiles df;
    DicUser *duser;

    char tmpf[64], smpf[64];  
    unsigned long int cutoff, batchlen, batchmaxlen, eoffset, coffset, nonzeros,  
    vector<unsigned long int> eidx;
    double sx, ssx;

    inline unsigned long int setupidx (unsigned long int index) throw (char const *const);
    unsigned long int setupBatch (void) throw (char const *const);
    void flushBatch (void) throw (char const *const);
};

#endif
`Dictionary.cc`

```c
#include "Dictionary.h"

static unsigned char const *ptr;
static unsigned char A, Z, alpha, asz, flipflop = 0, terminal = 0;

static unsigned long int amemsize, depth, minlen,
    *aleph, *asent, **doublet, **offset, block[256], *svalue;
static unsigned long int const *const blocksent = block + 256;

static void PosToOrder(
    unsigned long int *dump,
    unsigned long int *indx,
    unsigned long int const len)
throw ()
{
    unsigned long int sub = 0;
    {
        unsigned long int const *const isent = indx + len;
        for (unsigned long int *i = indx; i < isent; *(i++) <<= 2);
    }

    again:
    depth++;
    ptr++;
    sub++;

    if (depth < minlen)
    {
        memset (aleph, 0, amemsize);
        unsigned long int const *const dsent = dump + len;
        for (unsigned long int *start = dump; start < dsent; aleph[*ptr + *(start++)]++);

        for (unsigned long int *aptr = aleph; aptr < asent; aptr++)
        {
            unsigned long int const q = *aptr;
            if (q == len && aptr > aleph) goto again;
            *aptr = *asent;
            *asent += q;
        }
    }

    unsigned long int const *isent = dump + aleph[1];
    unsigned long int const *const rsent = dump + aleph[*ptr + *(dump - 1) + 1];

    for (unsigned long int i = 0; i < len; i++)
        if (!(*(indx + i) & 1))
```
unsigned long int pos = dump[i], idx = indx[i] | 1, loc;

while ((loc = aleph[*(ptr + pos)++]) != i)
{
    unsigned long int const u = dump[loc], v = indx[loc] | 1;
    dump[loc] = pos, indx[loc] = idx;
    pos = u, idx = v;
}

dump[i] = pos, indx[i] = idx;

if (terminal)
    isent = indx + (rsent - dump);
else
{
    while (dump < isent) *(dump++) = *(indx++) - 1;
    isent = indx + (rsent - isent);
}

for (unsigned long int *iptr = indx; iptr < isent; *(iptr++) >>= 2);

isent = (terminal ? dump + aleph[alpha] : dsent);

for (unsigned long int const *start = dump, *stop; start < rsent; start = stop)
{
    unsigned char const x = *(ptr + *start);
    for (stop = start + 1; stop < rsent && *(ptr + *stop) == x; stop++);
    unsigned long int const chunk = stop - start;

    if (chunk > 1)
        PosToOrder (dump, indx, chunk);
    else if (chunk)
        *(dump) = *(indx) << 2;

dump += chunk, indx += chunk;
}

for (unsigned long int const *start = rsent, *stop; start < isent; start = stop)
{
    unsigned char const x = *(ptr + *start);
    for (stop = start + 1; stop < dsent && *(ptr + *stop) == x; stop++);
    unsigned long int const chunk = stop - start;

    if (chunk > 1)
    {
        memcpy (dump, indx, chunk * __INT_SIZE);

        if (flipflop)
unsigned long int const *const sent = dump + chunk;
for (unsigned long int *ptr = dump; ptr < sent; *(ptr++) |= 2);
flipflop = 0;
else
    flipflop = 1;
else
    *(dump++) = *(indx++) - 1;

dump += chunk;
indx += chunk;
}
while (dump < dsent) *(dump++) = *(indx++) - 1;
else
    memcpy (dump, indx, len * __INT_SIZE);

depth -= sub;
ptr -= sub;
}

static inline unsigned char QuickSort (unsigned long int *const array, unsigned long int const chunk) throw () {
    unsigned long int min, max = min = svalue[*array], *top, *bot;
    unsigned long int const *const sent = array + chunk;
    for (top = array + 1; top < sent; top++) {
        unsigned long int const v = svalue[*top];
        if (v > max) max = v; else if (v < min) min = v;
    }
    if (min != max)
    {
        unsigned long int const mid = (min + max) >> 1;
        top = array; bot = (unsigned long int *)(sent - 1);
        while (true)
        {
            while (svalue[*top] <= mid) top++;
            while (svalue[*bot] > mid) bot--;
            if (top < bot)
            {
{ unsigned long int const tmp = *top;
  *top = *bot; *bot = tmp;
}
else
{
  QuickSort (array, top - array);
  QuickSort (top, sent - top);
  return (1);
}
}

return (0);
}

static inline unsigned char RadixSort ( unsigned long int *const array,
  unsigned long int const chunk) throw ()
{
  unsigned long int min, max = min = svalue[*array];

  {
    unsigned long int const *const sent = array + chunk;

    for (unsigned long int *slider = array + 1; slider < sent; slider++)
    {
      unsigned long int const v = svalue[*slider];
      if (v > max) max = v; else if (v < min) min = v;
    }

    if (min == max) return (0);
  }

  unsigned char shift = 0;
  unsigned long int const bound_limit = max - min;
  unsigned long int bound = 0, *const extra = new unsigned long int [chunk],
  *a = array, *b = extra;

  while (bound <= bound_limit)
  {
    unsigned long int const *const asent = a + chunk;
    memset (block, 0, 256 * __INTSIZE);

    for (unsigned long int *slider = a; slider < asent; slider++)
      block[((svalue[*slider] - min) >> shift) & 255]++;

    for (unsigned long int *r = block, total = 0; r < blocksent; r++)
unsigned long int const tmp = *r;
if (tmp == chunk) goto sorted;
\*r = total; total += tmp;
}

for (unsigned long int *slider = a; slider < asent; slider++)
b[block[((svalue[*slider] - min) >> shift) & 255][++] = *slider;

{ unsigned long int *const tmp = a; a = b; b = tmp; }

sorted:

bound = 1 << (shift += 8);
}

if (a != array) memcpy (array, a, chunk * __INT_SIZE);
delete [] extra;
return (1);
}

static inline unsigned char HelperSort
(unsigned long int *const array,
unsigned long int const *const value,
unsigned long int const chunk)
throw ()
{
	svalue = (unsigned long int *)(value);
return (chunk < 256 ? QuickSort (array, chunk) : RadixSort (array, chunk));
}

static void SubStringSort
(unsigned char const *const contig,
unsigned char const *const csent,
unsigned long int *const dump,
unsigned long int const total)
throw ()
{

unsigned long int
doff = dump, *indx = dump + total,
*const destination = indx, *const destination1 = destination + 1;

{ unsigned long int tmp = 0;

for (unsigned char const *start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
if (*start < *next && *start != terminal && *next != terminal)
{

unsigned long int q = offset[*start][*next][++;


}
dump[q] = start - contig;
indx[q] = tmp++; 
}
}

ptr = contig + (depth = 1);
for (unsigned char a = A; a < Z; a++)
    for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= Z; b++)
    {
        unsigned long int const len = doublet[a][b];

        if (len > 1)
        {
            PosToOrder (doff, indx, len);
            doff += len, indx += len;
        }
        else if (len)
        {
            *(doff++) = *(indx++) << 2;
        }
    }

unsigned long int const *dsent = dump + total;
unsigned long int *dwrite = dump;

for (unsigned long int const *dread = dump, *dstop; dread < dsent; )
{
    unsigned char const lastbits = *dread & 3;
    for (dstop = dread + 1; dstop < dsent && (*dstop & 3) == lastbits; dstop++)
    {
        if (lastbits)
        {
            unsigned long int const dst = dread - dump;
            while (dread < dstop) destination[*(dwrite++) = *(dread++) >> 2] = dst;
        }
        else
        {
            for (unsigned long int dst = dread - dump;
                dread < dstop; destination[*(dwrite++) = *(dread++) >> 2] = dst);
        }
    }
    dsent = dwrite;
}

while (dsent != (dwrite = dump))
{
    for (unsigned long int const *dread = dump, *dstop; dread < dsent; dread = dstop)
    {
        unsigned long int const dst = destination[*dread];
        for (dstop = dread + 1; dstop < dsent && dst == destination[*dstop]; dstop++)
        {
            unsigned long int const chunk = dst - dread;

            if (HelperSort ((unsigned long int *const)dread, destinationp1, chunk))
            {
            }
        }
    }
}
for (unsigned long int *start = (unsigned long int *)dread, *stop; start < dstop; )
{
    unsigned long int const v = destinationp1[*start];
    for (stop = start + 1; stop < dstop && destinationp1[*stop] == v; stop++)
        start--;  
if (flipflop)
    {
        while (++start < stop) *start = (*start << 1) | 1;
        flipflop = 0;
    } else
    {
        while (++start < stop) *start <<= 1;
        flipflop = 1;
    }
}
for (unsigned long int *start = (unsigned long int *)dread, *stop; start < dstop; )
{
    unsigned char const lastbit = *start & 1;
    for (stop = start + 1; stop < dstop && (*stop & 1) == lastbit; stop++)
        subgroup = stop - start;
while (start < stop)
    {
        *start >>= 1;
        destination[*(start++)] = newdst;
    }
if (subgroup > 1)
    {
        memcpy (dwrite, start - subgroup, subgroup * __INT_SIZE);
        dwrite += subgroup;
    } else
    {
        memcpy (dwrite, dread, chunk * __INT_SIZE);
        dwrite += chunk;
    }
}
dsnet = dwrite;
dwrite = destination;
for (unsigned char const *start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
if (*start < *next && *start != terminal && *next != terminal)
    dump[*dwrite++] = start - contig;
}

static inline long int TupCmp (unsigned char const *a, unsigned char const *b, unsigned char const *const bsent)
    throw ()
{
    while (b < bsent && *((long int *)a) == *((long int *)b))
        { a += __INT_SIZE; b += __INT_SIZE; }

    if (b < bsent && *a == *b)
        { a++; b++; if (b < bsent && *a == *b)
            { a++; b++; }}}

    return (b < bsent ? (long int)(*a) - (long int)(*b) : 0);
}

static inline void bSearchSmp (unsigned long int &mid, unsigned long int &value,
    unsigned long int const left, unsigned long int const right, unsigned long int const *const pos,
    unsigned long int const *const smp)
    throw ()
{
    long int l = left >> iTools::pageshift, r = (right >> iTools::pageshift) - 1;

    if (l <= r)
        { long int m = (l + r) >> 1;
          value = smp[m];
          mid = ((m + 1) << iTools::pageshift) - 1;
        }
    else
        value = pos[mid = ((left + right) >> 1)];
}

Dictionary::Dictionary (char const *const stem) throw (char const *const) :
    df (stem, 'r')
{
    sx = -1;
    eseq = 0;
sprintf (tmpf, "/tmp/___Dictionary___Tmp.X1u", iTools::pid);
sprintf (smpf, "/tmp/___Dictionary___Smp.Xlu", iTools::pid);
}

Dictionary::~Dictionary
{
  closeBatch ();
}

void Dictionary::getStats (long double &_sx, long double &_ssx)
throw (char const *const)
{
  if (sx < 0)
    for (unsigned long int i = (unsigned long int)(sx = ssx = 0); i < *df.numseq; i++)
      {
        unsigned long int const l = lenSequence (i);
        sx += l; ssx += l*1;
      }

  _ssx = ssx;
  _sx = sx;
}

unsigned long int Dictionary::lenSequence (unsigned long int const index)
throw (char const *const)
{
  if (index < *df.numseq)
    {
      unsigned long int const
      subindex = setupidx (index),
      *const ptr = df.cursd->mmidx + subindex;

      return (*ptr + 1) - *ptr - 1;
    }

  return (0);
}

void Dictionary::getSequenceName (unsigned long int const index, char *const name)
throw (char const *const)
{
  if (index < *df.numseq)
    {
      unsigned long int const subindex = setupidx (index);
      df.cursd->updatemmacc ();
      memcpy (name, df.cursd->mmacc + subindex * df.acclen, df.acclen);
    }
}
void Dictionary::getSequence (unsigned long int const index, char *const seq)  
throw (char const *const)
{
    if (index < *df.numseq)
    {
        unsigned long int const subindex = setupidx (index);

        df.cursd->updatemmseq ();

        unsigned long int const
            *const ptr = df.cursd->mmidx + subindex,
            p = *ptr, len = *(ptr + 1) - p - 1;

        memcpy (seq, df.cursd->mmseq + p, len);
        df.alpha->Decode (seq, len);
        seq[len] = 0;
    }
}

void Dictionary::startBatch (  
    unsigned long int const cutofflen,
    unsigned long int const maxlen,
    DicUser *const user)
throw ()
{
    closeBatch ();
    cutoff = iMAX (1, cutofflen);
    batchmaxlen = 2 + iMAX (maxlen, cutoff);
    pree = (eseq = new unsigned char [batchmaxlen]) - 1;
    eseqpc = eseq + cutoff;
    *eseq = eoffset = 0;
    duser = user;
    reset = 1;
}

void Dictionary::addtoBatch (  
    char const *const seq,
    unsigned long int const len)
throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int const truelen = len + 1;

    if (truelen >= batchmaxlen)
        throw ("Dictionary::addtoBatch: input string too long");
else if (truelen > batchmaxlen - batchlen)
    flushBatch ();

    if (reset)
        200
{  
  eidx.clear();  
  eidx.push_back (batchlen = 1);  
  nonzeros = reset = 0;  
}

unsigned char *ptr = eseq + batchlen, *const sent = ptr + len;  
nonzeros += df.alpha->Encode (seq, ptr, len);  
*sent = 0;

if (nonzeros)
  for (unsigned char *start = ptr, *stop; start < sent; start = stop + 1)
    {
      for (stop = start; *stop; stop++);
      unsigned long int const sublen = stop - start;

      if (sublen < cutoff)
        {
          memset (start, 0, sublen);
          nonzeros -= sublen;
        }
    }

if (nonzeros)
  batchlen += truelen;
else
  {
    *ptr = 0;
    batchlen++;
  }

eidx.push_back (batchlen);
}

void Dictionary::closeBatch (void) throw (char const *const)
{
  if (eseq)
    {
      if (batchlen > 1) flushBatch ();
      delete [] eseq;
      eseq = 0;
    }

  reset = 1;
}

unsigned long int Dictionary::setupidx (unsigned long int i)
  throw (char const *const)
{
  
}
unsigned long int const *const space = df.seqoffset;
unsigned long int l = 1, m, r = df.subdictionaries;

while (l < r)
    if (space[m = ((l + r) >> 1)] <= i)
        l = m + 1;
    else
        r = m;

unsigned long int const newsdindex = l - 1;
if (newsdindex != df.cursdindex)
{
    if (df.cursd) df.cursd->close();
    (df.cursd = *(df.sd + (df.cursdindex = newsdindex)))->__open();
}
return (i - *(df.cursd->offset));

unsigned long int Dictionary::setupBatch (void)
throw (char const *const)
{
    int const
        efdpos = open (tmpf, O_RDWR | O_CREAT | O_TRUNC, __DICFILES_MODE),
        efdsmp = open (smpf, O_RDWR | O_CREAT | O_TRUNC, __DICFILES_MODE);

    if (efdpos == -1 || efdsmp == -1)
        BAIL ("unable to open a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");

    FILE
        *const efpos = fdopen (efdpos, "w+"),
        *const efsmp = fdopen (efdsmp, "w+");

    if (!efpos || !efsmp)
        BAIL ("unable to open a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");

    unsigned long int const disklen = __INT_SIZE * batchlen;
    fseek (efpos, disklen - 1, SEEK_SET);
    fwrite (eseq, 1, 1, efpos);
    rewind (efpos);

    unsigned long int *const disk = (unsigned long int *)
        mmap (0, disklen, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, efdpos, 0);

    if (disk == MAP_FAILED) BAIL ("mmap failed\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");
    Dictionary::SubStringSort (df.alpha->Size (), cutoff, eseq, batchlen, disk, nonzeros);

    unsigned long int const *const sent = disk + nonzeros;
    for (unsigned long int *start = disk; start < sent; *(start++) <<= 1);
unsigned char const *const esent = pree + batchlen;
for (unsigned char const *start = eseq + 1, *stop; start < esent; start = stop + 1)
{
    for (stop = start; *stop; stop++);
    unsigned char const *const cut = stop - cutoff;
    for (start = stop - 1; start > cut; disk[start-- - eseq] |= 1);
}

unsigned long int *writer = disk;
for (unsigned long int const *reader = disk; reader < sent; reader++)
{
    unsigned long int const rpos = *reader >> 1;
    if (!(disk[rpos] & 1))
    {
        unsigned char const wbit = *writer & 1;
        *(writer++) = (rpos << 1) | wbit;
    }
}

unsigned long int const newsent = writer;
for (writer = disk; writer < newsent; *(writer++) >>= 1);
unsigned long int const truenonz = newsent - disk;

PageSample (disk, truenonz, efsmp, edfsmp,
    "error writing a temporary smp file:\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");

if (munmap (disk, disklen))
    BAIL ("munmap failed:\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");

if (fclose (efpos) || fclose (efsmp))
    BAIL ("error closing a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::setupBatch");

return (truenonz);
}

void Dictionary::flushBatch (void)
    throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned long int const enonz = (nonzeros ? setupBatch () : 0);
    eseqs = eidx.size () - 1;
    if (enonz)
    {
        int const
edfpos = open (tmpf, O_RDONLY, ...DIC_FILES_MODE),
edfsmp = open (smpf, O_RDONLY, ...DIC_FILES_MODE);
if (efdpos == -1 || efdsmp == -1)
    BAIL ("unable to reopen a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::flushBatch");

FILE
*const efpos = fdopen (efdpos, "r");
*const efdsmp = fdopen (efdsmp, "r");

if (efdpos || efdsmp)
    BAIL ("unable to reopen a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::flushBatch");

unsigned long int const
eposmem = enonz * __INT_SIZE,
esmpmem = DicFiles::getSampleLength (enonz) * __INT_SIZE;

if ((epos = (unsigned long int *)
mmap (0, eposmem, PROT_READ, MAP_PRIVATE, efdpos, 0)) == MAP_FAILED ||
    (esmp = (unsigned long int *)
mmap (0, esmpmem, PROT_READ, MAP_PRIVATE, efdsmp, 0)) == MAP_FAILED)
    BAIL ("unable to map a temporary file:\n", "Dictionary::flushBatch");

for (unsigned long int sd = 0; sd < df.subdictionaries; sd++)
{
    if (df.cursdindex != sd)
    {
        if (df.cursd) df.cursd->close (0);
        (df.cursd = *(df.sd + (df.cursdindex = sd)))->__open (0);
    }

    unsigned long int const *const ptr = df.cursd->offset;
    cseqs = *(ptr + 1) - (coffset = *ptr);
}

if (df.cursd->nonz)
{
    df.cursd->__updateemmseq (0);
    cpos = df.cursd->__mmpos; csmp = df.cursd->__mmsmp; cidx = df.cursd->__mmidx;
    prec = (cseq = df.cursd->__mmseq) - 1; cseqpc = cseq + cutoff;
    BinarySearch (cutoff,
        0, enonz - 1, *(eseq + *epos), *(eseq + epos[enonz-1]),
        0, df.cursd->__nonz - 1, 1, df.alpha->__Size ());
}

if (munmap (epos, eposmem) || munmap (esmp, esmpmem))
    BAIL ("munmap failed:\n", "Dictionary::flushBatch");
if (fclose (efpos) || fclose (efsmp))
    BAIL ("error closing a temporary file:
" , "Dictionary::flushBatch");
}

unlink (tmpf);
unlink (smpf);

eoffset += eseqs;
reset = 1;
}

void Dictionary::ReportMatches ( unsigned long int const eleft,
                                unsigned long int const eright,
                                unsigned long int const cleft,
                                unsigned long int const cright)
    throw ()
{
    unsigned long int const *const esent = epos + eright, *const csent = cpos + cright;

    for (unsigned long int *cptr = cpos + cleft; cptr <= csent; cptr++)
    {
        unsigned char const prechar = (prec[*cptr] ? prec[*cptr] : 255);

        for (unsigned long int *eptr = epos + eleft; eptr <= esent; eptr++)
            if (prechar != pree[*eptr])
            {
                unsigned char const *cseqpc = eseqpc + *cptr, *e = eseqpc + *eptr;
                unsigned char const *const cstart = c - cutoff;
                while (*c && *c == *e) { c++; e++; }

                unsigned long int cl = 1, el = 1, cr = cseqs, er = eseqs, mid;
                unsigned long int const cs = *cptr + 1, es = *eptr + 1;

                while (cl < cr)
                    if (cidx[mid = ((cl + cr) >> 1)] <= cs)
                        cl = mid + 1;
                    else
                        cr = mid;
                cl--;

                while (el < er)
                    if (eidx[mid = ((el + cr) >> 1)] <= es)
                        el = mid + 1;
                    else
                        er = mid;
                el--;

                duser->yield (el + eoffset, *eptr - eidx[el]).
\begin{verbatim}
void Dictionary::BinarySearch (  
    long int togo,
    long int eleft,
    long int eright,
    unsigned char ea,
    unsigned char ez,
    long int cleft,
    long int cright,
    unsigned char ca,
    unsigned char cz)

    throw ()
{
    unsigned char const *seq, *tup, *tupsent;
    unsigned long int mid = 0,
    midpos = 0,
    sub = 0;
    unsigned long int const *pos, *smp;
    long int eG, el, cO, ci, cmp;

    recurse:

    if (ea > cz || ca > ez)
        goto done;

    if (ea == ez && ca == cz)
        if (ea == ca)
            if (togo == 1)
            {
                ReportMatches (eleft, eright, cleft, cright);
                goto done;
            }
        else
            goto done;
    else
        {
            eseq++; cseq++; sub++; togo--;
            ca = *(eseq + epos[eleft]);
            ez = *(eseq + epos[eright]);
            cz = df.alpha->Size ();
            ca = 1;
        }
    else
        goto done;

    if (ea != ez || TupCmp (eseq + epos[eleft] + 1, eseq + epos[eright] + 1, eseq + epos[eright] + togo))
    {
        seq = eseq;
    }
}
\end{verbatim}
pos = epos;
smp = esmp;
bSearchSmp (mid, midpos, cleft, cright, cpos, csmp);
tupsent = (tup = cseq + midpos) + togo;
c0 = mid - 1;
c1 = mid + 1;
e0 = cleft;
e1 = cright;
}
else
{
    seq = cseq;
pos = cpos;
smp = csmp;
tupsent = (tup = cseq + epos[cleft]) + togo;
c0 = cleft - 1;
c1 = cright + 1;
e0 = cleft;
e1 = cright;
}

unsigned long int l = e0, r = e1, sub = 0;

if (TupCmp (seq + pos[l], tup, tupsent) >= 0)
;
else if (TupCmp (seq + pos[r], tup, tupsent) <= 0)
    l = r;
else
{
    unsigned char const A = (pos == epos ? 1 : 0), Z = df.alpha->Size();
    unsigned char a = *(seq + pos[l]), z = *(seq + pos[r]);

    while (l < r)
    {
        if (a == z)
        {
            a = A;
            z = Z;

            sub++;
            seq++;
            if (++tup == tupsent) break;

            continue;
        }

        bSearchSmp (mid, midpos, l, r, pos, smp);
        unsigned char const *const split = seq + midpos;
    }
}
if (TupCmp (split, tup, tupsent) < 0)
{
    l = mid + 1;
    a = *split;
}
else
{
    r = mid;
    z = *split;
}
}
}
e0 = (e1 = l) - 1;
if ((cmp = TupCmp (seq + pos[l], tup, tupsent)) < 0)
{
    e0++; 
    e1++;
}
tup -= sub;
}

if (pos == cpos)
{
    unsigned long int tmp;
    tmp = e0; e0 = c0; c0 = tmp;
    tmp = e1; e1 = c1; c1 = tmp;
}

if (!cmp)
{
    while (el >= eleft && !TupCmp (eseq + epos[eO], tup, tupsent)) e--;
    while (el <= eright && !TupCmp (eseq + epos[el], tup, tupsent)) el+1;
    while (cO >= cleft && !TupCmp (cseq + cpos[cO], tup, tupsent)) cO--;
    while (cI <= cright && !TupCmp (cseq + cpos[ci], tup, tupsent)) cI++; 
    ReportMatches (e0 + 1, e1 - 1, c0 + 1, c1 - 1);
}

{ 
    unsigned char const
    recurse_top = (e0 >= eleft && !TupCmp (eseq + epos[eO], tup, tupsent)) e0--; 
    recurse_bot = (el <= eright && !TupCmp (eseq + epos[el], tup, tupsent)) e1++; 
    while (e0 >= cleft && !TupCmp (eseq + cpos[e0], cleft, c0, c1, c0, c1)) e0--; 
    while (el <= cright && !TupCmp (eseq + cpos[el], cleft, c0, c1, cleft, c1)) el++; 
    if (recurse_top)
        if (recurse_bot)
            BinarySearch (togo, eleft, e0, ea, *(eseq + epos[eO]), cleft, c0, ca, *tup);
else
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{  
eq = * (eseq + epos[eright = e0]);
cright = c0;

eq = *tup;
goto recurse;
}

if (recurse_bot)  
{
    ea = * (eseq + epos[elleft = e1]);
cleft = c1;
    ca = *tup;
goto recurse;
}

done:

eseq -= sub;
cseq -= sub;
}

void Dictionary::SubStringSort (  
    unsigned char const alphasize,
    unsigned long int const minlen,
    unsigned char *const contig,
    unsigned long int const contiglen,
    unsigned long int *const disk,
    unsigned long int const disklen)

throw ()
{  
    ::minlen = minlen;
    asz = (Z = alpha = alphasize) + 1;
    A = 1;

    asent = asz + (aleph = new unsigned long int [amemsize = 1 + asz]);
    amemsize *= -INT_SIZE;

    offset = new unsigned long int * [asz];
doublet = new unsigned long int * [asz];

for (unsigned char a = 0; a < asz; a++)  
{  
    offset[a] = new unsigned long int [asz];
    doublet[a] = new unsigned long int [asz];
}

unsigned char const *const csent = contig + contiglen;
unsigned long int total, tmp;
flipper:

for (unsigned char a = 0; a < asz; a++)
   for (unsigned char b = 0; b < asz; b++)
       doublet[a][b] = 0;

for (unsigned char const *start = contig; start < csent; doublet[*start][*(++start)]++)
   total = tmp = 0;

for (unsigned char a = A; a < Z; a++)
   for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= Z; b++)
   {
      offset[a][b] = total;
      total += doublet[a][b];
   }

if (total > (disklen >> 1))
{
   A = 0;
   Z = alpha - 1;
   terminal = alphasize;

   for (unsigned char *ptr = contig; ptr < csent; ptr++)
      *ptr = alphasize - *ptr;

   goto flipper;
}

::SubStringSort (contig, csent, disk, total);
unsigned long int *src = disk + total;
memset (aleph, 0, amemsize);

unsigned long int
**const top = new unsigned long int * [asz],
**const bot = new unsigned long int * [asz];

{
   unsigned long int *const diskml = disk - 1;
   unsigned long int total = 0;

   for (unsigned char a = A; a <= Z; a++)
   {
      top[a] = disk + total;
      for (unsigned char b = 0; b < asz; b++)
         aleph[a] += doublet[a][b];
      bot[a] = diskml + (total += aleph[a]);
   }
}
if (terminal)
{
    for (int a = Z; a >= A; a--)
    {
        unsigned long int total = 0;
        for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b <= Z; total += doublet[a][b++]);
        unsigned long int *bt = bot[a] - doublet[a][alpha];
        unsigned long int const *const sent = bt - total;
        while (bt > sent) *(bt--) = *((--src);
        top[a] = bt;
    }
}
for (unsigned char const *start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
{
    unsigned char const x = *start;
    if (x != terminal & & *next == terminal)
    {
        *(bot[x]--) = start - contig;
        next++;
    }
}
for (unsigned char a = A; a <= Z; a++)
{
    unsigned long int *bt = top[a], *btm = bot[a] + doublet[a][alpha] + 1;
    top[a] = btm - aleph[a];
    while (bt < --btm)
    {
        unsigned long int const pos = *btm - 1;
        if (*((contig + pos) == a) *(bt--) = pos;
    }
    bot[a] = bt;
}
else
{
    for (unsigned char a = alpha - 1; a--;)
    {
        unsigned long int total = 0;
        for (unsigned char b = a + 1; b < asz; total += doublet[a][b++]);
        unsigned long int *bt = bot[a], *btm = bt + 1;
        unsigned long int const *const sent = bt - total;
        while (bt > sent) *(bt--) = *((--src);
        while (bt < --btm)
{ unsigned long int const pos = *btm - 1;
    if (*{(contig + pos) == a} *{bt--} = pos;
}

bot[a] = bt;
}

for (unsigned char const *start = contig, *next = start + 1; start < csent; start = next++)
{
    unsigned char const x = *start;
    if (x && !*next)
    {
        *(top[x]++) = start - contig;
        next++;
    }
}

for (unsigned char a = A; a <= Z; a++)
    if (aleph[a])
    {
        unsigned long int const
            *const sentb = src + aleph[a],
            *const senta = bot[a] + 1;
        
        while (src < senta)
        {
            unsigned long int const pos = *(src++) - 1;
            unsigned char const x = *(contig + pos);
            if (x >= a && x != terminal) *(top[x]++) = pos;
        }

        while (src < sentb)
        {
            unsigned long int const pos = *(src++) - 1;
            unsigned char const x = *(contig + pos);
            if (x > a && x != terminal) *(top[x]++) = pos;
        }

        delete [] top;
        delete [] bot;
        delete [] aleph;

        for (unsigned char a = 0; a < asz; a++)
        {
            delete [] offset[a];
        }
    }
delete [] doublet[a];
}

delete [] offset;
delete [] doublet;

if (terminal)
{
  for (unsigned char *ptr = contig; ptr < csent; ptr++)
    *ptr = alphasize - *ptr;

  unsigned long int *top = disk, *bot = disk + disklen - 1;
  while (top < bot)
  {
    unsigned long int const tmp = *top;
    *(top++) = *bot; *(bot--) = tmp;
  }

  terminal = 0;
}

void Dictionary::PageSample (unsigned long int const *const array,
  unsigned long int const len,
  FILE *const f,
  int const fd,
  char const *const msg,
  char const *const src)
  throw (char const *const)
{
  if (!len) return;

  unsigned long int const *const sent = array + len, *reader = array - 1,
  smpmem = DicFiles::getSampleLength (len) * _INT_SIZE;

  fseek (f, smpmem - 1, SEEK_SET);
  fwrite (msg, 1, 1, f);
  rewind (f);

  unsigned long int *const writer = (unsigned long int *)
    mmap (0, smpmem, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, fd, 0), *w = writer;

  if (writer == MAP_FAILED) BAIL (msg, src);
  while ((reader += iTools::pagewords) < sent) *(w++) = *reader;
  *w = *(sent - 1);

  if (munmap (writer, smpmem))
    BAIL ("munmap failed:
" "Dictionary::PageSample");
A.3.4 Remote Procedure Calls

Server.cc

```c++
#include "Comm.h"
#include "CommZTCP.h"
#include "Dictionary.h"

#define BSIZE (1<<24)
static char buffer[256], format[64], *buf;

class Yielder : public DicUser
{
private:
    int const fd;
    CommZTCP tcp;
    Comm out;

public:
    Yielder (char const *const host, unsigned long int const port)
        throw (char const *const):
        fd (CommTCP::tcpConnect (host, port)),
        tcp (fd),
        out (&tcp)
    {
        if (fd < 0) BAIL ("Couldn’t connect!\n", "Yielder::Yielder");
    }

    virtual ~Yielder () {}  

    void disconnect (void) throw (char const *const)
    {
        out.writeLong (0);
        out.writeLong (0);
        out.writeLong (0);
        out.writeLong (0);
        out.writeLong (0);
        cout << "Closing the yield connection.\n" << endl;
        out.flush ();
        out.close ();
    }

    void yield (unsigned long int const is,
                unsigned long int const isp,
                unsigned long int const ds,
```
unsigned long int const dsp,
unsigned long int const hl) throw (char const *const)
{
    out.writeLong (is);
    out.writeLong (isp);
    out.writeLong (ds);
    out.writeLong (dsp);
    out.writeLong (hl);
};

void comm (Comm &info, char const *const host, char const *const dpath)
    throw (char const *const)
{
    unsigned char instruction = 0;
    Yielder *y = 0;

    cout << "[COMM]" << endl;
    sprintf (format, "%c\%s", '%', BSIZE);
    info.writeChar (__INT_SIZE);
    info.flush ();

    try
    {
        Dictionary d (dpath);

        while (1)
        {
            switch (instruction)
            {
            case 10: // startBatch
                {
                    unsigned long int const
cutoff = info.readLong (),
maxlen = info.readLong (),
port = info.readLong ();

                    d.startBatch (cutoff, maxlen, y = new Yielder (host, port));

                    break;
                }

            case 20: // addToBatch
                buf = info.readString ();
                d.addToBatch (buf, strlen (buf));
                delete [] buf;

                break;
            }
        }
    }
}
case 30: // closeBatch
    d.closeBatch();
    y->disconnect();
    delete y;
    y = 0;
    break;

case 40: // accCodeLength
    info.writeLong (d.accCodeLength ());
    info.flush (;
    break;

case 50: // numSequences
    info.writeLong (d.numSequences ());
    info.flush (;
    break;

case 51: // numValidChars
    sprintf (buffer, "%.0Lf", d.numValidChars ());
    info.writeString (buffer);
    info.flush (;
    break;

case 52: // mem
    sprintf (buffer, "%.0Lf", d.mem ());
    info.writeString (buffer);
    info.flush (;
    break;

case 60: // lenSequence
    info.writeLong (d.lenSequence (info.readLong ()));
    info.flush (;
    break;

case 61: // lenSequences
    { 130
        unsigned long int count = info.readLong ();
        info.writeLong (count);

        while (count--)
            info.writeLong (d.lenSequence (info.readLong ()));

        info.flush (;
        break;
    }

case 70: // getStats
    { 140
        long double sx, ssx;

d.getStats (sx, ssx);
sprintf (buffer, "%.0lf", sx);
info.writeString (buffer);
sprintf (buffer, "%.0lf", ssx);
info.writeString (buffer);
info.flush ()
break;
}

case 80: // getSequenceName
buf = new char [d.accCodeLength () + 1];
d.getSequenceName (info.readLong (), buf);
buf[d.accCodeLength ()] = 0;
info.writeString (buf);
delete [] buf;
info.flush ();
break;

case 81: // getSequenceNames
{
  unsigned long int count = info.readLong ();
  info.writeString (count);

  buf = new char [d.accCodeLength () + 1];
  while (count--)
  {
    d.getSequenceName (info.readLong (), buf);
    buf[d.accCodeLength ()] = 0;
    info.writeString (buf);
  }

delete [] buf;
info.writeString (buf);
break;
}

case 90: // getSequence
{
  unsigned long int const index = info.readLong ();
  buf = new char [d.lenSequence (index) + 1];
  d.getSequence (index, buf);
  info.writeString (buf);
delete [] buf;
info.writeString (buf);
break;
}

case 91: // getSequences
{

}
unsigned long int count = info.readLong ();
info.writeLong (count);

while (count--)
{
    unsigned long int const index = info.readLong ();
    buf = new char [d.lenSequence (index) + 1];
    d.getSequence (index, buf);
    info.writeString (buf);
    delete [] buf;
}

info.flush ();
break;
}

default:
;
}

try
{
    instruction = info.readChar ();
}
catch (char const *const)
{
    throw ("");
}

catch (char const *const e)
{
    if (strlen (e))
        cerr << e << endl;
}

if (y)
{
    y->disconnect ();
    delete y;
}

int main (int const argc, char const **const argv)
{
    Header h ("Dictionary Server", "9.11", "May", "2000");
h.Show ();

    int ss = -1;
try {
    if (argc != 3) {
        printf ("Usage: %s <dictionary> <port>\n", argv[0]);
        throw ("");
    }

    int port; scanf (argv[2], "%d", &port);
    if ((ss = CommTCP::tcpServ (port)) < 0) throw ("");

    while (1) {
        int const cs = accept (ss, (struct sockaddr *)&CommTCP::sa, (socklen_t *)&CommTCP::sz);

        if (cs < 0) BAIL ("accept\n", "Server::main");
        char const *const host = inet_ntoa (CommTCP::sa.sin_addr);
        cout << endl << "Connection from " << host << '!' << endl;

        try {
            CommZTCP tcp (cs);
            Comm info (&tcp);
            comm (info, host, argv[1]);
            cout << "Closed." << endl << endl;
        } catch (...) {
            {
            }
        }
    }
    catch (...) {
        {
            exit (1);
        }
    }
}
abstract class DictionaryUser
{
    abstract void Yield (long input_sequence,
            long input_sequence_position,
            long output_sequence,
            long output_sequence_position,
            long hit_length);

    abstract void Done ();
}
public class Channel extends Thread
{
    private Socket c;
    private ServerSocket s;

    private CommReader in;
    private boolean is_open;
    private DictionaryUser y;

    Channel (DictionaryUser du, CommWriter out) throws Exception
    {
        y = du;
        s = new ServerSocket (0);

        out.write ((long)(s.getLocalPort ())); 20
        out.flush ();

        c = s.accept ();
        in = new CommZReader (c.getInputStream ());
        in.setSize (out.getIntSize ());

        is_open = true;
        start ();
    }

    public void run ()
    {
        try
        {
            long
            is = in.readLong ().
            isp = in.readLong ().
            ds = in.readLong ().
            dsp = in.readLong ().
            hl = in.readLong ();

            while (hl > 0)
            {
                y.Yield (is, isp, ds, dsp, hl);
                is = in.readLong ();
                isp = in.readLong ();
            }
        }
    }
}
ds = in.readLong ();
dsp = in.readLong ();
hl = in.readLong ();
}
} 
catch (Exception e) { System.out.println (e); }

try { s.close (); } catch (Exception cls) { System.out.println (cls); }
is_open = false;
y.Done ();
}

public boolean isOpen ()
{
    return (is_open);
}


Dictionary.java

import java.net.Socket;
import java.math.BigInteger;

public class Dictionary
{
    private CommReader in;
    private CommWriter out;

    private Socket s;
    private Channel channel;

    private long accCodeLen = -1, numSeqs = -1;
    private BigInteger sx = null, ssx = null, numValid = null, totMem = null;

    Dictionary (final String IPaddress, final int IPport) throws Exception
    {
        s = new Socket (IPaddress, IPport);

        in = new CommZReader (s.getInputStream ());
        out = new CommZWriter (s.getOutputStream ());

        in.setIntSize (in.read ());
        out.setIntSize (in.getIntSize ());
    }

    void startBatch (final long cutoff, final long maxlen, final DictionaryUser y) throws Exception
    {
        out.write (10);
        out.write ((long)(cutoff));
        out.write ((long)(maxlen));
        channel = new Channel (y, out);
    }

    void addtoBatch (final String s) throws Exception
    {
        out.write (20);
        out.write (s);
        out.flush ();
    }

    void closeBatch () throws Exception
    {
    }
}
out.write (30);
out.flush ();
while (channel.isOpen ());
}

long accCodeLength () throws Exception
{
  if (accCodeLen == -1)
  {
    out.write (40);
    out.flush ();
    accCodeLen = in.readLong ();
  }

  return (accCodeLen);
}

long numSequences () throws Exception
{
  if (numSeqs == -1)
  {
    out.write (50);
    out.flush ();
    numSeqs = in.readLong ();
  }

  return (numSeqs);
}

BigInteger numValidChars () throws Exception
{
  if (numValid == null)
  {
    out.write (51);
    out.flush ();
    numValid = new BigInteger (in.readString ());
  }

  return (numValid);
}

BigInteger mem () throws Exception
{
  if (totMem == null)
  {
    out.write (52);
    out.flush ();
    totMem = new BigInteger (in.readString ());
  }
return (totMem);
}

long lenSequence (final long l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (60);
    out.write (l);
    out.flush ();

    return (in.readLong ());
}

long[] lenSequences (final long l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (61);
    out.write (l);
    out.flush ();

    return (in.readLongArray ());
}

void getStats (final BigInteger s[]) throws Exception
{
    if (sx == null)
    {
        out.write (70);
        out.flush ();

        sx = new BigInteger (in.readString ());
        ssx = new BigInteger (in.readString ());
    }

    s[0] = sx;
    s[1] = ssx;
}

String getSequenceName (final long l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (80);
    out.write (l);
    out.flush ();

    return (in.readString ());
}

String[] getSequenceNames (final long[] l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (81);
}
out.write (1);
out.flush ();

return (in.readStringArray ());
}

String getSequence (final long l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (90);
    out.write (l);
    out.flush ();

    return (in.readString ());
}

String[] getSequences (final long[] l) throws Exception
{
    out.write (91);
    out.write (l);
    out.flush ();

    return (in.readStringArray ());
}

public void disconnect () throws Exception
{
    s.close ();
}
}
A.4 Support Files

A.4.1 Scanners

owl2plain.flex

\%

// Scans OWL to produce a dictionary .plain file.

#include "iTools.h"

unsigned long int entries = 0, seqs = 0;

\%

CHR [^\n]

%

"\n{CHR}\n{CHR}\n{CHR}+ {  

char const *const ptr = strchr (yytext, '\;');
if (ptr)
{
  *(strchr (ptr, '\n')) = 0;
  cout << ptr + 1 << endl;
  entries++;
}
else
  BAIL ("Something's screwy...!\n", "owl2plain");
}

\n+ {  

if (yytext[yyleng - 1] == '\*')
{
  yytext[yyleng - 1] = '\n';
  cout << yytext << endl;
  seqs++;
}
else
  cout << yytext;
}

\n ;

%%
int main (void)
{
    try
    {
        yylex ();
    }
    catch (char const *const)
    {
    }

    cerr << "Entries: " << entries << '!' << endl;
    cerr << "Sequences: " << seqs << '!' << endl;
}
```c
#include "iTools.h"

unsigned long int entries=0, subs=0, seqs=0;
char acode[1024], submitter[1024], seq[1<<22];

char *ptr = strchr(yytext, ':') + 1;
if (entries != subs || entries++ != seqs)
    BAIL ("Something's screwy...!
", "est2plain");

if (*acode)
    { if (!*seq || !*submitter)
        { if (!*seq) cerr
            << "Missing sequence!"
            << endl;
        if (!*submitter) cerr
            << "Missing submitter!"
            << endl;
        cerr
            << acode
            << endl
            << endl;
        BAIL ("Something's screwy...!
", "est2plain");
        }
        cout
            << acode
            << ':
            << submitter
            << seq
            << endl
            << endl;
        *seq = *submitter = 0;
    }
while (*ptr++ == ' ');
strcpy (acode, ptr-1);
```

strcpy (submitter, ptr-1);

for (ptr = submitter; *ptr != 0; ptr++)
    if (*ptr == ' ') *ptr = '_';
    else if (*ptr == '\n') { *ptr = 0; break; }

char *ptr = yytext + 9, *sptr = seq;
seqs++;

while (*ptr != 0)
    if (*ptr == ' ' || *ptr == '\n' || *ptr == '	')
        ptr++;
    else
        *sptr++ = *(ptr++);

*sptr = 0;

int main (void)
{
    *acode = *seq = *submitter = 0;

    try
    {
        yylex ();
    }
    catch (char const *const)
    {
    }

    if (*acode)
        cout << acode << ': ' << submitter << endl << seq << endl << endl;

cerr << "Entries: " << entries << '!' << endl;
cerr << "Sequences: " << seqs << '!' << endl;
cerr << "Submitters: " << subs << '!' << endl;
}
usc2plain.flex

{%}

// Scans USC Genes to produce a dictionary .plain file.

#include "iTools.h"

unsigned long int entries=0, subs=0, seqs=0;
char acode[1024], submitter[1024], seq[1<22];

{%}

B [:blank:]
A [:alnum:]

%%%

{B}"LOCUS"{B}+{A}+ { 

char *ptr = strstr (yytext, "LOCUS") + 6;
while (*ptr == ' ') ptr++; 20

if (entries != subs || entries++ != seqs)
    BAIL ("Something's screwy...!\n", "usc2plain");

if (*acode)
{
    if (!*seq || !*submitter)
    {
        if (!*seq) cerr << "Missing sequence!" << endl;
        if (!*submitter) cerr << "Missing submitter!" << endl;
        cerr << acode << endl << seq << endl;
        BAIL ("Something's screwy...!\n", "est2plain");
    }

    cout << acode << ':' << submitter << endl << seq << endl;
    *seq = *submitter = 0;
}

while (*{ptr++} == ' ');
strcpy (acode, ptr-1);
}

{B}"AUTHORS"[^\n]*

if (subs < entries)
{

char *ptr = strstr (yytext, "AUTHORS") + 7;

while (*ptr == ' ') ptr++;
subs++;

strcpy (submitter, ptr);
for (ptr = submitter; *ptr != 0; ptr++)
  if (*ptr == ' ') *ptr = '_';
else if (*ptr == '
') { *ptr = 0; break; }
}

{B}*"ORIGIN"[^/]* {
char *ptr = yytext + 9, *sptr = seq;
seqs++;

while (*ptr)
  if (*ptr == ' ' || *ptr == '
' || *ptr == '	' || (*ptr >= '0' && *ptr <= '9'))
    ptr++;
else
  *(sptr++) = *(ptr++);

*sptr = 0;
}

\n
int main (void)
{
  *acode = *seq = *submitter = 0;

  try
  {
    yylex ();
  }
  catch (char const *const)
  {
  }

  if (*acode)
    cout << acode << ':' << submitter << endl << seq << endl << endl;

cerr << "Entries: " << entries << '!' << endl;
cerr << "Sequences: " << seqs << '!' << endl;
cerr << "Submitters: " << subs << '!' << endl;
A.4.2 Utilities

Mask.cc

// Reads pairs of strings from standard input.
// The first string in the pair is the accession code and is not altered.
// Segments no shorter than a threshold matching the dictionary are masked
// in the second string, the sequence.

#include "Biology.h"
#include "Dictionary.h"

#define SEQLEN (1<<24)
char in[SEQLEN], out[1 + (SEQLEN / 3)], format[64];

class Yielder : public DicUser
{

public:

  Yielder (char const gap) :
    gap (gap)
  {
  }

  inline void yield (unsigned long int const is,
                     unsigned long int const isp,
                     unsigned long int const ds,
                     unsigned long int const dsp,
                     unsigned long int const hl) throw ()
  {
    memset (in + isp, gap, lil);
  }

private:

  char const gap;
};

int main (int const argc, char const **const argv)
{
  try
  {
    if (argc < 3)
    {
      cerr << "usage: <dictionary> <masklen>" << endl << endl;
      throw ("");
    }
  }
Dictionary d (argv[1]);
*in = 0; d.getAlphabet ()->Decode (in, 1);
Yielder y (*in);

unsigned long int masklen;
sscanf (argv[2], "%lu", &masklen);

*in = in[SEQLEN - 1] = 0;
sprintf (format, "%cs%c%lus", '\', '\', (unsigned long int)(SEQLEN));

while (scanf (format, out, in) && *in)
{
    if (in[SEQLEN - 1])
        BAIL ("One of the input sequences is way too long!
" "Mask");

    unsigned long int const len = strlen (in);
    {
        cout << out << endl;

        d.startBatch (masklen, SEQLEN, &y);
        d.addtoBatch (in, len);
        d.closeBatch ();

        cout << in << endl << endl;
    }

    *in = 0;
}

} catch (const char *const)
{
    exit (1);
}
AllWays.cc

// Reads pairs of strings from standard input.
// The first string in the pair is the accession code and is not altered.
// The second string, the sequence, is translated into proteins in all three
// frames in all four orientations, with adjacent translations separated
// by dashes.

#include "Biology.h"

#define SEQLEN (1<<24)

int main (void)
{
    char in[SEQLEN], out[1 + (SEQLEN / 3)], format[64], gap = 0;

    *in = in[SEQLEN - 1] = 0;
    sprintf (format, "%c%c%c%las", '%', '%', '%', (unsigned long int)(SEQLEN));

    try
    {
        while (scanf (format, out, in) && *in)
        {
            cout << out << endl;

            if (in[SEQLEN - 1])
                BAIL ("One of the input sequences is way too long!\n", "AllWays");

            unsigned long int const len = strlen (in);

            for (unsigned char orientation = 0; orientation < 4; orientation++)
            {
                switch (orientation)
                {
                    case 0: // forward
                        break;
                    case 1: // reversed complement
                        Biology::reversedComplement (in, len);
                        break;
                    case 2: // complement
                        iTools::reverseString (in, len);
                        break;
                    case 3: // reversed
                        Biology::reversedComplement (in, len);
                        break;
                }

                unsigned long int l = len;
                char *seq = in;

                ...
for (unsigned char frame = 0; frame < 3; frame++)
{
    if (l >= 3)
    {
        Biology::makeProtein (seq, l / 3, out);

        if (gap) cout << gap; else gap = '-';
        cout << out;
    }

    seq++;
    l--;
}

cout << endl << endl;
*in = 0;
}
}

} catch (char const *const)
{
    exit (1);
}
}
A.4.3 Scripts

runServer.sh

#!/bin/sh

server="/scratch0/val/Thesis/Output/Server"
dicpath="/scratch/dictionaries/dest/"

$server $dicpath$1 $2
$0 $1 $2 &
owlPlain.sh

#!/bin/sh

unzip="gunzip -c"
zip="gzip -c -9"
e2p=/scratch/val/Thesis/Code/Support/est2plain
tmp=tmp.plain
rm=rm

i=1
n=$1
db=$2
final=${db}.plain.gz

while [ $i -le $n ]
  do
    Zfile=${db}.${i}.Z
    $unzip $Zfile | $e2p > $tmp
    $rm $Zfile
    $zip $tmp >> $final
    $rm $tmp
    i='expr $i + 1'
  done
A.4.4 Tools

dDiff.cc

// Locates the positions at which two binaries differ.

#include "iTools.h"

int main (int const argc, char const **const argv)
{
    try
    {
        if (argc < 3)
        {
            cerr << "usage: <binary1> <binary2>" << endl << endl;
            throw ("");
        }

        FILE *
const f1 = fopen (argv[1], "r"),
const f2 = fopen (argv[2], "r");

        if (f1 && f2)
        {
            unsigned long int q, p, count = 0;

            while (fread (&q, __INT_SIZE, 1, f1) && fread (&p, __INT_SIZE, 1, f2))
            {
                if (q != p) cout << "pos: " << count << " (" << q << "," << p << " endl;
                    count++;
            }
        } else
            BAIL ("could not open the binaries
" , "dDiff");

        fclose (f1);
        fclose (f2);
    }
    catch (const char *const)
    {
        exit (1);
    }
}
deBin.cc

// Prints out the words from a binary.

#include "iTools.h"

int main (void)
{
    unsigned long int q;

    while (fread (&q, 4, 1, stdin))
        cout << q << endl;
}
Appendix B

USC Gene #16 (HSAT3)

This is the entry for USC Gene #16 (HSAT3) which we visualized using GDV. The picture seems more informative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCUS</th>
<th>HSAT3</th>
<th>14206 bp DNA</th>
<th>PRI</th>
<th>25-JUN-1997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEFINITION</td>
<td>H. sapiens gene for antithrombin III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSION</td>
<td>X68793 S52236 S52240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERSION</td>
<td>X68793.1 GI:28906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEYWORDS</td>
<td>antithrombin; antithrombin III gene; AT3 gene; plasma protein; serine proteainase inhibitor; serpin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE</td>
<td>human.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANISM</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>Eukaryota; Metazoa; Chordata; Vertebrata; Mammalia; Eutheria; Primates; Catarrhini; Hominidae; Homo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCE 1 (bases 1 to 14206)</td>
<td>Olds,R.</td>
<td>Submitted (12-OCT-1992) R. Olds, Institute of Molecular Medicine, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford OX3 9DU, UK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCE 2 (bases 1 to 14206)</td>
<td>Olds,R.J., Lane,D.A., Chowdhury,V., De Stefano,V., Leone,G. and Thein,S.L.</td>
<td>Biochemistry In press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARK</td>
<td>Erratum:[[published erratum appears in Biochemistry 1989 Apr 18;28(8):3628]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFERENCE 4 (bases 1 to 14206)</td>
<td>Olds,R.J., Lane,D.A., Ireland,H., Leone,G., De Stefano,V., Wiesel,M.L., Cazenave,J.P. and Thein,S.L.</td>
<td>Novel point mutations leading to type 1 antithrombin deficiency and thrombosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COMMENT related sequences: M21636-M21645.

FEATURES

Location/Qualifiers

source 1..14206
/organism="Homo sapiens"
/db_xref="taxon:9606"
/chromosome="1"
/map="q23-25"

variation 152..259
/note="polymorphism"
/citation="[3]"

exon <605..645
/gene="AT3"
/number=1

mRNA join(<605..645,2944..3310,5843..6058,6964..7101,
7912..8302,10336..10400,13775..13951)
/gene="AT3"

gene 605..13951
/gene="AT3"

CDS join(605..645,2944..3310,5843..6058,6964..7101,7912..8302,
10336..10400,13775..13951)
/gene="AT3"
/codon_start=1
/product="antithrombin"
/protein_id="CAA48690.1"
/db_xref="GI:28907"
/db_xref="SWISS-PROT:P01008"
/translation="MYSNVIGTVTSGKKYVYLLSLLIGFWDCVTCHGSPVDICTAKP
RDIPWPMCIYRSPEKKATEDEGSEQKIKPEATNRRWELSKAANRFTATTFYQHLADSK
NDNDNILFSLPLSTAFAMTKLGACNDTLQLMEVFKFDTISEKSTDGQHHFFAKLNC
RLYRKANKSSKLVSARLFLGDKSLTFNETYQIDESLYYGAKLQPLDFKZKAEQASRAAI
NKWVSNTKTEGRDVPSEPSEAINELTVLVLVNTYYKGLKWSKFSENTRKELFYKADG
ECSCSAMYQEGFKRYRARVAVETQVLELPFKGDDITMVILPLPXKPLEVKEKLTPE
VLQEWLDELEEMMLYVHMFRFRIEDGFSLKEQLQDMGLVDSPEKSISAKPQVAEGRD
DLYSIDAFHAFLEVNEEGSEAASIAAVVIAGRSLNPNRIFKANRPFLVFIRENPVLN
TIIFMGRVANPVX"

intron 646..2943
/gene="AT3"
/number=1

repeat_region complement(2193..2469)
/note="Alu repeat element"

exon 2944..3310
/gene="AT3"
/number=2

intron 3311..5842
/gene="AT3"
/number=2

repeat_region complement(3784..3965)
repeat_region complement(4007..4284) 
exon 5843..6058 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="A" 
    /number=3 
intron 6059..6963 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="A" 
    /number=3 
exon 6964..7101 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="B" 
    /number=3 
intron 7102..7911 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="B" 
    /number=3 
repeat_region complement(7277..7558) 
exon 7912..8302 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="4" 
variation 8131 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="polymorphism" 
    /replace="a" 
variation 8160 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="polymorphism; PstI site" 
    /replace="a" 
intron 8303..10335 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /number=4 
variation 8521 
    /gene="AT3" 
    /note="NheI site; polymorphism" 
    /replace="t" 
repeat_region 8670..8687 
    /rpt_family="att" 
repeat_region complement(8692..8951) 
    /note="Alu repeat element" 
repeat_region complement(8994..9264) 
    /note="Alu repeat element" 
repeat_region 8994..9264 
    /note="Alu repeat element" 
repeat_region complement(9362..9633)
repeat_region  9823..9867
/rpt_family="att"
repeat_region  complement(9871..10152)
/note="Alu repeat element"
/exon  10336..10400
/gene="AT3"
/number=5
/variation  10427
/gene="AT3"
/note="Ddel site; polymorphism"
/replace="c"
/repeat_region  complement(10732..11011)
/note="Alu repeat element"
/repeat_region  complement(12124..12405)
/note="Alu repeat element"
exon  13775..13951
/gene="AT3"
/number=6
BASE COUNT  3715 a  3338 c  3217 g  3936 t
ORIGIN

1  ccacaggtgt aacatggtg tttcttggtc tgtgccagg g acaccttgcc atcagatgc
61  tgaagtgagc agcttgccc ttcttgctt cctataattg a tatatttcct ctctctctcc
121  cctctctccat aagaataact atgagagagg gaattacag gg tagagggcta gaagtttttg
181  gacatattact attttctact ttgatttag ttaacgagaa acaaaaaacct ctgcagacaa
241  gtctctctcc agtcaggtat aaaaatctct atttctatct a gttcaggtat
301  cctctctctcc agtcaggtat aaaaatctct cggctttgca caagttctcc
361  tttctctctcc agtcaggtat aaaaatctct cggctttgca caagttctcc
421  cactctctct ccagctggtcag cgtctctctcc cctctctcc cgtctctctcc
481  agctctctct ccagctggtcag cgtctctctcc cctctctcc cgtctctctcc
541  cgcgcgctg tggctctcag ttcacatct tccacttgcc caacctcagtg gg gaagtttttg
601  gcgcgctg tggctctcag ttcacatct tccacttgcc caacctcagtg gg gaagtttttg
661  tccacacact tccacacact tccacacact tccacacact tccacacact
721  cccccctctt agagagagag acacacacac acacacacac acacacacac
781  aacagcaggt ctcgctg ttcctctctcc cccaccccttg gggatacg ggtgctctcc
841  gctacccctt gggctctct ccagtttgaac tttggtgttg ccctttctct
901  cagagcagag acacacacac acacacacac acacacacac acacacacac
961  ctcgctcag tccacacact tccacacact tccacacact tccacacact
1021  gctctctctc ccacacacac acacacacac acacacacac acacacacac
1081  actaaagggcc caaaactgtc tctctctctc caataagagag tttgcctctt ccctagtgc
1141  cccacacact cctctctctc tggagttgcct caagaaaacgg gcggccacaa
1201  ctcgctctgt ttaattgtg gctctctttg cttctctctc tgcaccttgc tcaaatgtca
1261  tccccctgct gacaagaggc gacaagaggg cagcagttgg gataggtgca
1321  tctcagctct gcctctcttc tctctttcttc gcctctcttc cagcagcttc cccatctccc
1381  ttcgtctgtcag ttcctctctc cgcctctctc ttcctctctc ttcctctctc
1441  actcagacac ccgcaagagc caagtaaccc ctgcctcttg cagcctcttg ccagcccccc
ttattttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
13261 ccattgtttc agtctattac ttcaagaataa tggcatctcg tccagccaga gaacccacct
13321 cttttcatag gcccttaggtc tctagtggct ctittggagta gcttgatcttt ggatctttgat
13381 gctccaaagag tgaactgttt tctttcaact atggagttca gatcttgagc caaaaaacttt
13441 tccagggctg gtccaaaaaaa aatccgctgt aaacaccttt aacaatgtac cagccagaaa
13501 tgtgataacc tgtgtacctt cagattttctg ggtttacctga atgggaacctt tacactttatt
13561 acctagcaca aggcttggac aaaccaagtt acctttacatt ccttgcatga aagaatgagt
13621 gaaagttagga ttcctggaggg aatccccacct gacccaaatgt acctttttttac tggaaaaaca
13681 aagccatttga gaaattgctg tgcctgtggga tgatattacct gccaaaatga acggcagagt
13741 ggctaatatta gttttatcccc catgtgacct gcaaggaact gaagaagggca gtgaagcagc
13801 tgcgttttacc gcctgtggatgg tttctggcccg tgtcctaaacc cccacaggg tgaacccaac
13861 ggccacaggg cttttctttgg tttttataag aaaaaattct cttgacacta ttatctctat
13921 gggccagaga gccaaccccttt ggtaagtcctt aatgtttctt attctttgca cctttttca
13981 ttttgggttt gtgaacagaa gtaaaaataa atacaaacta cttccatatct acattataaa
14041 tggactctgg ctattgaaatg aagacaagga aaggggaacc atgctatggg ggccactttgt
14101 aaatgtatgc ttctcaagttg ttctttaccct agtaaccaca tctggtcataa gaaaaatgagg
14161 gagagagcga taanaagatgg tagacagccca gaaaggggaag ggagag
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